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COLONIAL NANSEMOND HARRELLS: INTRODUCTION



My husband’s father died of Parkinson’s disease when my husband was only seventeen. His dad, a Los Angeles lawyer, had helped him with a grade-school family history project, so Steve knew where his father and grandfather were born, and he (sort of) knew the name and birthdate of his Harrell great-grandfather. Beyond that, it got murky. In 1882 a fire had destroyed his greatgrandparents’ home in Pleasant Hill, Louisiana, together with their Bible and all their records. I had the good fortune to begin searching for Steve’s ancestors in 1996, just as computers were coming into widespread use, and to live near a National Archives, where US censuses and Rev War service records could be read for free. So while I began in the slow old mode of ordering documents by mail and reading microfilm during restricted hours, I have always kept my research notes in digital files, tagging each name with a standard spelling to facilitate digital searches. Steve’s family in California had been under the impression that his great-grandfather “Irving” Thomas (I. T.) Harrell (1835-1895) probably came to Louisiana from Alabama, where he had a sister Sallie. With high hopes I scrolled through the entire 1850 US Census for the state of Alabama, but didn’t find anyone resembling Irving Thomas Harrell. Around this time, I met online a distant cousin of Steve’s, Bill McReynolds of Louisiana. A great-great-grandson of I. T. Harrell, Bill was a Civil War re-enactor and history buff. He relayed the information that a William F. Harrell from Warren County, Georgia had served in the same CSA cavalry unit as our I. T. Harrell. I scrolled through the 1850 census for Warren County, Georgia, and bingo! there he was: “Erwin” T. Harrell with the right birthdate, an older sister Sarah, and a father named Simon (mistranscribed Samson in the published index). Shockingly, a peek at the slave schedule revealed that Simon owned a handful of slaves. I was hooked. Having shelved my medical career early now that the kids were through college, I started ordering microfilm from Salt Lake and reading it at our nearby Family History Center. I discovered that Steve’s great-great-grandfather Simon Harrell moved to Sumter GA from Warren GA after the 1850 census. There I found his 1857 probate file, with Irwin T. Harrell administering his estate, and with Thomas I. Harrell (whom I. T. presently followed to Desoto Parish, Lousiana) posting bond. Soon I had Steve’s male line back to a Thomas Harrell who split a Roanoke plantation with Samuel Harrell in 1743 and died in Edgecombe NC in 1763, leaving a will, a wife, two sons, five daughters, eight slaves, and several plantations including one adjoining Samuel Harrell in Bertie NC. I transcribed all the Bertie tax lists through 1764, and posted a lot of material online. But I was at a dead end. Steve’s Thomas and Samuel didn’t appear to be buddies of the John Harrells in Bertie, nor of Francis, Richard, Abraham, Joseph, or Adam. Online discussions of “Samuel of Kent” and “Samuel of Chowan” made no sense to me. I figured all these people were probably related back in Nansemond VA, where records were almost nonexistent due to fires. From comments I’d seen online about the Harrells of northeastern NC, Nansemond was everyone’s brick wall. At the time, that was OK. I had enough information for us to make a back-road pilgrimage from eastern Georgia to western Louisiana, visiting the homes of Steve’s ancestors. People there were friendly to us, once we reminded them that Californians were never Yankees. We saw the old Ogeechee River plantation of Rev War vet Simon Harrell, Steve’s gggggf, who died there in 1833. We paged through leather-bound court records from the 1790’s. We met a direct descendant of Steve’s gggf Simon Harrell’s next-door neighbor in Sumter GA, on the historic farm. We hacked our way to “growed up” graves. Cousin Bill McReynolds toured us to local cemeteries and even gave us the dinner bell rung by Rebecca Jackson Harrell, Steve’s great-grandmother, who at seventeen had helped clear the carnage and tend both sides’ wounded after the Battle of Pleasant Hill.
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I still lacked the maiden names of Thomas Harrell (-1763)’s wife Rebecca and Rev War vet Simon Harrell’s first wife Silva, the mother of all his children. So from time to time I searched to see if there were any new clues. As more and more material came online, including Google Books, NC probate records, and Ancestry chat sites, I became convinced that the last word hadn’t been written about so-called “Samuel of Kent,” “Samuel of Sunbury,” “Samuel of Chowan,” and a rumored Thomas from Kent. The Harrells of NW Gates NC (formerly SW Nansemond VA, NW Chowan NC, and briefly NW Hertford NC) sprang from a pair of Thomas Harrells who were visible in the area by 1738. Without naming their immigrant ancestor or his origin, their family legend holds that he suffered such harsh treatment as an indentured servant, he foreswore ever owning a slave. Opposition to slavery persisted in this line; many became Methodists. But apparently their Thomas Harrell Sr dissented, as he owned several slaves during the 1750’s, according to county tax lists. These Harrells of Coles Creek in NW Gates were long considered unrelated to the slave-rich Harrells of Sunbury in NE Gates. But they all had Nansemond connections, and now we have Y-DNA of their male descendants, proving them perfectly matched. (Several groups of Harrells in early Virginia don’t match the Nansemond group at all.) The family legend of the Sunbury Harrells is silent on the circumstances of their immigrant ancestor, claiming only that he came to North Carolina from Kent, England. Dr. William Bernard Harrell (1823-1906), son of a James Harrell born in 1792 “on a farm near Sunbury,” stated in his autobiography that his Kent ancestor, his great-great-grandfather Samuel Harrell, died on the Harrell farm near Sunbury around 1753. But clearly Dr. Harrell lacked written family records, as his dates were imprecise. (He was born in Suffolk VA and raised Methodist, expressing sympathy for slaves even after he converted to his wife’s Baptist faith. One wonders if his father James parted ways with his Sunbury relatives over slavery.) Based on land deeds, wills, probate, and annual polltax records (taxing residents, not property), the only adult Samuel Harrell in Chowan/Gates from 1740 through 1760 was the grandfather who died there in 1761, and he inherited his original farm near Sunbury from his father Thomas Harrell. (Cue chorus of contradiction: “No, it was Samuel of Kent, not Samuel of Chowan, whose farm was near Sunbury.” Sorry, but with all due respect to Roger Harrell, the Oyster Tong branch of Bennetts Creek, where “Samuel of Chowan” lived and died, is the very place where Sunbury sits. Of which more in a moment.) Could a Thomas from Kent be the long-sought progenitor of all these Harrells? As my husband’s experience demonstrates, people without written records can be blurry about relatives only two generations back, and completely in the dark before that. Yet Steve’s father (1902-1964) was correct that I. T. Harrell’s sister Sallie (1832-1902) lived in Alabama: I discovered that she moved there from Georgia with her husband and baby daughter five years before I. T. moved to Louisiana, and spent most of her hard-working life in Coffee County AL. Similarly in my mother’s family, branches without written records couldn’t name any ancestors of her Portuguese grandfather (1861-1930), but they knew which Azorean island he came from, as the cousins who inherited the records confirmed. So I’m inclined to accept that William Bernard Harrell’s immigrant Harrell, whatever his name and dates, very likely came from Kent: a simple fact conferring no particular prestige; a place that still exists, not subject to the generation drift or “telescoping” that vanished ancestors often undergo; an origin with the specificity we would expect (not just “England”) if it had been faithfully passed down from an immigrant, rather than merely deduced or assumed by his grandchildren.
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With several books of NC abstracts on my desktop, I plunged back into colonial Chowan, Bertie, and Perquimans, always keeping close track of people who appeared to be Harrell allies. Before tackling Nansemond, I learned from other researchers about the Byrd survey of 1729 that caused the VA-NC boundary to be moved a number of miles (fifteen, it turns out) to the north. I read up on the shifting names and borders of early Virginia counties, the early headright system, the life and mortality of indentured servants in Virginia and Maryland, the history of Jamestown and its surroundings. I even wrote a brief, cynical history of the Lost Colony and British greed. Years ago I had the privilege of living in a Taiwan village surrounded by water on three sides. Its shape, viewed from higher hills, had reminded 18th-century Chinese immigrants of the tip of a plow blade, and that was the name that stuck after they displaced the local aborigines. Now, deep in 17th- and early 18th-century Nansemond land grants at the Library of Virginia online (I love the old handwriting), I kept coming across places I recognized from Chowan/Gates NC, such as “Banks of Italy” and “Honey Pot Swamp.” One neighborhood puzzled me, however, until I searched out images of 17th-century oyster-harvesting tools, and compared them with several maps. The town of Sunbury arose between two branches of the NE side of Bennetts Creek (a major tributary of the Chowan River), where several fanned-out prongs merge together into a short, straight, west-flowing stream - a water formation that distinctly resembles colonial oyster tongs. Drawn by Moseley in 1733 before Sunbury existed (he labeled it Perry and Hunter: see below, near center), it appears in Virginia land grants as Oyster Tong Branch, Oystertong Neck, etc of Nansemond Upper Parish. William Hunter patented land “on the further branch of Oystertong Neck” in 1695, John Moore in 1700 “on both sides of Holmes his branch and the Oystertongs branch” adjoining William Hunter, Rice, and Holmes. Other primary colonial patents in the area simply called it “the north side of Bennetts Creek” or “the east side of Bennetts Creek,” eg John Rice and Edward Holmes jointly in 1695 (probably the Edward Holmes who lived just across Thomas Duke’s “Jericho” plantation from Thomas Harrell I and II at Parkers Creek), and William Speight in 1695 (a neighbor of Thomas Harrell II and John Harrell near present-day Harrell Siding). To the east lay Horse Pool Swamp, a tributary of the Great Dismal.
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Wealthy “Samuel of Sunbury,” who died in Gates NC in 1811, distributed several tracts of land in his will, including his Horse Pool purchase and 100 acres of creek land “on the north side of Bennett’s creek.” I suspect his creek land was the 100-acre tract the original Samuel purchased in 1740, willed in 1761 to his eldest son William. This would make “Samuel of Sunbury,” whose eldest was also named William, the little son Samuel of William’s 1762 will. (We will return to this.) Sunbury now sits at the junction of US 158 and VA 32, an oyster in the jaws of two branching swamps or creeks that unite westward. USGS at topoquest.com shows Harrell Swamp:



The colonial wagon route south from Nansemond to Edenton (Moseley’s 1733 “Road from Chowan to Nansemond in Virginia”) crossed the handle of the oyster tongs, a stone’s throw west of future Sunbury. A parallel road skirted Great Dismal Swamp, then bypassed Bear Swamp in Perquimans, past Newby’s Ferry to Castletons (now Raccoon) Creek and the Perquimans River. Samuel Harrell and John Rice measured boundaries along part of this Perquimans Road in 1756. Half a day’s ride south of Sunbury, the Edenton road forked at the north tip of Bear Swamp, a few miles east of the Chowan River. The west fork continued past the Chowan side of Bear Swamp all the way to Albemarle Sound, where a literate Thomas Harrell witnessed a land sale in 1727. The east fork linked to Perquimans Road. In 1733 one could easily trot from future Cypress Chapel in Nansemond to future Hertford Town in Perquimans, without cutting through Indian Territory. On 18 Nov 1738, with his neighbors John and James Rice as witnesses, Samuel Harrell purchased 160 acres in Chowan NC from William Ward, part of John Moore’s 17 Nov 1700 patent “located at the head of Oyster Tong Branch” (Hathaway, NCHGR V1, p115). On 15 Dec 1768, Samuel Harrell Jr, soon to be a resident of Perquimans, sold his 150-acre inheritance on Holmes
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Branch to his brother Isaac, identifying it as part of a tract his father Samuel inherited via the will of his father Thomas Harrell, who purchased it from John Moore (Chowan NC Deed Bk C, p 77). So the strip of NC that was in VA before 1729 extended as far south as Sunbury. Unbeknownst to Dr. William Bernard Harrell a century and a half after the border adjustment, the progenitor of the Sunbury Harrells didn’t come from Kent to Carolina, he came to Virginia. Thomas, father of Samuel and great-great-great-grandfather of Dr. William Bernard Harrell though Dr. Harrell didn’t know this, must have died before 1729, as Samuel owed Quit Rent on 221 acres in Chowan in 1729-1733, and Thomas wasn’t listed. (Quit Rent, basically a royal land tax, was collected by property location, not owner’s residence. Nothing in Samuel’s will or any other public document suggests he had other land in Chowan before 1738. Nothing in the largely intact Chowan record indicates that any Thomas Harrell owned land near future Sunbury between 1729 and 1761.) By the 1704 Quit Rent list, John Moore (listed among William Hunter, Edward Holmes, John Rice, William Ward and William Speight) had already sold most of his 481-acre Oyster Tong-Holmes Branch patent, as he now owned only 200 acres total. Evidently Thomas Harrell at Cross Swamp BBQ with 652 acres, beside Richard Baker and Samuel Smith, had already bought the 221-acre portion he would later devise to his son Samuel. For this to fit, Thomas must have shed ~140 acres of his Cross Swamp BBQ land. (It had been 19 or 20 years since he purchased ~250 acres there from James Peters. In the interim, he had annexed grants of 140 and 182 acres to his Peters tract, then sold his father’s farm at Parker’s Creek.) It so happens that the Thomas Harrell near him in 1704 owed Quit Rent on 100 acres, and neighbor Richard Baker owed Quit Rent on 40. From 1744 to 1770 if not longer, Thomas Harrell III and his heirs at Cypress in SE Nansemond owned land in Bear Swamp at the Chowan-Perquimans line, beside the Skinner family at present-day Center Hill in Chowan. Harrell allies had reached the Perquimans side of Bear Swamp before 1690. From 1715 until 1728, when he sold his Perquimans farm at cost to Richard Harrell of Nansemond Upper Parish, an illiterate John [JH] Harrell of same apparently traveled back and forth to Perquimans from his home plantation on the SE side of Dragon Swamp in Nansemond. Oyster Tong-Sunbury might have been a logical place for John or Richard to spend the night. The fact that Richard’s son Demsey witnessed Samuel’s 1761 will suggests that they did so. Likewise the fact that Samuel Jr not only married Mary Wilson of Perquimans and moved near her family in Perquimans, he also witnessed Demsey Harrell’s 1768 sale of the Perquimans plantation “on the main road” that Demsey inherited from Richard. (Richard died testate in Perquimans in 1762. Most of his land was at Cashy in Bertie, amid other Nansemond Harrells.) Almost from the time I started looking for Steve’s ancestors, I kept bumping into claims that the progenitor of most Harrells in northeastern NC was a Thomas Foulke/Foulk Harwell who supposedly sailed from Gravesend in Kent to Barbados, then “changed his name to Harrell” and voyaged from Barbados to Virginia, dying in Virginia in 1686 at 80, or in 1704 at 98. Gravesend on the Thames is where Powhatan princess Pocahontas “Playful” Rolfe (15961617), bound for Virginia after falling ill on tour in London, was carried off the George and buried. Her eventful life was well documented. But if Thomas Foulke Harwell>Harrell of Nansemond ever existed, the supporting facts were sparse: in Dec 1635 at Gravesend, a Thomas Harrwell, 29, embarked for Barbados on the Falcon. Yes, the English colony on Barbados often served as a stepping stone to America, but I saw no evidence that this particular Thomas ever made it to Virginia, let alone Nansemond. I saw no credible link to Foulke Harwell, born in 1606 to a Worcester (not Kent) knight with a long, illustrious Harewell/Harwell pedigree. People in England rarely had middle names back then, and there were Harwells claiming Foulke Harwell as their ancestor. What were all the Nansemond Harrell researchers missing? Had the courthouse fires really left us so deprived of traceable facts?
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Studying old maps of Nansemond (now Suffolk) and Chowan, I questioned the accuracy of 20th-century maps of early land grants, eg Thomas Harrell II’s 1681 grant of 150 acres on Parkers Creek, part of 250 acres Sylvester Baker annexed to his other land there in 1658. Ray Fouts and others, perhaps unaware that there were two Cross Swamps in Nansemond Upper Parish (#1 always solo, #2 “of Barbecue”) showed Parkers Creek near the Isle of Wight border, several miles W of Great Dismal Swamp, SW of Suffolk town, and slightly NW of Thomas Harrell II’s Cross Swamp BBQ plantation. But territory this far up river in “upper” (ie S, SW) Nansemond wasn’t opened for European settlement until the 1660’s. The first Parker grant near Parkers Creek, to Mr. Richard Parker, was dated 5 Oct 1654, and like Baker’s it adjoined land already in his possession. Nansemond procession (property line verification) records through 1775 often included a district defined as the area between Parkers and Craney/Crany creeks. But where on earth was Craney? Thanks to the wealth of original grants newly available for download from the Library of Virginia, I discovered that Craney was the next creek up river from Parkers, or at least the next creek of any significance. On 23 Apr 1681 brothers Thomas, Richard, and Francis Parker, sons of Richard Parker Sr, patented 1,420 contiguous acres - 2.2 square miles, extending from the mouth of Craney down the winding Nansemond (ie NE) to the mouth of Parkers, and encompassing their Hoods Neck and Cross Swamp patents. Soon I was creating stackable scale reproductions of all the grants at Parkers and Craney creeks, as I couldn’t otherwise wrap my mind around them. Craney Creek, today’s Shingle Creek, can be traced historically from 1638 to the present despite three name changes (helpfully noted in Stallings’ 1732 grant and Brockenbrough’s 1835 Virginia gazetteer): it is the creek connected to the Dismal Swamp Land Company Canal of 1810, which linked Lake Drummond via canal and creek to the Nansemond River. Dubbed “Jericho Ditch” for Thomas Duke’s old “Jericho” plantation at its populated end, the nine-mile canal ended about a mile east of Civil War-era Suffolk town. Here it is in 1919, emptying into Shingle Creek:



“Jericho” plantation, an aggregate of Thomas Duke’s acquisitions on Craney Creek, Cross Swamp #1, and the Great Dismal (“main desert”), existed before Matthew Spivy’s 1681 grant
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beside “the line of Jerico” and the dwelling of Edward Holmes. Later it ranged from the Spivy family’s “Planters Delight” on Craney Creek to Thomas Harrell’s modest tract on Parkers Creek, which Duke evidently acquired between 1698 and 1702. Parkers (now Burnett’s Mill) Creek was about three miles NE of old Suffolk town, in an area where colonists began snapping up riverfront acreage during the late 1630’s. “Burnetts Mill Creek: a shallow creek, about 4 ½ miles long, which rises northeast of Magnolia, west of Dismal Swamp, and flows west-northwest through Beamon Pond into Nansemond River, in lat. 36°45’30’’ N., long. 76°33’42’’ W., Nansemond County, Va. (Not Brewer Creek.)” (Decisions of the United States Geographic Board, 1939-1940, page 10.) The US Civil War map below shows it in relation to Great Dismal Swamp, Jericho Canal, and Craney/Shingle Creek. Parkers, unlabeled, is in the upper right quadrant. (Full map at http://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:67531/metapth284644/ .)



Sylvester Baker and his widow Mercy adjoined Thomas Harrell on the south side of Parkers Creek, west of today’s Beamon Pond (see Google aerial and road map below). Sylvester’s son or grandson Robert Baker eventually replaced him on the 1658 patent, at the NE side of Thomas Harrell’s portion. On 28 Oct 1702, Edmond Beamon (Bayman), already the owner of 100 acres down river from Parkers Creek and 202 acres on Dragon Swamp, patented 43 acres beside the SE end of Sylvester Baker’s patent. Beamon’s patent extended E>SE>E>NE from Robert Baker’s SW corner, then WNW “bounding in one part on an escheat patent formerly granted to Mercy Baker,” then along Baker’s SE end to the starting point. Francis Beamon enlarged it to 74 acres in 1737. This was not prime land. It was literally a backwater, flat and often muddy. Vestry processioners in 1767 failed to complete their boundary survey of David Baker’s and Francis Beamon’s properties, because “This is as far as we could proceed for the Water & Mier.” It was the sort of land where a former slave like our Thomas Harrell might afford 150 acres through the sweat of his brow, twenty years after he completed his indenture. As such it would have been a dream come true for Thomas, raised in England where land ownership on this scale was a privilege of the aristocracy and gentry.
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This is where Thomas of Kent (1609-~1679) spent his final years, near a meandering creek. The marker is at Beamon Pond, beside the Nansemond Parkway, which skirts Great Dismal Swamp:



From early on I was gripped by the fact that, according to his son’s 1681 patent, the first Thomas Harrell in Nansemond had bought part of Sylvester Baker’s 1658 patent, meaning Harrell and Baker might have been next-door neighbors by choice. Who was this Sylvester Baker? Hadn’t I seen him before? Luckily Sylvester was an uncommon name, so if I could find a Sylvester Baker in the right time frame, probably he was the same person. Yes! Sylvester Baker was a headright for Robert Bennett’s 200-acre 18 Feb 1638/9 grant (see Research Concepts #4 re dates) on a creek soon named Bennett, where Robert Bennett had patented 700 acres on 26 Jun 1635: not the Bennetts Creek of the Chowan, heart of Chowanoke resistance until 1677, but the Bennett Creek that flows north into the Nansemond near its mouth
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on the James, on the same side of the curving Nansemond as Parkers and Craney creeks. (Today’s aerial photos show a faint tributary of Parkers Creek nearly meeting a faint tributary of Bennett Creek inside Great Dismal Swamp.) Old patents were often incorporated into new when land changed hands, with no need for new headrights. On 20 Dec 1643 Philip Bennett, administrator of Robert Bennett, deceased though the grant doesn’t mention this, again named Sylvester Baker as a Bennett Creek headright. In both 1638/9 and 1643, Sylvester Baker was listed beside and between John Hodges and Thomas Harwood. Thomas Needham rounded out their group of four in 1638/9, but he wasn’t named in 1643. It’s a safe bet that Needham had died. It happens that a Thomas Needham, 13, and a Thomas Harrwood, 26, departed Gravesend on the Globe of London 7 Aug 1635, bound for Virginia under Master Jeremy Blackman. (Needham is missing from the passenger list at olivetreegenealogy.com, but he appears in earlier transcripts, eg Hotten’s Original Lists, 1874, p. 121.) We know their ship made it, as the Globe was still in service in 1638; Captain Blackman was still milking the trans-Atlantic trade for all it was worth in 1642. (Cattle. Horses. He even tried, unsuccessfully, to transport deer to England from Virginia.) Virginia planters bought passengers’ indentures (service contracts) from ship captains, paying trans-Atlantic shipfare in exchange for typically seven years of forced labor. They couldn’t legally claim anyone’s 50 acres of new land - their “headright” for immigrating to Virginia - until the person had survived in Virginia for at least three years, so Feb 1638/9 is perfect timing for Thomas Needham and Thomas Harwood to show up as headrights, given the speed with which well-connected travelers like the wealthy Bennetts could obtain prime grants. Thus these two Bennett headrights very likely arrived together on the August Globe sailing of 1635. Sylvester Baker - born in Lincolnshire on 17 Jan 1613/4, fatherless at four and motherless at six - was not among the Globe’s 161 passengers. He and Thomas Harwood presumably met in Virginia as slaves of Robert Bennett. Probably they served out their indentures on Bennett Creek near the mouth of the river, then ventured upstream in typical colonist fashion, penetrating new territory as conditions with the indigenous Nansimum (“Fishing Point”) people permitted. Is it possible that the Thomas Harwood who served the Bennetts with Sylvester Baker was the Thomas Harrell with Sylvester Baker at Parkers Creek? To my mind the answer is a no-brainer, but because others have resisted this idea, here’s why I think they were the same man: For starters, we contemporary Harrells are often taken for Harrold on the telephone; it’s a common mistake, particularly outside the South. During the 1800’s, even with literate Harrells, the name sometimes entered public records as Harrold, Harrod, or Herod. I saw this multiple times in Warren County, Georgia when Steve’s Harrells were new there; at least twice I saw it shift back and forth within the same document. (Alcohol was safer than water. Probably the clerk was drunk.) Also, when we Americans see Harwood, we think “Har-wood.” But the old British spelling of “Har-wood” was Harewood, like Worchestershire for “Worsteshur” and Marylebone for “Marlebun.” Harwood they supposedly slurred as “Harrod” - the W and one O were silent. So if a ship’s officer with a quill pen, or for that matter a constable or a bailiff, thought he heard “Harrold” or “Harrod” when someone said “Harrell,” he might well write Harwood or Harrwood. Close analysis of sequential land grants shows that Thomas “Harwood” was on Sylvester Baker’s 1658 patent in 1662, Thomas “Harrow” was on it in 1666, and before Baker’s death in 1674, Thomas “Harrell” had purchased their side of it from him. (For a review of the pertinent grants, see Thomas Harwood-Harrow-Harrell’s section below.) So are we to believe that Sylvester Baker slaved for years in Nansemond with a Thomas Harwood (think “Harrod”) who was never again seen in Nansemond, then cozied up with a Thomas
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Harrow-Harrell who was never listed as a headright in any Virginia land grant? And Thomas HarrowHarrell just happened to settle next to Baker at the head of a creek not far from the creek where Baker served his indenture? And it was just a fluke that Harrow-Harrell’s surname entered the record as Harwood in 1662, the first time any neighbor of his mentioned him in any patent? “When you hear hoofbeats, think horses, not zebras.” Our immigrant Thomas has given us a great example of a spelling transition - an extremely common occurrence in early Virginia. Without experience reading colonial texts, we of the Spelling Bee era vastly underestimate the flexibility of colonial spelling. Common words, penned by educated writers, often varied on the same page. The great majority of colonists couldn’t read, let alone write. Inevitably, illiterate immigrants at the mercy of Crown officials and greedy sea captains left the spelling to the clerks. Thomas Harwood (think “Harrod”) would have arrived in Virginia with a written indenture that was doubtless kept under lock and key in Captain Blackman’s chamber. Robert Bennett would have received this piece of paper when he bought Harwood’s contract. When the time came for Bennett to claim the 50 acres to which he was entitled for paying Harwood’s shipfare, he or his clerk would have copied the indentured’s name into the grant application. It is unlikely that Thomas, almost certainly illiterate, knew how his name was spelled in his deportation papers. Possibly if he was picked up for assault or theft or poverty near his home village, the surname conveyed by the constabulary to the judiciary and eventually to the Minister of Gravesend was spelled the way his parish baptism registry spelled it. The same might be true if he indentured himself voluntarily in hopes of bettering his circumstances, and handed Captain Blackman’s agent a letter from his vicar. But if the name was written down by a stranger who thought he heard an accused prisoner or a down-on-his-luck hay baler say “Harrod,” the “real” spelling (which may have varied even in his village) is, for the time being, anyone’s guess. Thick local accents made inconsistency inevitable on those rare occasions when a name needed to be written down. (Imagine yourself trying to help a Serbian immigrant who can’t tell you how to spell his name. Now imagine your grandfather trying to help him. What is the likelihood that both of you would come up with the same spelling?) Considered beside Thomas Dew>Dewe>Duke, Edward Vaughan>Vahane>Vaun>Vaughn>Vann, Nicholas Farlee>Farleee>Farleew>Feyle>Fairless, etc, Thomas Harwood (“Harrod”)>Harrow>Harrell was merely a man of his times. Our immigrant Thomas couldn’t start a family in America until he completed his indenture, as marriage was forbidden and punishment for impregnating another servant was severe. Given the scarcity of colonist women in Virginia and the open warfare with the beleaguered Nansimum tribe shortly after he was freed, probably he was in his late thirties when he became a father. Colonists buried most of their children during this rough era in Virginia, so he would have been lucky if two sons lived to make him a grandfather. Possibly at 26 he left young ones in England when he sailed to Virginia, but we have scant evidence of this, though we do have evidence of close family in England during his lifetime. The inland port of Bristol, on the Severn estuary in Gloucestershire, is only about 118 miles west of London. (London, inland on the Thames, is 22 miles west of Gravesend.) One tantalizing hint of a possible son left behind is a pair of brothers, Christopher and Henry Harrell, who were approximately 13 and 11 years old in 1678 when they embarked for Virginia at Bristol, indentured until the age of 21. Christopher’s descendant Michael C. Horrell is a perfect 37-point Y-DNA match with my husband. 90% of males with the same surname (or a variant) and this degree of closeness share a common ancestor within five generations. Yet there is no overlap on this continent between Steve’s and Mike’s ancestors, going back beyond ten generations.
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The boys, unaccompanied by family, were quite young to be transported to the New World solely for the sake of religious freedom. Since their contract was for transportation to Virginia, which was hostile to “popery,” I doubt they were Catholics fleeing persecution. Nevertheless, the captain of their ship, the Victory (probably William Jones of Bristol, England and St. Mary’s, Maryland), sold them at New Town, the seat of St. Mary’s parish in Maryland. (Maryland was hungry for colonists at the time. Its headright grants were quicker and more generous than Virginia’s.) There they lived full lives as Catholics, and their surname stabilized as Horrell. Even if Christopher and Henry were Catholic back in England, their youth makes poverty and fatherlessness the most likely reasons they would have been shipped overseas on a risky voyage to spend the next decade as slaves, vulnerable to every form of abuse. Fitting this background, it appears they could have been sons of a Henry Harrold/Horrell/Harrell who married Kenech/Keneth Curtis in the village of Bitton, Gloucestershire (now a suburb of Bristol) on 1 Jan 1664/5. Henry and Kenech welcomed a son Christopher there eleven months later, on 14 Dec 1665 – the same age as Christopher, the older of the two indentured brothers. Henry died at Bitton in Jan 1670/1, probably leaving his young family on the edge of destitution. For whatever reason, they disappeared. There is no death record in Bitton for any child of his, nor for his wife, nor is there a record of her remarriage. (She may have remarried in Bristol on 19 May 1679.) Bitton has baptism records from Henry’s era, but his name is not among them; neither is his wife Keneth’s, under any surname. Though the odds of confirming this are long, he may have been a son or brother of our immigrant Thomas of Kent. Also, the possibility exists that a John Harrell related to Thomas arrived in Nansemond forty years after Thomas did, and not only survived but contributed to the large pool of Harrells there and in northeastern NC. In 1681 Robert Johnson of Corrowaugh Swamp at the Nansemond-Isle of Wight border, near the head of the Western Branch of the Nansemond River, claimed a John Harrell among the headrights for his grant of 2,150 acres in Isle of Wight on Corrowaugh Swamp. Johnson also received grants in Nansemond on Corrowaugh Swamp, in 1669 (300 acres, deemed to be in Isle of Wight in 1721) and 1698 (42 acres). As far as we know, no colonial Harrell owned land in this neighborhood; clearly no Harrell owned land in Isle of Wight, where records are fairly complete. However, a person could have bought land in Nansemond in 1690 and held it for decades without any evidence of this coming down to us, if his land didn’t happen to adjoin a new patent that referenced his property line or tree, and if, like John Harrell of Dragon Swamp, his name was missed or altered when the 1704 Quit Rent list was copied. It can’t be assumed that the John Harrell transported by Robert Johnson was necessarily an indentured servant, or even a new immigrant to America: he could have sailed from Virginia to Maryland, Massachusetts, Barbados, or England and returned as a member of Johnson’s crew. Nor can it be assumed that he was still alive in 1681, let alone in 1704, when a John Harrell patented probably the closest open five-headright tract near Thomas II’s plantation. But if he lived, and if he had descendants, he was apparently related to Thomas II and to John of Dragon Swamp, because all male Harrells of Nansemond origin have similar Y-DNA. John Harrell, Robert Johnson’s 1681 headright, could have been a traveling Nansemondborn son of Thomas Harwood-Harrow-Harrell; if so, very probably he was also the 1704 patentee. He could have been a grandson, nephew, or cousin of Thomas Harwood-Harrow-Harrell, via a son or brother left behind in England, perhaps responding to reports of Thomas’ success in Virginia. (I have seen this with illiterate immigrants in my Portuguese line. Someone would make the trip back, and his home village would hear about everyone he knew in America.) It may be significant that the Bryan family of the Nansemond-Isle of Wight border, later allied with Harrells on the Roanoke in Bertie, came from the village of Bitton, where Henry Harrell died in 1670/1.
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Let us keep in mind that John Harrell of the 1704 patent, whom I have placed as a younger brother of Thomas II, may have been a cousin who arrived in Nansemond from beyond Virginia around 1676. Alternatively, Thomas II and his brother John may have had an immigrant cousin in Nansemond near the Isle of Wight border, who may have fathered all the sons I list below under John, except for Thomas Sr of Sarum. If so, this cousin left no distinguishing traces in any surviving records that have come to light. Without more to go on, I will stick with the scenario that best fits the existing evidence, always with an eye out for additional clues. I hope to demonstrate, by placing him at the head of a tree, that the Thomas Harrwood who arrived on the Globe in 1635 could easily be the progenitor of all colonial Harrells of Nansemond VA and Perquimans, Chowan, Gates, Bertie, Hertford, Edgecombe, Martin, and Pitt NC. I have never seen a colonial Harrell in this area claim to have come from any Virginia county but Nansemond. (There was a Germanic Thomas Harrold>Harrell in early Craven NC, and a group of Fauquier VA Harrells in Wayne NC shortly after the Revolution. DNA from these lines confirms their unrelatedness to the Nansemond Harrells.) First a preview: a two-page outline of the first few generations that, in my opinion, best accommodates the available evidence. Next a person-by-person discussion, preceded by a brief explanation of research concepts that may help readers make sense of it. Finally an expanded tree including up to six generations of the lines I have personally researched. I want to thank Bill Thielbahr for his constant support and assistance, which extended to copying pivotal land deeds for me in Salt Lake City. Cousins Donald R. Harrell of the Coles Creek, Gates NC line and Pamela Harrell Askew, a resident of Suffolk VA, have often provided valuable information, encouragement, and editing. Garnett Lee Hearl has sharpened my thinking through our entertaining “discussions.” Sally Moore Koestler at http://sallysfamilyplace.com/ and Garland R. Lively (various locations) have posted treasure troves of transcripts and excerpts of interest to Harrell researchers, who need not accept their conclusions to benefit from their material. I am also indebted to Roger H. Harrell for the many useful references and clues in his The Harrell Families of Early Hertford County, North Carolina at http://harrellfamilies.com/ . Like most such projects, this is a work in progress. I will be grateful to readers who help me fill in its blanks or improve its accuracy.
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COLONIAL NANSEMOND HARRELL TREE - PREVIEW



ABBREVIATION KEY [initial or symbol] = signature mark, indicating illiteracy if signer is in good health   italics = actual signature (John vs Jno, Jane vs Jenny etc) m = married spouse of > = migrated to >< = owned land in both locations for more than a few years, or at death NT = iNTestate; no will; eldest living son (if any) inherits all land deceased owned at death LWT = Last Will and Testament; testate; will determines who gets what property UNC = probate mode UNClear [?] = not sure this female was a Harrell, but all available evidence suggests she was



NOTE ABOUT PLACE NAMES IN THIS TREE Trying to locate each ancestor within a walkable area, I omit county and state names where possible, as they are usually superfluous if not confusing. Sarum was still Sarum whether it was under the jurisdiction of Nansemond VA (-1729), Chowan NC (-1779), or Gates NC (-present). Wiccacon remained Wiccacon whether it was under the jurisdiction of Chowan (-1722), Bertie (1759), or Hertford (-present). The exceptions are separate places that carry same name. For example, Richard Harrell of Perquimans (bef 1692-1762) lived at Middle Swamp in Perquimans on the main road, near the east edge of Bear Swamp and slightly northwest of nascent Hertford Town. His Middle Swamp was not the Middle Swamp of the west side of Bennetts Creek in Chowan/Gates. His side of Bear Swamp, in Perquimans, was distinct from the Center Hill area of Bear Swamp at the Chowan/Perquimans border. This Bear Swamp was not the lesser Bear Swamp of future Hertford County, either, but luckily we have no Harrells on that one.
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COLONIAL NANSEMOND HARRELL TREE - PREVIEW



1THOMAS HARWOOD-HARROW-HARRELL OF HANLOCK CREEK>DRAGON ROAD>DRAG PC (BEF 1717-AFT 1784) UNC 4ADAM [X] HARRELL JR OF CHINKAPIN (BEF 1719-1779) NT; M SARAH 4THOMAS [T] HARRELL OF CHINKAPIN (BEF 1736-1791) LWT; M ANGELICA 3-4[?]DAUGHTER M RICHARD BAKER OF BULL POCOSIN>WHITE POT 3-5RICHARD [RH] HARRELL OF CROSS SW BBQ>WHITE POT>WICCACON (~1688-1738) NT; PROVEN BROTHER OF ADAM; M MARGARET, WHO PROBABLY M2 WILLIAM BAKER JR OF WICCACON 4JOSEPH OF WICCACON 4JOHN JNO OF WICCACON (BEF 1721-AFT 1784) UNC; ESQ IN 1784; SHERIFF OF HERTFORD 3-6[?]DAUGHTER M SAMUEL SMITH JR OF CROSS SW BBQ>VILLAGE SW-ROANOKE>HARRELLS HILL (BEF 1694-1763) LWT; M MARY 4THOMAS HARRELL OF ROANOKE>ROANOKE 4MARY NEWSOM M1 NICHOLAS SKINNER (-1755); M2 THOMAS WILLIAMS 3-10JAMES HARRELL OF SUMERTON ROAD (BEF 1696-AFT 1761) UNC 4WILLIAM HARRELL OF W SIDE SUMERTON ROAD (BEF 1726-AFT 1769) UNC 4JOHN HARRELL OF BOTH SIDES SUMERTON ROAD (-AFT 1784) UNC 4LUKE HARRELL OF E SIDE SUMERTON ROAD (-AFT 1784) UNC 4JAMES HARRELL JR OF E SIDE SUMERTON ROAD (-AFT 1784) UNC 3-11SAMUEL HARRELL OF OYSTER TONG-SUNBURY (BEF 1696-1761) LWT 4JUDITH (~1735-1788) M THOMAS FULLINGTON (-1785) 4LWT WILLIAM, ISAAC, SAMUEL, ABRAHAM, RACHEL, MARTHA 2-3JOHN [JH] HARRELL SR OF DRAGON SW>
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3-13RICHARD [RH] HARRELL OF MIDDLE SW-MAIN ROAD PERQ>CHATHAM, CADER OF DUPLIN 4LWT DEMSEY DEMSEY HARRELL OF PERQUIMANS (BEF 1738-AFT 1768); M SUSANNA 4LWT MARTHA SHEPARD, ZILPHA SCOTT, ELIZABETH SPIVY, SARAH HOBBS 4LWT ANN FELTON, UNNAMED DUKE, MARGARET HILL, MARY EASON 3-14JOHN JOHN HARRELL ESQ OF DRAGON SW>FLAG RUN-HARRELLS HILL (BEF 1693-1759) LWT; “JR” ONCE, IN 1728 ROANOKE PURCHASE DEED; BERTIE JP AND REP; M GRACE 4LWT JOHN JNO HARRELL JR OF RUTLANDS>HARRELLS HILL-CASHY (BEF 1698-1754) LWT; M ANN 4EDWARD JR OF ROANOKE>N BERTIE (BEF 1719-AFT 1777); FATHER OF JESSE 4LWT HENRY HENRY HARRELL OF CASHY (BEF 1725-1777) LWT; M RACHEL WIMBERLY, DAUGHTER OF JOHN WIMBERLY 4LWT JOSHUA HARRELL OF CASHY (~1730-1789) NT; M ANNE HARRELL, DAUGHTER OF SAMUEL HARRELL (-1772) AND ELIZABETH 4LWT THOMAS HARRELL OF JOHNSTON>MARTIN NC (~1735-1778); M ESTHER HARRELL, DAUGHTER OF THOMAS HARRELL (-1741) AND ELIZABETH 4 LWT MARY M HENRY ANDREWS 3-16JOSEPH [X] HARRELL OF DRAGON SW>FLAG RUN-HARRELLS HILL (BEF 1704-1753) NT; M ANN [X], WHO M2 JAMES WILLIAMS 4JOSEPH, JOHN (~1740-1781), JOB; SARAH, ELIZABETH, MARY, RUTH, WINIFRED, ANN 3-17ABRAHAM [X] HARRELL OF FLAG RUN-ROONEROY-HARRELLS HILL (BEF 1706-1755) LWT; M MARY GUIN, DTR OF CHRISTOPHER GUIN JR (-1749) OF DRAGON SW>ROANOKE>EDGECOMBE 4LWT ZACHARIAH HARRELL (-1797) OF WILKES-WARREN-GLASCOCK GA 4LWT ABEL, JOHN (“LITTLE JOHN” ~1733-1777), LOTT, CHRISTOPHER 4LWT MARY, ABIGAIL, GRACE, SARAH, SUSANNAH 3-18SUSANNAH [S] HARRELL OF SNOWFIELDS-HARRELLS HILL (~1710-1752); M NEEDHAM BRYAN ESQ (-1770) 24 AUG 1732 AS HIS SECOND WIFE 3-19ISAAC [IH] HARRELL OF VILLAGE SWAMP-ROANOKE (BEF 1713-AFT 1762) UNC  
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COLONIAL NANSEMOND RESEARCH CONCEPTS



1) Early Virginia land grants may omit the water source and most of the adjoining neighbors, but their metes and bounds often provide enough detail to track properties over time under different owners, with patience and persistence. The same can’t be said of the abstracts at Library of Virginia online. They don’t include every name from every grant. Sometimes they omit or misspell the name of the county, or claim it isn’t stated when it is, or give the wrong county. Sometimes they give the wrong date, eg James Peters’ 21 Apr 1684 grant of 750 acres at “Cross Swamp that goes out of Barbicu… …formerly granted to Humphrey Griffin by pattent dated the 24th of February 1675, and by him deserted”: the abstract is dated 21 Apr 1664 and it doesn’t mention Humphrey Griffin, misleading some about the location of Thomas Harrell II’s Peters tract. The only recourse is to read the originals, all marvelously free online. Approximately 720 (and perhaps others I haven’t read) contain information that can help unravel the Nansemond Harrells. 2) Lacking wills, probate, land deeds, etc due to fires, if ownership of a patch of land passes from a second-generation Harrell to a third-generation Harrell and the second-generation Harrell has disappeared, father-son inheritance can reasonably be inferred. For example, if Francis Harrell in 1731 owns land that Thomas Harrell II purchased from James Peters, Francis is a son of Thomas II. 3) Nuggets await in NC probate records available free online at LDS. However, the search engine can be deeply misleading, and it lacks a mechanism for corrective input from users. Often a folder has no date though there may be dates in the original records, so that searching on a date or a range of dates turns up nothing. (Don’t enter a date, and you may be pleasantly surprised.) Often two or more files are intermixed in one folder. Currituck, oddly, seems to serve as an overflow county, including records from Bertie, Martin, and even Hertford, with no mention of Currituck in the actual documents. Again there is no substitute for reading the originals. 4) Colonial dates can be confusing. Before 1752 under England’s prevailing Julian calendar, the year began on March 25th. October really was the eighth month. 27 Feb 1638 came ten months after 27 Apr 1638. Educated people knew about other calendars (Scotland switched to Jan 1st New Year’s in 1600), and sometimes from 1 Jan through 24 Mar they helpfully wrote, for example, 1735/6 in the year we now call 1736. Here I will additionally cross out the old-style year, eg 1735/6. To look up a 1735/6 grant at LVA archives, search on 1735 or on both. To calculate whether a boy born in February 1735/6 was eligible for jury duty in 1756, use 1736. 5) “Sr” and “Jr” didn’t necessarily mean parent-child. To avoid ambiguity in public records, George might be called “Jr” if he lived near his uncle George. For example Isaac Harrell - father of Noah, David, and Isaac - died at Sunbury NC in Nov 1805; his son David died there in Jul 1806; David’s son “Isaac Harrell Jr” died there in Nov 1806. Usually a namesake son would drop Jr when his father died, or when he moved out of the area, but he might occasionally revert to it for clarity. Adding to the confusion for modern researchers, use of Sr and Jr, particularly Jr, varied according to the situation. If John and his namesake son rode to court together, the son would be Jr. If the son rode to court with a younger cousin named John, the cousin would be Jr. In the first case, John the father might or might not call himself Sr. In the second case, probably the older John would use no suffix. 6) Government boundaries often divided actual day-to-day communities. Since settlements always arose around a water source, and streams often served as county or state borders, records of a small rural hamlet might be found in two neighboring counties with county seats fifty miles apart. For example Cheek’s Mill Creek, near its mouth on the Tar River in NC, forms part of the PittEdgecombe border. Many of Pitt’s records have been lost, unlike Edgecombe’s, with the result that people on the Pitt side have been overshadowed to the point of invisibility by people on the
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Edgecombe side. In reality there was a community centered on the creek. In 1758 when Thomas Harrell (~1714-1763) moved from Bertie to the north side of the Tar River on Cheek’s Mill Creek in Edgecombe, he (invisibly in Edgecombe records) bought land directly across the creek from the Thigpens of Penny Hill – the same Thigpens who had sold his uncle Adam Harrell a Bertie plantation in 1735, and had owned part of Thomas Harrell III’s land at Bear Swamp in Perquimans. 7) Colonial families sharing a property line or living only one farm apart were very often first- or second-degree relatives, particularly if they also shared a surname. 8) Wives, sisters, and mothers, rarely visible in public records and lacking stable surnames, were at least as influential as male kin in determining where and with whom a family lived. Frequent allies with different surnames were often in-laws or maternal relatives. 9) It was common, though not universal, for couples to name their first few children after their parents and grandparents. This custom, when practiced, can yield precious clues about the wife’s origins. For example, the first Adam Harrell in Nansemond may have been named for his maternal grandfather. When he was born, the only nearby landowner named Adam was Adam Raby. 10) Under colonial law in VA and NC, free white females weren’t taxable at any age. Wives couldn’t independently own property. If a man died without a will, his eldest son (or his deceased eldest’s eldest, etc – it can be complicated) would get all his real estate; his personal property, eg livestock and furniture, would be divided equally among his sons and daughters or their husbands; his widow would get lifetime use of a third of it, but it would revert to his heirs when she died. A will could change this: each son could inherit land, the widow could lose everything when she remarried, etc. 11) Most colonial records available to us are copies written by court clerks, but some books of records include original documents with original marks and signatures. Occasionally a copyist has taken pains to replicate the marks of illiterate or semi-literate signers. Sometimes we see receipts, inventories, or other documents actually written by an ancestor. These are extremely valuable for sorting Harrells such as John Esq (bef 1694-1759) and John of Wiccacon (bef 1721-aft 1784), the latter eventually Lt and Esq, but not until after the death of the former: their handwriting is easy to distinguish, and John Esq signed himself John, while John of Wiccacon used Jno. 12) Literacy itself is a weak marker for genealogy purposes, as families outside the wealthiest elite commonly educated only one son, if any. It was normal for a literate father to have several illiterate sons, and for an educated man like John Harrell Esq to have only illiterate brothers. 13) Spelling wasn’t rigid like it is today. Isolated variations such as Harrard for Harrell and Kitterlin for Kittrell were daily occurrences. Rarely can anything useful be inferred from them. 14) The earlier the colonial writing, the more it differs from modern. Parentheses were so unusual, a parenthetical phrase in an abstract is the transcriber’s comment unless proven otherwise. Lowercase e’s often looked like o’s. Lower-case s or ss was sometimes written sort of like a P (German still hasn’t entirely done away with this), so that in The Planters of Colonial Virginia by Thomas J. Wertenbaker, 1922, we find Lassiter mistranscribed “Lapiter” in the 1704 Nansemond Quit Rent list. Expect misreadings, even in publications by experts. 15) Similarly, colonial abbreviations have tripped up many a seasoned researcher. When “Samuel” resembles “James” or “Lemuel,” the common abbreviation “Saml” with the suprascript L can look remarkably like “James” in certain handwriting, eg “Saml Harold” on the 1740 Chowan tax list. James was commonly “Jas,” Joseph “Jos,” John “Jno.” Trickiest were Abraham “Abrm” or “Abm,” Adam “Adm,” and Abner “Abn” or “Abr.” Historians aware of Abner Harrell of Harrellsville (17891865) have misread the 1739/40 Bertie jury pool’s Abrm as Abner, and its Adam as Abram.
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15) Premature death was common during the 17th and 18th centuries, as was serial marriage, which is silent in tax records and often unmentioned in wills. When up to 40% of children died before the age of 2, we can’t assume that a man whose will mentioned no son Thomas never had a son named Thomas. Still, in 18th-century Virginia and North Carolina, people who reached 20 could expect to live to 60, plus or minus (compared to 80 in the US today). For everyone who died at 30, either someone else lived to 90 or two others lived to 75. 16) Women who marry in their teens and live to 45 can bear children over a span of 25-30 years; men with younger second wives can sire children over a span of more than 40 years. This means that full siblings can be born 30 years apart, half siblings more than 40 years apart. A generation’s youngest member can be born 80 years after his half-uncle or 100 years after his grandfather; he can be two generations ahead of the cousins he grows up with. Before the 20th century, it was so normal for eldest children of eldest children to be older than their youngest aunts and uncles, “cousin” also meant aunt, uncle, niece, or nephew. This basic demographic concept has been rejected by certain Harrell researchers who shall remain nameless. Nevertheless, it is extremely unlikely that our fertile, sometimes long-lived Harrells avoided such overlap. 17) The earlier a man immigrated to America, the bigger the footprint of his male-line descendants in the first US census, all else being equal. Thomas Harwood-Harrow-Harrell should have a much bigger footprint than someone who arrived in 1730, because he was a free man in Virginia at least 134 years before the Declaration of Independence. The large number of Harrells in Nansemond VA and northeastern NC in 1790 is not evidence against their descent from a single immigrant, if the immigrant arrived in Nansemond as early as Thomas Harwood-Harrow-Harrell. 18) Finally, in counties as burned-out as Nansemond VA and Hertford NC, it is inevitable that any tree based on public records will be speculative to some extent. The best speculation – most likely to be true – offers the simplest, least convoluted explanation of what is known, without ignoring available evidence. Speculation is reasonable only when it fits all factual knowledge of the person, the family, the era, the location, and human biology. For any speculated deviation from normal human behavior, reasonable speculation offers a reasonable explanation.
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COLONIAL NANSEMOND HARRELLS



1THOMAS HARWOOD-HARROW-HARRELL b. 1609; Kent to Virginia 1635; d. ~1679 Departed Gravesend, Kent, on the Globe of London 7 Aug 1635 under Master Jeremy Blackman, an archetypal profiteer who had been accused a year earlier of torturing a ship’s boy. According to Robert Brenner in Merchants and Revolution: Commercial Change, Political Conflict, and London’s Overseas Traders, 1550-1653, “Jeremy Blackman was a leading colonial sea captain, active in the passenger transportation business, as well as in a wide variety of commercial ventures. He was a substantial trader in Virginian tobacco, importing, for example, some twelve thousand pounds in 1634… By the end of the 1630’s, Blackman was among the first to begin transporting horses from the colony to the West Indies.” (2003, p 146-7) All things considered, August may have been the safest month for colonists to embark for Virginia, because summer in Virginia was the Season of Death for unadapted Europeans. Captain Blackman’s schedule luckily avoided the Great Hurricane of 1635, which hit Jamestown on 24 Aug before memorably blasting Plymouth and Massachusetts Bay. If the Globe crossed the Atlantic with average speed, she sailed up the James River during the third week of October, when foliage spared by the hurricane would have been brightening the landscape with fall color. Robert Bennett Esq, a cousin of Virginia’s governor Richard Bennett, probably traded a large pile of tobacco for Blackman’s passengers Thomas Harrwood, 26, and Thomas Needham, 13. Labor was in short supply, and Bennett had land to clear and plant on Bennett Creek. A few months earlier, on 26 Jun 1635, he had patented 700 acres “about a mile and a half up a Creeke near the Mouth of Nansemond river, beginning at a pine marked with the letters of his name (viz) RB.” On 18 Feb 1638/9 (see Research Concepts #4 above re dates) he annexed 200 acres there, claiming the headrights of John Hodges, Sylvester Baker, Thomas Harwood, and Thomas Needham. To legally claim 50 acres for transporting oneself or anyone else to Virginia, the transported person had to survive there for at least three years. (Most wouldn’t, in 1635.) Once this milestone was reached, the application process took elite “planters” a few months. So Bennett’s Feb 1638/9 grant fits nicely with Thomas Harwood and Thomas Needham arriving in Oct 1635. During that decade, weakened Nansimum (“Fishing Point”) Indians were still mounting sporadic retaliation for seizure of their corn storage sites and slaughter of their people. If Bennett loaned his men out, they may have helped build the Dumpling Island fort on his side of the river near its main fork, about eight miles upstream from its mouth on the James. Construction of the fort began in 1635, across the river from the ancient seat of its indigenous tribe. Our Thomas with his memories of Kent may have fought the tribe after he was freed, as they were at war with the colonists from 1644-1646. Eventually he acquired a bit of marsh land on Hanlock Creek, easily reached from Bennett Creek where he likely labored until autumn of 1642. I imagine his wetland bordering the woods kept him and his family well supplied with fish and duck. By 1662 he was buying 150 acres from his old friend Sylvester Baker a mile or two up Parkers Creek, between the river and Great Dismal Swamp. Soon he would have Edward Vann beside him in three directions; they or their sons would clear and share a cornfield at Vann’s inner corner. On 15 Feb 1655/6, William Wright patented a 200-acre rectangle “at the head of a creek called Parkers creek.” On 1 Apr 1658, Sylvester Baker patented a 250-acre rectangle (or so the grant implied, but unlike Wright’s it defined only two sides, ignoring the irregular creek portion of the boundary altogether) “at the head of a creek called Parkers Creek… running for length ESE 320 pole joining to the land of the said Baker to a marked tree, and so for breadth SSW 125 pole.” Each patent extended a mile (320 pole) from end to end, in the same direction. Wright’s named no adjoining neighbors; Baker’s named only himself. Wright and Baker each renewed “in his name” on 18 Mar 1662/3. Later these two patents would prove to meet along the entire mile of Wright’s NE/Baker’s SW edge, so it was Baker’s NE edge that bordered himself. On 9 Apr 1662, almost a year before Baker’s 250-acre patent was renewed in his name, so theoretically before Thomas Harrell held title to 150 acres of it including its whole SW edge (he
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could have been “seated” there already, though), Edward Vann (Vahane) patented three tracts: #1 a mile-long NE>SW strip of 150 acres bordering the swampy SE ends of Thomas Harwood, William Wright, and beyond #2 a half-mile strip of 50 acres bordering Thomas Harwood’s NE side just around the corner from #1, such that #2 matches the 50-acre jog in Thomas Harrell’s Baker tract as described in Thomas II’s 1681 patent #3, 50 acres on Hanlock Creek beside Thomas Atkinson and Thomas Harwood. Vann’s 1662 grant contains the only reference I can find to any Hanlock, Hancock, Hadlock, or Hemlock Creek in Nansemond. Initially it states that all 250 acres of the triple grant lie “in the Southern Branch of Nansemond River.” Then it locates #1 and #2 “at the Eastern side of the branch,” but places #3 ambiguously “at the Eastward side of the River.” Based on the grant history of other Atkinson neighbors, Hanlock Creek appears to have been located near Dumpling Island, which is downstream from the mouth of the Southern Branch, on the SE side of the river. This would put Thomas Harwood very near William Parker, father of Richard Parker Sr of Parkers Creek and, some believe, of Sylvester Baker’s first wife. On 31 May 1636 William Parker patented 350 acres “beginning at a little creek on the south side of Nansemond river, abutting northwest upon the river against Dumpling Island.” There are several small creeks in this area. On 29 Mar 1666, Edward Vann (Vaughan) patented his fourth headright tract, a mile-long strip of 100 acres. Its boundary ran SW the length of Randolph Crew’s “miles end” (Crew was between Parkers and Craney creeks), from Sylvester Baker’s corner burnt stump to the marked oak where Crew’s line butted Richard Parker’s. From there it jogged SE 50 pole (275 yards) along Richard Parker, ran NE for a mile along Parker and the NW ends of William Wright and Thomas Harrow to Harrow’s corner tree beside the creek, then followed the creek downstream 50 pole to Baker’s same burnt stump. Vann, acting like a son-in-law with a teen wife who needed her mother, now had Harwood-Harrow sandwiched on two and a half sides. Part of Harrow’s NE side bordered Sylvester Baker and the creek; Harrow’s SW side bordered Wright’s 1655/6 patent. Fifteen years later, on 20 Apr 1681, Thomas Duke patented 430 acres in Nansemond Upper Parish that included 200 acres patented by William Wright on the date Wright renewed his 200acre patent at the head of Parkers Creek. (Grants and deeds commonly identified patents by their most recent renewal date, and Wright had no other 200-acre patent on this date.) Duke’s patent bordered the 400 acres Thomas Parker inherited from his father Richard Parker Sr at Cross Swamp #1, as well as Thomas Harrell’s entire mile-long SW side from his dogwood to his sapling gum: “beginning about 5 pole from Thomas Harrell’s corner dogwood and runs SSW 100 pole to a live oak, thence WNW 16 pole to the corner gum of Thomas Parker, thence by the said Parker’s SSE line of the Cross Swamp 320 pole to a marked ash by a great old gum at his Miles end, thence NE 262 pole to a marked gum at the Miles end of the patent of 200 acres formerly belonging to William Wright, and thence NNE 100 pole to a marked holly near Thomas Harrell’s corner sapling gum at his Miles end, thence by marked trees NNW 320 pole to the first station… 200 acres of the said land being formerly granted to William Wright by patent 18 Mar 1662 and by him conveyed to the said Thomas Duke…” (The following year, Duke would patent 350 acres on Cross Swamp #2 near present-day Liberty Spring Church, confusing several centuries of genealogists. See Thomas Harrell II.) Thomas Harwood-Harrow-Harrell died at about 70, a successful immigrant, leaving land for his eldest son to inherit and grandchildren to carry his name. On 23 Apr 1681, his son Thomas patented 150 acres “lying in Nansemond at the head of Parkers Creek,” part of 250 acres granted to Sylvester Baker 1 Apr 1658 and “renewed in Anno 1662 and is now in the possession of the said Thomas Harrell as heire of his father Thomas Harrell deceased, who purchased the same from the said Baker.” This grant, like the portion of Duke’s that was formerly Wright’s, used Harrell’s dogwood and his sapling gum to define the end points of his mile-long SW side: “beginning at a chinkapin stake and runs SSW 100 pole to a marked dogwood, thence ESE 320 pole to a small sapling a marked gum standing in the swamp, thence NNE 50 pole to a marked sowerwood stake, thence NNW 160 pole to a marked oaken stake placed down in a corn field, thence NNE 50 pole to a small sapling pine, thence WNW 160 pole to the first station.”
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On 14 Feb 1675/6 Sylvester Baker’s widow Mercy, without mentioning boundaries or neighbors, had patented 200 acres in Nansemond previously granted to Sylvester Baker but “lately found to escheate to his Majestie” before 21 Jul 1674. Women could independently own land if they didn’t have a living husband. If Baker died intestate as he apparently did, Mercy would have received lifetime use of a third of his property. It sounds as if he died on 21 Jul 1674, and probate determined that he had forfeited the 200-acre patent (probably for failure to pay Quit Rent). Since it wasn’t legally her husband’s property when he died, Mercy could potentially own it outright, subject to Crown prerogatives, if she paid the fines and Quit Rent. Otherwise, she would have only 17 acres to live on: a third of the 50 acres Baker still owned from his adjacent 1658 patent. Mercy married Richard Minshew (aka Minchew, Menshue, Mishoe etc) before 20 Nov 1682, when Richard Minshew and wife Mercy patented 22 acres “in ye upper parish of Nansemond in ye Southern branch, Beginning at a marked hickory a corner tree of the land formerly belonging to Silvester Baker, and runs SSW by the line of the said Baker, near the now dwelling house of the said Minshew, 125 pole to a marked white oak sapling, thence WNW crossing over a creek 55 pole to the land of John Small by or near a marked hickory, then joining with the line of the said Small…” A year earlier, the Parker brothers adjoined John Small’s corner a mile SE of the mouth of Parkers Creek (ie between Parkers and Craney), a little over half a mile NE of the “beginning tree” of their Cross Swamp patent. So Mercy and her new husband made their home on the remaining 50-acre strip of Sylvester Baker’s mile-long 250-acre 1658 patent. They lived at its NE edge, between Baker’s other land (the 200 acres Mercy recovered in 1675/6 but later lost) and both Thomas Harrell’s Baker purchase and Vann’s #2 tract adjoining Thomas Harwood. Robert Baker would own this 50-acre strip in 1702, his only Quit Rent property in 1704. The base of the 1682 Minshew triangle ran the full width of Baker’s 1658 patent along Baker’s NW end; it included the boundary that Edward Vann, no longer here, chose in 1666 to share with Thomas Harrow, now Thomas Harrell, whose mile-long SW side adjoined William Wright’s land, now Thomas Duke’s. It is entirely possible that Mercy was a daughter of Thomas Harrell, and Sylvester Baker married her as a middleaged widower. (Men sometimes gave their daughters in marriage to middleaged friends. The daughters had little or no say in the matter.) Other possibilities are just as likely, however, so I have not included Mercy with the Nansemond Harrells. The identity of Thomas Harrell’s wife, or wives, is unknown. His first wife in Virginia could have been the bartered daughter of a desperate tribesman. Nobody appears to have come to Virginia already married to him. Perhaps one of Robert Bennett’s four female headrights found Thomas exceptionally capable and attractive, but given the scarcity of European women in Virginia, they probably married richer men if they survived their indentures. Fellow Bennett slave Sylvester Baker, five years younger than Thomas, left no sister back in Lincolnshire, and he would have started his family in Virginia around the same time as Thomas. Possibly a daughter of his became Thomas’ second or third or fourth wife. Possibly Thomas, in his early fifties, married a sister of Edward Vann, though it seems more likely that Vann was his son-in-law. 2-1 [?]DAUGHTER (~1643-aft 1666) m EDWARD VANN of Parkers Creek>
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Edward Vann was probably younger than Thomas Harrell but a decade or two older than Harrell’s eldest son, so Vann’s help could have made a big difference on the Harrell farm. By 1682, he appears to have left Parkers Creek. In 1704 he owned no land in Nansemond, but a William Vann with 100 acres was listed between the two Thomas Harrells in the neighborhood around Cross Swamp BBQ and Dragon Swamp. Descendants of Edward Vann preceded the Harrells in the area that would become SW Gates NC; Vanns and Harrells later intermarried there. On 14 Dec 1714, William Vann (Vaun) patented 150 acres in Nansemond at Sarum (“Starrum” or “Sarrum”). His 1735 will named only one son, Edward. On 4 Jan 1717/8, Edward Vann (Vaun) patented 284 acres in Nansemond Upper Parish at Sarum (“Salem”) on the east side of Knotty Pine Swamp (present-day Buckland Mill Branch). Some of this line migrated from Chowan/Gates into Bertie/Hertford and southern Bertie, maintaining their Harrell connections. On 8 May 1744 in Bertie, Needham Bryan and his wife Susannah Harrell sold 100 acres on the north side of Flag Run to William Vann, adjoining John Harrell (John Esq of Flag Run, near the Roanoke River). In 1748 Edward Vann owed money to the estate of John Van Pelt, a mariner from New York who was a close neighbor of Adam Harrell in Bertie/Hertford. On 7 Jul 1749, George Vann of Bertie sold to William Vann of Bertie 133 acres in Chowan near Knotty Pine Swamp, witnessed by John Harrell and John Lane (Chowan Deed Book C2 p 177). William Vann was a constable and tax collector in Bertie in 1759 and 1761, in the district where John Harrell Esq had collected taxes in 1757. On 5 Jan 1767 in Bertie, William Vann and Benjamin Wimberly witnessed the will of David Harrell, son of John Esq. Proof is lacking and more research is needed, but all evidence points toward Edward Vann having married a daughter of Thomas Harwood-Harrow-Harrell. 2-2 THOMAS HARRELL II of Parkers Creek>
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from http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/topo/virginia/txu-pclmaps-topo-va-suffolk-1918.jpg section of USGS map for US Army: Harrell Siding between Council and Dragon Swamps in 1918
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On 24 Feb 1675/6, Humphrey Griffin, expanding southward from the Matthews Creek area, patented 750 acres “beginning at a marked white oak standing by or near the Cross swamp that goes out of Barbecue, and running ESE 320 pole to a marked white oak standing on a white marsh, thence NE 408 pole to a marked hickory, thence WNW 320 pole to a marked white oak standing by or near the said Cross Swamp, and so along the said swamp to the first station.” So Griffin’s trapezoid, which didn’t touch Barbecue, measured about one-and-a-quarter miles at its outer side and a mile at each end. Its swamp side faced WNW; its dry outer side faced ESE (toward Dragon Swamp, which wouldn’t be named in a patent until 1704). On 19 Nov 1678, William Speight, expanding southward from his land by Humphrey Griffin’s near Matthews Creek, patented 176 acres in Nansemond Upper Parish “at a place called Barbicu, joining on ye hithermost side of Humphrey Griffin, beginning at a marked white oak near Crosse Swamp and runs ESE by a line of Humphrey Griffin’s marked trees 320 pole to a marked hickory at the miles end, thence S 88 pole to a marked pine, thence NE 80 pole upon Barbaco swamp to a marked gum, and thence along Barbaco Swamp WNW ½ N (?) 398 pole, then turning upon Cross Swamp SW 100 pole to the first station.” So William Speight’s irregular tract was located where Cross Swamp #2 met Barbecue, on the SE side of Cross Swamp #2. Only Speight’s width of 100 pole – less than a third of a mile - separated Humphrey Griffin’s land from Barbecue. Speight’s roughly 45-degree SE corner extended about a quarter of a mile closer to Dragon Swamp than the roughly 68-degree corner of Griffin’s land beside Speight’s. On 24 Apr 1682, Thomas Duke of Jericho Plantation (at Craney Creek and Cross Swamp #1), who adjoined Thomas Harrell II at Parkers Creek, expanded southward into fresh territory. Duke patented 350 acres in Nansemond Upper Parish at “ye cross swamp of Barbecue, Beginning at ye run side by or nigh a great forked white oak standing on ye southernmost side of ye mouth of a small reedy branch, and runs WNW 25 pole to a marked pine with four notches, thence NNE 200 pole to a marked pine, thence NE 230 pole to a marked stooping red oak by Barbecue swamp, and so to ye run, thence by ye said main run side to ye Cross Swamp, and so up ye run as the main run of ye Cross Swamp runs, to ye first station.” So Duke’s satellite was located beside Barbecue on the NW side of Cross Swamp #2, across the swamp from Speight and Griffin. Also on 24 Apr 1682, Epaphroditus Benton patented 500 acres in Nansemond Upper Parish “upon ye Cross swamp of Barbecue, Beginning at ye run by Thomas Dukes his forked white oak at ye upper side of ye mouth of a small reedy branch and runs WNW 25 pole to a mark’t pine and thence NW 334 pole to another mark’t pine; thence W 226 pole to a mark’t pine at ye head of the Dogwood Neck, thence S 160 pole to a Crooked gum at ye head of ye middle branch of ye Cross swamp, thence down ESE by or nigh ye said branch to ye main Cross swamps Run, and so as ye main Run of ye cross swamp runs down to ye first station.” So Benton’s land was on the same side of Cross Swamp #2 as Thomas Duke’s satellite, at the SW end of Duke’s. Cross Swamp #2 had a middle branch (the WNW-bending tail) on the NW side of its main branch. (William Stafford’s 1695 grant on Cross Swamp #2 beside Epaphroditus Benton called it the NW branch.) Humphrey Griffin, who had other new land in Nansemond, failed to seat his 750-acre patent at Cross Swamp #2. James Peters claimed it through a court order dated 23 Apr 1683. Peters repatented it under his own name on 24 Apr 1684, copying verbatim the description in Griffin’s patent, then quickly divided and sold it. Daniel Pugh purchased at least 250 acres from him, near a small stream later known as Oxley’s Branch. (On 15 Oct 1698, Daniel Pugh would patent 24 acres on Craney Creek beside Parker’s head line and the line of Jericho, adding to confusion about the location of Thomas Duke’s land.) We know that Pugh purchased land from Peters because on 22 Nov 1739, John Duke of Nansemond sold to Richard Newsom 250 acres at Cross Swamp adjoining Richard Newsom, “which my grandfather, Daniel Pugh, bought of James Peters and gave to me being the son and heir of his daughter Ann (Pugh) according to his will made 25 March 1700.” (From the papers of the Riddick Family of Nansemond Co Va 1720-1856, Virginia State Library.) http://genealogy.ztlcox.com/~xcc2all/cfreddukefiles/c_fred_duke_files_before1750.htm We know that this land was near Oxley’s Branch because on 5 May 1746, Richard Newsom (Nusum) of Nansemond Upper Parish sold to Charles Jennings of Elizabeth City VA 103 acres at “a
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place called the Wagon Road” on Cypress Swamp (Cross>Cypress>Council Swamp), near Oxley’s branch (“Axley’s”) on the land he formerly sold Jennings, this tract “being part of that land the said Nusum bought of Mr. John Duke.” http://vagenweb.org/nansemond/upperparish.htm (Evidently “the Wagon Road” was the nameless road of 1751, present-day Dragon Road.) Richard Newsom (Nusam) would die on the Roanoke in Bertie in 1753, leaving a wife named Elizabeth and a will witnessed by three Harrells: Abraham, John, and Francis. On 27 Apr 1686, Thomas Harrell patented 140 acres “beginning at the mouth of a branch that bounds the land formerly belonging to James Peters and now in the possession of the said Harrell and is bounded by the said branch to his white oak, thence ESE by the old line (Peters’ old line) 49 pole to a pine in the said line, thence SW 106 pole to a red oak by the side of a pocosin, thence NW (“west and by north”) 160 pole to a red oak with a broken top, thence NE 114 pole to a gum by a branch side, thence by the said branch to the mouth of the first mentioned branch.” So Thomas was annexing 140 acres to the SW end of the Griffin>Peters patent, proof that Pugh hadn’t purchased this end of it. On 21 Oct 1687, Epaphroditus Benton annexed 200 acres nearby, “beginning at a crooked gum standing on the said swamp a corner tree to a former patent of the said Benton, and runs S half W 100 pole to a small oak sapling, thence S 63 deg E to a gum standing on a branch, thence is bounded by the said branch 66 pole to a white oak, thence N half E 30 pole to a white oak standing by the run of the Cross Swamp, and thence is bounded by the said run to the first station.” The corner crooked gum here and in Benton’s 1682 patent was at the head of the middle or NW branch of Cross Swamp #2, ie around the bend from the main branch. On 15 Oct 1698, Thomas Harrell patented 182 acres in Nansemond Upper Parish on the W side of Cross Swamp (W of the bend), “beginning at a gum standing on the E side of a run, thence NW 63 degrees (same as S 63 deg E in Benton’s 1687 patent above, walked in the opposite direction) 102 pole along the line of Epaphroditus Benton’s land to a pine, thence SW 15 degrees 200 pole to a pine, thence SE 40 degrees 102 pole to a pine standing in the head of a pocosin, thence SE 83 degrees 28 pole to a red oak standing in the line of his former patent, thence NE 5 degrees 99 pole to a gum standing in a branch called Watery Branch, thence bounding by the said branch to the main swamp, joining the land which he formerly purchased of Mr. James Peters to the first station.” So the Peters tract extended to the bend of Cross Swamp #2, where Smiths Road would intersect the swamp in 1751. This means that the main run of Cross Swamp #2, the part that angled WSW off Barbecue, was less than 1.6 miles long (Griffin>Peters 408 pole plus Speight 100 pole). Thomas II had now cornered 182 acres into the north angle between his Peters tract and his 1686 patent. Again he mentioned a pocosin at the edge of his property. Simultaneously on 15 Oct 1698, Samuel Smith cornered into the south angle between Thomas Harrell’s Peters tract and Harrell’s 1686 patent. Smith patented 132 acres in Nansemond Upper Parish “near a place called Littletown, beginning at a red oak a corner tree of Thomas Harrell’s, running thence SE 30 degrees 172 pole to a pine, thence NE 59 degrees 138 pole to a white oak, thence NE 16 degrees 120 pole, butting on the land which Thomas Harrell formerly purchased from James Peters, thence down the said line N 67 deg W 71 pole to a pine a corner tree of Thomas Harrell’s, thence SW 11 degrees 106 pole to a red oak standing in the head of a pocosin, thence NW 75 degrees 156 pole to the first mentioned station.” (Professional surveyors were available in Nansemond by this time. N 67 deg W here is the same as S 67 deg E, which was just “ESE” in Griffin 1675/6 and “ESE by the old line” in Thomas Harrell 1686.) There were several places called “Little Town” in VA and NC. Apparently this one became Harrell Siding. Smiths Road of the 1751 map ran from Samuel Smith’s 1697 patent near the head of Knuckles Swamp to Samuel Smith’s 1698 patent beside Thomas Harrell II, then crossed Thomas II’s plantation and met Dragon Road at the the back of the Griffin>Peters patent, becoming Newbys Road as it crossed the bend of Cross Swamp #2. Dragon Road (unlabeled in 1751), east of Smiths Road, caught the corner of Thomas II’s Peters tract, then veered south on Christopher Guin’s plantation. It crossed Dragon Swamp at the east side of the mouth of the Long Branch (not shown in 1751), continued south, then curved southeast below Pine Swamp, just off the second map below.
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Thomas Harrell II still had his father’s farm with its corner dogwood at Parkers Creek, but not for long. On 15 Oct 1698, Richard Parker patented 48 acres “on the easternmost side of the S branch of the Nansemond river, beginning at a white oak a corner tree of Thomas Parker’s, thence NE 45 degrees 120 pole to a pine, thence SE 45 degrees 50 pole to a white oak, thence NE 45 degrees 157 pole to a dogwood a corner tree of Thomas Harrell’s, thence SE 79 degrees 7 pole to a white oak a corner tree of Thomas Duke’s, thence SW 17 degrees 101 pole to a water oak a corner tree of Thomas Duke’s, thence NW 45 degrees 16 pole to a maple a corner tree of Richard Parker’s Cross Swamp patent, then along the said Cross Swamp main line 210 pole to the first station.” This was the last mention of any Harrell at Parkers Creek. Probably Thomas II sold his father’s farm before 28 Oct 1702, when Edmond Beamon’s grant at the SE end of Sylvester Baker’s 1658 patent showed that Thomas Duke had replaced Edward Vann on Baker’s patent: “beginning at a chincopin stake standing in the head line of a patent formerly granted Silvester Baker, it being the head of the dividing line between Robert Baker and Thomas Duke Sr…” It wasn’t like the wealthy Duke to pick up a paltry 50 acres unconnected to Jericho, so very likely he annexed all 200 acres of Baker’s 1658 patent outside Robert Baker’s strip. Possibly Thomas II had acquired the Vann tract on Baker’s patent and sold out to Duke en bloc. (Ever since Duke bought Wright’s patent, Duke adjoined the Harrell side of Baker’s patent.) Perhaps Thomas II used the proceeds to buy 221 acres from John Moore at present-day Sunbury NC – a purchase he made between 1700 and 1704. In 1704, neither of the Thomas Harrells owing Quit Rent was listed with the Parkers Creek set at the top of the Nansemond list: John Duke, Thomas Duke Jr and Sr, Robert Baker, three Sketto’s (aka Skittoe etc), John Small, Edmond Beamon (Beamond), four Parkers et al. Forty households below this neighborhood – past Nicholas and Elias Stallings, Robert Rountree, George Spivey, Thomas Docton and Nathan Newby, Robert Lassiter, Jonathan Kittrell and Adam Rabey – we find Thomas Harrell (Harrald) with 652 acres between John Smith and Richard Baker, with Samuel Smith next below Baker. Quit Rent lists are not censuses, but it seems that someone was riding around Nansemond writing down names and acres, because the order is far from random. As I noted in the introduction, Thomas II evidently willed 221 acres of John Moore’s Oyster Tong-Sunbury patent to his son Samuel, who possessed it by 1729. In 1704, Thomas II owed Quit Rent on 221 acres (his recent purchase from Moore) plus 182 acres (his 1698 patent) plus 249 acres (his third of the 750-acre Griffin>Peters patent, give or take an acre), for a total of 652 acres. The other Thomas Harrell near him owned only 100 acres. Quite probably this came from Thomas II’s 1686 patent of 140 acres, and Richard Baker beside Thomas II had the other 40, as Richard Baker now owned 40 acres total. (We will see more of Richard Baker.) In 1704, John Moore owed Quit Rent on only 200 acres in Nansemond, after patenting 481 acres in 1700. He was listed with other SE Nansemond/future Sunbury area landowners, eg Capt. William Hunter, Edward Holmes (Homes), William Ward, John Rice, and William Speight (Spite). Since there was only one William Speight the county, presumably the one near future Sunbury was the one with land at Cross Swamp BBQ beside the Griffin>Peters patent. Speight’s Cross Swamp BBQ land also bordered Christopher Guin Sr’s thousand-plus-acre plantation and Bryant Oquin’s 550-acre plantation on the S side of Cypress Swamp beside Robert Riddick. Guin’s plantation extended to John Harrell’s 230-acre Dragon Swamp patent of 1704, which was SE of the adjoined segment of Guin’s complicated boundary, at the latitude of Robert Riddick’s land and with no significant watercourse between Harrell and Riddick. All of them were close neighbors. The Samuel Smith who adjoined Thomas Harrell II at Cross Swamp BBQ died by 1730. On 6 Jun 1731, his son Samuel patented 147 acres in Nansemond, “beginning at a maple in Wm Speight’s line in a branch called Oxley’s branch, running S 69 degrees W (WSW) 59 pole in the said branch bounding on the land of Thomas Gewin to a sassafras, thence S 54 degrees W 298 (WSW) pole bounding on the said Gewin to a pine a corner tree of Francis Harrel’s land, thence N 17 degrees W 56 pole bounding on the said Harrel’s land to a pine a corner tree of John Duke’s land, thence bounding on Duke and Gewin N 47 degrees E 290 pole to a hickory in Wm Speight’s line, thence bounding on Speight’s line S 61 degrees E (ESE) 118 pole to the first station.”
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So Speight’s land extended ESE about a third of a mile beyond the Griffin>Peters patent. The distance from John Duke’s corner to Speight’s line was 290 pole, leaving 408-290=118 pole (0.37 miles) of dry side Griffin>Peters line at the Harrell end. The distance from Francis Harrell’s corner to Speight’s maple in Oxley’s branch was 298+59=357 pole (1.12 miles), in a generally ENE direction. Francis had Samuel Smith’s Sr’s 1698 patent to his SW (with Richard Harrell’s 1718 between them) and Samuel Smith Jr’s 1731 patent to his NE. His NE boundary angled N and slightly W, toward the swamp. It was not said to stop or corner at Duke’s corner. If his boundary continued past John Duke’s corner, part of Francis Harrell’s land overlapped Thomas II’s Peters tract. Even if Francis’ boundary stopped at the old line, he might have inherited his property from Thomas II, as we don’t know what land, if any, Thomas II annexed to his Peters tract after 1704. Regardless, this was not Francis Harrell’s 1718 patent on Bull Pocosin (his only Nansemond patent), which had no line within 15 degrees of running N 17 degrees W or S 17 degrees E; no segment of 56 pole; no mention of Guin or Duke. Nor was it connected to John Harrell’s 1704 patent south of Dragon Swamp. So Francis was almost certainly a son of Thomas II. Francis could walk to his 250-acre patent from his farm at Cross Swamp BBQ without leaving Harrell land: he would cross Richard’s 1718, Adam’s 1714, and John’s 1731 patents, a distance of about 1.25 miles. All the Harrells of his generation who acquired interlocking farms south of Thomas II’s Peters tract - Thomas III, Adam, Francis, Richard and John – were very probably Thomas II’s sons. For decades Adam’s second patent, his 1717, adjoined James on the other side of Smiths Road, which cut across Thomas II’s land (as did Dragon Road, meeting Smiths Road at the swamp), so James too was probably Thomas II’s son. The identity of Thomas II’s wife or wives is unknown. Perhaps his last wife, the mother of his proven son Samuel, was a sister or daughter of Samuel Smith. As for Thomas II’s occupation, we have only the broadest clues. He was well positioned for exporting any goods he produced, and also for farming. Many of the prosperous colonial Harrells made barrels or extracted pine tar, and his land would have been excellent for both. (Pine tar was a valuable commodity for building and maintaining ships. Like tobacco in the early days, it often served as currency.) Whatever he did for a living, Thomas II appears to have succeeded at it. Thanks to Samuel Jr’s 1768 deed of sale, we know that Thomas II left a will, so probably each of his sons received a piece of his land. He died before 1729, possibly even before the next generation began obtaining grants in the vicinity of his Peters tract. (Most of them were clustered around the pocosin he mentioned in his 1686 and 1698 patents, called Bull Pocosin by 1731.) Notably, no Nansemond patent in the fifty years after 1698 mentioned an adjacent Thomas Harrell or a prior Thomas Harrell. Perhaps he moved to Oyster Tong-Sunbury after 1704. Besides trying to please or ease his wife by moving near her relatives, why might Thomas II have decided to follow his neighbor William Speight to the SE corner of the county, if in fact he did? Maybe it expanded the Harrells’ market for tar or barrels (or whatever), or provided additional raw materials for the family business. He could have been living at Oyster Tong when John Harrell started traveling back and forth to Perquimans. One clue is that none of his likely sons near Bull Pocosin appears to have inherited a tract as large as Samuel’s at Oyster Tong. If Samuel was born when he seems to have been born, he was Thomas II’s youngest son; he and his eldest brother may not have had the same mother. Without a will, the firstborn son would inherit all the land once the widow was out of the way, which might not be during his lifetime if she was young. Typically to head off conflict in this common situation, a man of some means whose current wife was the mother of his youngest children would make a will lending her the use of their home plantation until her death or remarriage, whereupon the lastborn son (probably still a minor, if not a babe in arms) would inherit it. He would divide his other land among his older sons, letting them have full ownership of their shares without waiting for the widow’s life to play out. Under this scenario young Samuel might prosper, but he would be rather isolated from his Nansemond siblings, and perhaps more in touch with cousins on the main road near Bear Swamp in Perquimans. Family lore might be lost. Two generations later, cousins on opposite sides of Gates County might not even realize they were related. Which is, it appears, exactly what happened with the line of Samuel Harrell of Oyster Tong-Sunbury (bef 1699-1761), son of Thomas II.
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2-3 JOHN [JH] HARRELL of Dragon Swamp>
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By the end of 1704 Christopher Guin, a Quaker named for Christopher Columbus, owed Quit Rent on 1,010 acres in Nansemond. His plantation was an irregular, roughly NE-SW expanse of land on the N side of Dragon Swamp, with Edmond Beamon to the W, John Harrell to the SE, James Mullaney (Mullonen) to the SE, Bryant Oquin to the E beside Robert Riddick, William Speight to the NE, and unnamed landowners to the N and NW near the Griffin>Peters patent that Thomas Harrell II and John Duke now owned. Christopher Guin Jr with only 20 acres was listed beside Thomas Harrell with 100 acres, about 15 households from 652-acre Thomas Harrell II. After the death of Christopher Guin (after 1719, and probably before 1725) his son Christopher Jr would sell the westernmost 100 acres of his land to Thomas Harrell III, who would die in possession of it between 1744 and 1747. From 1728 through 1733, Christopher Guin Jr would be down on the Roanoke in Bertie with John, Joseph, Edward, and Abraham Harrell. He would die testate in Edgecombe NC in 1749, naming several Harrell grandchildren. (His executrix, his daughter Mary, was the wife of Abraham Harrell of Flag Run and Rooneroy Marsh in Bertie.) The only possible John Harrell on the transcribed 1704 Nansemond Quit Rent list is found directly ahead of the Oyster Tong-Sunbury set, with 500 acres, near Francis Cambridge with 100 acres. Beside this “Jno Hansell” we find Henry Jernigan (Jerregan) with 200 acres. Henry, son of Thomas Jernigan, would later adjoin Edward Harrell at Cashy near the Roanoke in Bertie. He would die there in 1736, devising land on the north side of Sumerton Creek in Nansemond to his son Henry. Francis Cambridge caught my eye because on 8 Jan 1704/5, John “Harrad” and James Fleming (Flemmins) witnessed a Chowan NC land purchase by Francis Cambridge, from John White Sr and wife Sarah, down near the Chowan River on Stopping/Stumpy Creek in present-day Chowan; when Francis Cambridge of Nansemond and wife Elizabeth later sold part of this tract, the only witnesses were Andrew and Mary Ross, who neighbored the Jernigans at Sumerton Creek in Nansemond. (In Nansemond, Francis Cambridge adjoined William Eason’s 1682 patent at Matthews Creek.) Three months earlier, on 27 Sep 1704, John “Harrod” and Daniel Halsey had witnessed John Jordan’s purchase of land at Bear Swamp in Chowan from James Farleee of Nansemond and wife Dorothy. John “Harrod” personally proved both deeds in Chowan on 3 Apr 1705; the same court clerk copied or mis-copied his name in both entries. (I recently reviewed these deeds and the surrounding pages in Chowan Deed Book W. Contrary to what I reported here in an earlier version, this clerk did not consistently include the marks of illiterate signers.) If there were any non-Harrell “Harrods” in Chowan or Nansemond, I haven’t found them. Daniel Halsey, son-in-law of sellers James and Dorothy Farleee, signed a great many Chowan deeds, including some as a designated attorney. Apparently he was related by marriage to Capt. Thomas Luten, a warden of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church in Chowan in 1702. 1702 was the year St. Paul’s began building a chapel on Queen Anne Creek, ten years before “ye Towne on Queen Anne’s Creek” was founded. (Queen Anne, formerly Mattacomack, Creek is a small tributary of the north side of Albemarle Sound near the mouth of the Chowan River. By 1722, when Governor Eden died there and the town became Edenton, about twenty homes were spaced out along the creek.) St. Paul’s at Edenton has vestry records dating from 1701, but no satisfactory chapel - impervious to sand and weather, unsullied inside and out by roaming cattle, and with an actual floor - until about 1725. As proof, Hathaway presents an amusing chronology in NCGHR Vol 1, p 256-267. It wouldn’t surprise me if John [JH] Harrell of Nansemond and Perquimans was venturing south to future Edenton as early as 1704. Perhaps he was connected to the intermarried Jordan and White families of Isle of Wight VA, active in Chuckatuck Friends Meeting. Whites and Jordans were allies of the Evans family in Chowan, and later of the families of Richard (-1738) and Adam Harrell in Bertie and Hertford. It appears that this Evans family migrated to Chowan around 1700 from Evans Creek in Nansemond, where they adjoined the Harrell-allied Bryan family on the SW side of the head of the Southern Branch, at the Nansemond-Isle of Wight border: very near the head of Corrowaugh Swamp where Robert Johnson – possibly the Robert Johnson transported before 1652 by William Wright, who adjoined Thomas Harwood-Harrow-Harrell at Parkers Creek - claimed 50 acres in 1681 for transporting a John Harrell to (or back to) Virginia.
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We can rule out John “Harrod” of 1704-5 Chowan as the “Capt. Hanell” mentioned once in Early Quaker Records in Virginia (“an exact transcription of... the so-called Chuckatuck Record, of Nansemond and its neighbor to the west, Isle of Wight” by Miles White Jr, 1902). On 18 Feb 1701/2 (page 26) John King, a Nansemond sub-sheriff, indicated that Capt. Hanell had recently fined Quaker Benjamin Small. The 1704 Nansemond Quit Rent list shows thirteen landholders with the title of Captain, including lastly one Capt. Luke Haffield said to be out of the county, but none named Hanell or Harrell. “Haffield” turns out to be Chuckatuck vestryman and physician Capt. Luke Havield: Havield in 1706 when appointed Sheriff, Harvild when reappointed in 1707, Havield to his in-laws in Isle of Wight VA, Havield to his widow in 1712. In my experience Hanell is usually a misreading of Harrell, but here the transcriber evidently misread some variation of Havield. Without seeing the handwritten Quit Rent list of 1704 (I wish I could find a photocopy of the original in London, not just a typed transcript of a handwritten copy), I can’t be certain “Jno Hansell” with 500 acres beside Henry Jernigan was actually the John Harrell who belongs on the list. Quit Rent lists reflect property location, not place of residence. John “Harrold” patented 230 acres in Nansemond on 20 Oct 1704, and all other Nansemond patentees from that date are on the 1704 list, some with matching acreage. I have not been able to find a Hansell or Harsel of any spelling in any Nansemond patent. However, there was one Hansel in the Vestry book: John Hansel, of District 2. He had his land processioned in 1748 and 1752; indigent and ill, he received Vestry assistance from 1755 through 1773; the Vestry paid for his coffin on 17 Dec 1774. If “Jno Hansell” of 1704 was our John Harrell, he already owned 270 acres in Nansemond in addition to his 1704 patent. If not, then the absence of John Harrell’s 1704 patent from the transcribed Quit Rent list can probably be chalked up to human error. He certainly hadn’t sold it, as he still owned at least part of it in 1718: On 24 Jan 1717/8, Joseph Griffin patented 366 acres in Nansemond Upper Parish near Dragon Swamp, “beginning at a pine corner tree of John Harrell’s land and running thence by his line SW 14 degrees 16 pole to a pine, thence NE 69 degrees 21 pole to a pine a corner tree of Adam Raby’s land, thence bounding on his line NE 83 degrees 68.5 pole to a pine, thence bounding on the said Raby NE 62 degrees 212 pole to a pine, thence NW 6 degrees 150 pole to a pine, thence NW 29 degrees 29 pole to a pine, thence NE 34 degrees 110 pole to a pine in Cooper’s line, thence bounding on the said Cooper’s line NW 64 degrees 58 pole to a pine, thence NW 67 degrees 13 pole to a pine, thence NW 82 degrees 64 pole to a pine a line tree of Christopher Guin’s land and a corner tree of James Mounoley’s land, thence bounding on the said Mullaney’s as followeth: SE 38 degrees 105 pole to a pine, thence SW 60 degrees 57 pole to a pine, thence SW 53 degrees 144 pole to a black oak, thence SE 12 degrees 50 pole to a black oak, thence SW 65 degrees 42 pole to the first station.” (This grant omits the final 22-pole segment. I sympathize, as I have made similar mistakes repeatedly. Metes and bounds in handwritten run-on sentences that cover an entire page, referencing multiple trees of the same species, are extremely difficult to copy correctly.) So Joseph Griffin in 1718 wrapped around the NE end and SE side of James Mullaney’s 1704 patent beside Christopher Guin and John Harrell (at Mullaney’s “SE 38 degrees 105 pole to a pine, thence SW 60 degrees 57 pole to a pine, thence SW 53 degrees 144 pole to a black oak, thence SE 12 degrees 50 pole to a black oak, thence SW 65 degrees 42 pole to a pine, thence SW 43 degrees 22 pole to a pine John Harrold’s corner tree”). Beyond Mullaney, Griffin bordered the north 16 pole (88 yards) of the 240-pole east side of John Harrell’s 1704 patent - Harrell’s “SW 14 deg 240 pole to a white oak.” Here John Harrell’s land was only 115 yards from the land of Adam Raby, whose descendants would adjoin and marry Harrells on the Roanoke in Bertie. Southwest of Griffin’s 1718 patent, John Harrell’s 1704 adjoined Adam Raby’s 1701, the border of which began at the mouth of Miery Meadow, a west branch of the head of Oropeake Swamp. This branch and head became known as Pine Swamp and Adam Rabys Swamp or just Adam Rabys Swamp (Rabys Swamp for short), eg the 1751 Vestry map (see below) with the dashed district boundary following Adam Rabys Swamp north and west from the state line, then following unlabeled Dragon Road north from the swamp. Comparison with the 1918 USGS map confirms that
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Miery Meadow and the head of Oropeake, renamed Adam Rabys Swamp for the original patentee, became Pine Swamp and Adams Swamp, as they are known today:



There were two other John Harrell patents near future Harrell Siding, in 1717 and 1731, and another to John Jr in 1731, all “of Nansemond.” Plain John’s 1731 patent in District 22 adjoined Adam’s 1714, Edmond Beamon’s 1700 beside Thomas III’s Guin tract, Francis’ 1718 including “Francis Harrell’s corner pine by the side of the Bull Pocosin,” and (without saying so) John’s 1717, which John Baker acquired before 1756. John Harrell’s 1717 in District 22 also adjoined Edmond Beamon’s 1700. John Jr’s 1731 on Pine Swamp in District 20, between Adam Raby’s corner and William Wells’ corner, adjoined (without saying so) the south end of John’s 1704. Therefore John Jr of 1731 was very probably John of 1704’s son.
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If one John Harrell obtained all three non-Jr grants, he patented 649 acres in Nansemond far more than any other Harrell, even double Thomas II’s 322 acres of new land. This would fit the prosperity of John Sr’s apparent sons on the Roanoke in Bertie. However, we have two Johns in Generation Three, each called Jr once, outside Nansemond: John Esq JP in Bertie in 1728, and illiterate John [J] in Chowan/Gates in 1739, when he was pushing fifty. Possibly John [J] held the connected 1717 and 1731 patents beside Adam’s 1714 and Francis’ 1718, as John [J] is not known to have owned any other land in Nansemond, and he was still “of Virginia” in 1739. But even if John Harrell with the 1704 patent in District 20 also held the 1717 and 1731 patents in District 22 (as suggested by the fact that John Jr’s 1731 adjoining John’s 1704 was entered in the grant book immediately after John’s 1731, with both spelled “Harrel”), this does not mean John [J] owned no land in the area. If Thomas II had a son John to whom he transferred his 1698 patent or part of his Peters tract, or if his son John simply bought land from a neighbor, his son John, no doubt called Jr sometimes to distinguish him from John Sr, could have had a plantation in District 21 or 22 from 1710 to 1747 without any record of this coming down to us. For example, it remains a mystery who owned the Bull Pocosin land between Samuel Smith’s 1698 patent and Francis Harrell’s 1718:



On 16 Aug 1756, Ephraim Peale patented 150 acres in District 22, and when the preceding survey was done, one of the adjoining landowners was John Harrell - not on any Harrell patent. (As usual, the survey date was not noted in the patent. Surveys often preceded patents by several years.) Though Peale’s surveyor didn’t say so, John’s land also adjoined John Jr’s 1731 patent in District 20 along Pine Swamp (not shown above), which served as a district border. So the owner of the John Harrell tract in District 22 beside Peale was very likely John Jr of 1731 or his namesake son. Peale’s 1756 patent nestled between John Harrell’s presumed purchase and the SE border of John Baker’s land, formerly the SE border of John Harrell’s 1717 patent. District 22 procession reports show only one landholder named John Harrell in 1748 and 1752 (earlier reports have been lost), an absentee represented by Adam Harrell’s son Job in 1748,
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and by Job Harrell and John Baker in 1752. John’s name is missing from the 1756 report, part of which appears to have been lost, but clearly from 1760 through 1772 no John Harrell owned land in District 22, and the only John Harrell in District 20 was over at Cypress. John Jr of Pine Swamp, son of John Sr of Dragon Swamp, happens to be a great match for John Esq JP of Flag Run (bef 1693-1759). John Esq JP - “Junr” in 1728, when buying his first Bertie plantation in the presence of Dragon Swamp’s Christopher Guin II - was still a resident of Nansemond when John Jr “of Nansemond” presumably applied for the 1731 Pine Swamp patent. With an eldest son John and six other growing sons, John Esq may have kept land in Nansemond after he settled in Bertie, intending one or two of them to inherit it. He wouldn’t have been the only Harrell to do this. (See Adam. Unlike John, Adam attended the 1748 and 1752 processions. His Bertie home was at least ten miles closer to Nansemond than John Esq’s.) The fact that John Esq’s eldest son (identified as such in a lawsuit after the deaths of both) was named John is significant, as it was considered vain and self-centered to name one’s firstborn after oneself unless the name also honored one’s parent, or perhaps a living grandparent. This makes it likely that John Esq’s father, not merely his uncle, was named John. There is no record of John Esq JP deeding land to his two eldest sons, unlike his other five, whom he endowed with Bertie plantations in 1751 (Bertie Deed Book G, p 366). But apparently he meant to give land somewhere to his second son, who was not mentioned in 1751’s multi-part deed of gift. Bereft of his middle son in 1754, his eldest in Dec 1755, and his youngest, without issue, in 1756, John Esq made a will on 1 Nov 1756 that gave his second son the manor plantation formerly destined for his youngest; gave his eldest’s children the monetary value of a 160-acre plantation; and mentioned no land outside Bertie. Any land earmarked for his first or second sons in Nansemond, he must have sold in 1756. This perfectly fits John Jr’s tenure as a landowner at Pine Swamp, though of course it can’t be proved. (For more, see John Esq JP.) On 11 Oct 1715 in Perquimans, John Harrell (Harell) paid William Kitching 10 pounds for “the remaining part” of Kitching’s “within mentioned tract” and “within patent,” witnessed by Thomas Blitchenden and Joseph Jessop; Kitching’s wife Margaret relinquished her dower right in the property (Perquimans Deed Book A #353). On 1 Jul 1713 (NC grant book 1, p 206-207) William Kitchin and Margaret Snooks, widow and relict of Daniel Snooks, had patented 275 acres adjoining Daniel Snooks’ old line, plus 450 acres at Cabin Point on the Perquimans River pocosin, plus 300 acres at the head of the Perquimans River adjoining Thomas Docton. Daniel Snooks (Snourk, Snorke etc) had died childless in Perquimans in 1712. He and Margaret had sold their 100-acre manor plantation on Castleton’s Creek to Cornelius Leary in 1690. (Castleton’s Creek, now Raccoon Creek, arises in Bear Swamp in SW Perquimans at or near the Perquimans/Chowan line, between Edenton and the town of Hertford. It flows NE past the SE edge of old Hertford and into the Perquimans River.) Thomas Harrell and William Smith would witness a Cornelius Leary purchase on the Albemarle in Chowan in 1727. No Harrell of any spelling can be found on the 1715 Perquimans tax list, probably drawn up before John Harrell’s October purchase was registered. William Eason (of Nansemond, the new owner of Abraham Hill’s 1714 patent) or his namesake son was at the bottom of page 2. William Kitching was on page 1 below “lands of Indians,” between T. Blitchenden and Samuel Sizemore (brother-in-law of the Robert Evans who in 1738 would administer the Bertie estate of Richard Harrell and prove him to be Adam’s brother). Also on page 1 we find James Thigpen (Thickpen) Sr and Jr, who had arrived on the Albemarle by 1694; in 1716 one of them patented 640 acres in Perquimans beside Richard Skinner, Nathan Newby, and Thomas Elliott. In 1735 Adam Harrell would buy a farm near Ahoskie in Bertie from James Thigpen (Jr). In 1744 Thomas Harrell III would buy part of James Thigpen’s Perquimans patent from Richard Skinner’s son-in-law. In 1718 and 1719 in Joseph Jessop’s district of Perquimans, William Kitching with 500 acres and one tithable was listed on page 1 beside John Harrell (Jno Harald) with 170 acres and no tithables, probably meaning John didn’t live in Perquimans. Perhaps his land was managed by the next person listed, Martin Asbell (Aspill) with one tithable and no land. James Thickpen Jr was on   the same page, but now Thomas Blitchenden and another James Thigpen were on page 3 with William Eason’s widow Mary and son Thomas. Samuel Sizemore was gone.
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William Eason’s son William moved to the Roanoke before 1722. On 12 Aug 1725, Joseph Harrell of Nansemond bought 200 acres at Reedy Branch and Flag Run from James Smith, on the north side of the Roanoke in Bertie adjoining William Eason, John Yelverton, and William Evans. On 12 Aug 1728, John Harrell “Junr” bought 637 acres just north of the Roanoke in Bertie from Henry Baker, witnessed by Christopher Guin and Joseph Harrell. As noted above, the purchaser here would prove to be the quite literate John Harrell Esq JP (bef 1693-1759), whose second son Jesse (bef 1728-1788) would inherit his manor plantation - a change of plan after John’s youngest son Israel Hardy Harrell (~1737-1756) predeceased him. On 29 Oct 1728 (Perquimans Deed Book B #320), illiterate John [JH] Harrell of Nansemond Upper Parish VA sold to Richard Harrell of same (Richard’s mark wasn’t recorded, as purchasers didn’t sign deeds of sale), for 10 pounds current money of Virginia, certain land in Perquimans NC originally patented by William Kitchings (Kitchens). There were no witnesses, which was unusual even for sales within close family; Richard must have completely trusted John to affirm the deed of sale - ie not to take the money and run, or die. On 22 Jul 1729, John appeared in Perquimans court and acknowledged the deed. Clearly he wasn’t on his deathbed in 1728 when he conveyed the land to Richard. From September 1729 to March 1732, and again in 1735, Richard Harrell owed Quit Rent on 200 acres in Perquimans, and John Harrell owned no land there. Apparently John had given Richard a sweetheart deal, selling at or below cost despite adding 30 acres. Men sometimes conveyed land like this as coming-of-age gifts to their sons, wedding gifts, gifts late in life to bypass probate or to avoid making a will, or just gifts to help sons or sons-in-law get established. In 1728 Richard was over 36, probably in his forties, so this was not a coming-of-age gift. (See Richard’s section for more on his land.) When Richard Harrell of Perquimans visited the Roanoake in 1747, John and Francis [F] Harrell witnessed his purchase of 390 acres at Cashy, which identified him as “Richard Harrell Sr of Nansemond County in Virginia.” The deed was proved at February Court 1747/8 in Bertie by the oath of John Harrell Esqr, a Justice of the court. So the witness John wasn’t Richard’s son John [J] (~1713-1768, never Esq), but rather Richard’s likely brother John Esq. (Richard [RH] died in Perquimans in 1762. His eldest son John [J], of Cashy in Bertie, served as executor of his estate.) On 11 May 1729 in Bertie, John Harrell of Nansemond, witnessed by Joseph and Abraham Harrell, bought eight acres from James Smith on the north side of the Roanoke and south side of Flag Run, adjoining Henry Baker and John Harrell. Joseph Harrell of Nansemond had bought 200 acres here from James Smith in 1725. John, of course, had bought 637 acres from Henry Baker in 1728. Since there was only one John Harrell on the Bertie Quit Rent list of 1729-1733, with 645 acres, the eight acres John bought in 1729 must have adjoined his own Roanoke plantation – the one he’d purchased six months earlier as “Junr.” (This sort of thing happened all the time. Maybe the eight acres offered better access to a planned road.) On 20 Dec 1729, Edward Harrell of Nansemond bought 350 acres in Bertie from William Eason, on the SE side of Rooneroy (Unneroy) Swamp near Reedy Branch and Flag Run. Three Harrells witnessed his purchase: John, Grace, and John Jr. During this era it was quite unusual – improper, really - for a wife to sign ahead of her husband; I can’t say I’ve ever seen it. So evidently John Esq and his wife Grace witnessed Edward’s deed with their son John, who continued to be called Jr in Bertie. (Boys could witness documents at 14, girls at 12. It was common to include at least one young witness, to raise the odds of a witness being alive to testify at a later date.) William Eason of Bertie was the eldest son of William Eason Jr, originally from Nansemond, who died in Perquimans in 1719 leaving wife Mary; sons William, Thomas, and George; daughters Susanna, Rachel, and Jane (all unmarried). When William Eason III died in Bertie in 1736, his will named wife Anne; sons William and George; brothers Thomas and George executors. Thomas Eason would die in Perquimans in 1755, long married to Richard Harrell’s daughter Mary. (Richard Harrell’s 1761 will, proved in Perquimans in 1762, named a daughter Mary Eason. George Eason, whose wife Sarah was the mother of all his children, bought land beside Richard Harrell in 1753. Thomas Eason gave 175 acres in Perquimans to his son William in 1753, probably when William came of age. When Thomas Eason died in 1755, his executors were Mary and William Eason. His estate was
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divided in 1770, at William Eason’s petition. Since there was no Mary or William among the legatees, presumably William’s full share was the 1753 gift of land, and the widow Mary had recently died, thus releasing her lifetime share of the remainder.) This connection between Easons and Harrells of Nansemond origin, linking western Perquimans and southern Bertie since before John [JH] Harrell sold his Perquimans farm to Richard, supports the likelihood that John [JH] was the father of Joseph, Abraham, John Esq, and Edward the first Harrells to settle on the Roanoke. It also hints at the possibility of an earlier Eason-Harrell marriage. (Maybe William Eason’s wife Mary was a Harrell, or John [JH] Harrell’s wife was an Eason.) And if John “Junr” Esq JP of Flag Run was in fact John Jr of the 1731 Pine Swamp patent adjoining John Harrell’s 1704, as I now suspect he was, then his father, John Sr of Dragon Swamp, was probably the adventurous John [JH] Harrell of Nansemond and Perquimans. John Esq’s 1728 purchase, his first, was his only use of Jr in Bertie. This most likely means one of two things: either he dropped Jr after he moved to Bertie because he no longer lived near Sr, or Sr had recently died. Online discussions to the contrary, there is no evidence that John Esq’s father ever set foot in Bertie; his father certainly didn’t purchase eight acres beside him in 1729. Since his father was born before 1673, easily as early as 1660, it would be no surprise if his father died before 11 May 1729. If so, his father wasn’t John [JH] Harrell of Nansemond and Perquimans. But John Esq JP at his death in April 1759, at a minimum age of 65, was a working Justice who could still see, hear, speak, write, and ride. [Winborne’s history of Hertford, p 17-18, has him confused with John of Wiccacon, who achieved similar status in Hertford County a generation later. The source of Winborne’s mistaken belief that Bertie justice John Harrell had been “cut off into Hertford” in 1759 (when northern Bertie became part of Hertford) was a sparsely punctuated NC Council record from 17 May 1759 ordering a new Commission of the Peace for Bertie (CSRNC Vol 6 p 80). But actually, only two worthy men in this bureaucratic run-on sentence had left the county. The preceding four - John Harrell (Harrold), Robert Hunter, William Wynns, and John Harrell (Harrold) Jr - were excluded from consideration because they had died. The group ahead of these four “Decd” had refused to qualify.] John Esq JP was also a grandfather who had outlived four of his eight adult children. He and his wife Grace were remembered as “old” in court testimony long after their deaths. So it would be no surprise if John Esq JP’s father lived to a ripe old age. If he did, he was very likely John [JH] Harrell of Nansemond and Perquimans. On 28 Jul 1730 in Chowan (future Gates) NC, John Harrell Sr of Nansemond Upper Parish bought 239 acres at Sarum Creek (today’s Cole Creek, not today’s Sarum Creek) on the north side of yet another Cypress Swamp, from William Horn of Bertie, witnessed by Elias Stallings and John Denby (Chowan Deed Book C-1, p 630). We find John “Harrond” or “Harrord” on the 1729-1732 NC Quit Rent list (CSRNC Vol 22 p 256), owing Quit Rent on 239 acres in Chowan. We never see him sell any of this land. We don’t know if or how he signed his name. We do know that the Thomas Harrell Sr who replaced him in this exact spot was born before 1692. So John Sr at Sarum in 1730 could have been John [JH], again without any Harrell witnesses, branching out in tandem with his neighbors the Stallings and Riddick families of Nansemond, Perquimans, and Chowan. William and Margaret Horn had already sold land here to Elias Stallings and John Denby, whose purchase deeds were recorded together with John Harrell’s. John Denby - a headright of Christopher Guin and Epaphroditus Benton (apparently Denby traveled to Virginia more than once, which wasn’t unusual) – had patented 198 acres in Nansemond on 14 Jul 1718, beside Thomas Norfleet and Perquimans-connected Nathan Newby; this was in District 24, where Elias Stallings had adjoined Robert Riddick in 1683. William Horne had been listed beside Robert Riddick on the Quit Rent roster of 1704. An Elias Stallings and a Robert Riddick would later head Richard Harrell’s district in Perquimans. In 1752, William Riddick of Johnston NC would sell part of Robert Riddick’s 1716 patent southwest of the mouth of Cypress Swamp in Chowan, adjoining (without saying so) the south end of John Harrell Sr’s 1730 purchase, to Thomas Harrell of Chowan. Thomas would give it to his son Peter in 1758, witnessed by two Thomas Harrells. On 22 Jan 1718/9, William Horne had claimed three grants in Nansemond Upper Parish on Sarum (now Cole) Creek, at or near “Banks of Italy.” The first two, totaling 776 acres (1.2 square miles), adjoined each other on the north side of Cypress Swamp, extending to the aforesaid creek
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along a tributary called Scratch Hall Branch. The third consisted of 239 acres (mistranscribed 49 acres in the LVA abstract online) “beginning at a pine at the mouth of a branch on the north side of the Cyprus Swamp and runs up the said branch bounding on the said Horne to Sarum Creek, thence down the said Creek according to the several courses thereof to the mouth of the Cyprus Swamp, thence up the said Swamp according to the several courses thereof and bounding thereon to the first station.” (Land Office Patents No. 10, 1710-1719, p. 414, second item.) Shown below, thanks to topoquest.com (arrows mine), is the 239-acre tract William Horne sold to John Harrell Sr in 1730, in future Gates NC:



John Harrell Sr’s Horne tract lay between the west bank of Sarum (now Cole) Creek and a branch of the north side of Cypress Swamp that linked the swamp to the creek, downstream from the mouth of Scratch Hall Branch (which I have labeled here beneath a red-arrow pyramid). Beginning at the left of the map, the red arrows follow the main run of Cypress, and branching from that the border of John Harrell Sr’s land. Note the proximity of historic Harrell Church, erected at the mutual property line of land donors Elijah Eure and Asa Harrell. (For scale, Harrell Church is 0.8 miles from Ballard Crossroads.) In 1837 Elijah Harrell bought William Brooks Jr’s farm, which had been Brooks land for about sixty years, directly across the creek on the SE side of John Harrell’s farm. Above, the Brooks-Harrell farm with its old cemetery (“Cem”) is the white diamond straddling Highway 137 to the right of John Harrell Sr’s 1730 tract. Harrells from here and Harrells who trace their ancestry to Bertie or Sunbury have identical Y-DNA. On 22 Mar 1736/7, William Horn and wife Margaret of Bertie sold 100 acres of William Horne’s patent at Banks of Italy, adjoining John Denby and Richard Green, to Samuel Smith of Nansemond. Witnesses included William Smith and Robert Riddick. Possibly the purchaser here was
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the Samuel Smith who witnessed William Eason’s will on the Roanoke in 1734/5. Possibly he was the Samuel Smith Jr who co-patented land in Chowan with Richard Harrell (-1738) in 1723 – very likely the same Samuel Smith (Jr) who adjoined Francis Harrell’s land beside Thomas II’s Peters tract in 1731, then sold 222 acres there in 1734/5 to Richard Newsom, whose will John Esq JP, Abraham, and Francis Harrell would witness on the Roanoke in 1753. Samuel Smith (Sr), you may recall, had patented land beside Thomas Harrell II at Cross Swamp-BBQ in 1698. Chowan’s first poll tax list to survive intact after John Sr’s 1730 purchase is the 1740, and no John Harrell or Samuel Smith is on it (or on any prior partial list). We do find two Thomas Harrells listed, among neighbors such as Riddick, Green, and Stallings. Possibly John Sr’s age exempted him from poll tax in 1740. Possibly he lived in Nansemond. Possibly he was dead. By 1739 the senior John Harrell of Nansemond had reached a fairly advanced age, as the documented John “Junr” of that year, father of the Samuel [x] Harrell selling out at Middle Swamp in Chowan, had a son old enough to buy land (usually >21) in 1735. Presumably 1739’s John Jr was the John [J] Harrell who had witnessed John [J] Lassiter’s sales to Samuel Harrell and John Williamson in 1735, and who had proved these deeds in Chowan with Francis Harrell’s neighbors. Since he was Jr in 1739, we can assume he was younger than John Sr of 1730. But unlike John Jr of 1728, whose eldest son was named John, nothing about John Jr of 1739 suggests he was a son of any John. He could easily have been John Sr’s nephew. (See Research Concepts above, #5.) To be at least a decade older than Samuel’s father, John Sr was born by 1683 at the latest – and that’s if John Jr was 21 when Samuel was born and Samuel was 21 in 1735, when he bought his Middle Swamp tract. To be 21 years older than Samuel’s father, John Sr was born before 1672. Either way, he could have been born as early as 1650. The known possibilities are: 1) John Harrell (Harrold) of Nansemond, who in 1704 patented 230 acres in District 20 adjoining Christopher Guin, a short distance west of Robert Riddick 2) John [JH] Harrell of Nansemond and Perquimans from 1715-1728, whose likely son Richard [RH] of Perquimans was born before 1692 3) John Harrell whose son John Jr Esq (-1759) of Nansemond and Flag Run, father of John Jr (~1714-1755), was born before 1693 4) John Harrell Sr of Nansemond and Sarum from 1730, whose likely son Thomas Sr of Sarum was born before 1693 5) if he survived, John Harrell whose headright Robert Johnson of Corrowaugh Swamp, at the Nansemond-Isle of Wight border, claimed in 1681 for transporting him to VA 6) John Harrell of Nansemond from before 1717 through at least 1731, who patented two adjacent tracts beside likely sons or sons-in-law of Thomas II - specifically Adam and Francis Harrell and Edmond Beamon. I am aware of absolutely no reason the first four couldn’t be the same man. We know that John [JH] Harrell of Nansemond and Perquimans was alive and well on 22 July 1729, if he could travel to Perquimans court to testify under oath that he had sold his land to Richard. Reasonably he might have clapped a hat on his graying head, saddled his horse, and trotted down to Sarum a year later, perhaps accompanied by a son-in-law or grandson. One can imagine the appeal of land amid several long-time Nansemond neighbors including Robert Riddick and Elias Stallings, both of whom had family in Perquimans near Richard Harrell. (The Stallings and Riddick families were “of Nansemond” when they first entered Perquimans: Lott Stallings in 1721, Joseph and Robert Riddick in 1729. See Winslow’s History of Perquimans County.) To my mind, the sixth John above was very likely Samuel [x] Harrell’s father John [J] - “Jr” in 1739 because he lived in Nansemond near his Uncle John. He would have dropped the “Jr” once Uncle John died or either of them moved away. The least convoluted, most likely explanation of the available evidence is that Thomas II had both a younger brother and a son named John. His brother John, not having inherited a farm in Nansemond, took longer to achieve a headright grant, but ultimately he patented 230 acres a little over a mile from Thomas II’s 431-acre plantation at future Harrell Siding. John may have helped Thomas develop his new 221-acre tract at Oyster Tong-Sunbury, conveniently located between the road (or horse trail) to Perquimans and the road to St. Paul’s Church in future Edenton.
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Like most younger brothers under the British primogeniture system, John [JH] Harrell would have had incentives to go out and “seek his fortune” and, where available, to get the sort of education that might help him succeed at something other than managing his father’s farm. He could ink his own initials, and he made sure that at least one of his sons learned to read and write and figure – skills that would benefit the entire family. His occupation is unknown, but if he followed the Harrell pattern, probably it had something to do with pine tar or barrel making, perhaps from the shipping end of the business. And of course, nearly all families in those days grew their own food. The identity of John Sr’s wife, or wives, is unknown. As for John Sr’s death, probably he died around 1740, at Dragon Swamp or Sarum. He could have died later, but I strongly doubt that he was the John Harrell whose estate inventory was presented to the Bertie court in 1749 by John Harrell Jr. The entry (NCHGR Vol II p 633) reads, “Inv. Est. Jno. Harrell exhibited by Jno. Harrell Jr. Div. Estate ordered.” It would have been quite a lapse of protocol if sitting Justice John Harrell Esq were the “Jno. Harrell Jr” in those court minutes. Men who used the title “Esquire,” as Justices often did in court documents, were referred to as “Mr.” if their name appeared in the minutes. (Mr. was an honorific in those days, reserved for men of substance.) John Harrell Esq was presiding at Cashy Bridge on Wednesday, 9 Aug 1749, but not on Tuesday the 8th. On each day there were three or more justices present at court; only Justice Needham Bryan attended both sessions. It is striking in the August 9th court record that the humble petitioner is “Jno. Harrell Jr,” while the “present justice” on the line above is “John Harrell,” with no mention of Mr. John Harrell recusing himself to become the first petitioner. John Harrell Jr’s exhibit of the John Harrell inventory was the first item of business on Wednesday. Conceivably John Harrell Esq could have seated himself at the court bench that morning and said, in effect, “I’ve got my father’s inventory, let’s get this out of the way first,” and the “Jno. Harrell Jr” in the record was just the clerk’s habitual shorthand. Against this is the fact that the clerk noted “the will of Mr. Castellaw” two entries later, regarding another justice. If the deceased John Harrell were the father of sitting justice John Esq, I would expect the first entry to read something like, “Mr. Harrell exhibited inv. est. Jno Harrell,” as on Wednesday 15 Aug 1744, when “Mr. John Harrell returned the Division of Francis Pugh’s Estate.” (The division of Pugh’s estate is in John Esq’s handwriting. He was not presiding on 15 Aug 1744 when he presented it to the court. He had presided the day before.) John Esq JP of Flag Run consistently signed himself “John Harrell,” with or without the Esq. Here he is in Feb 1749/50, with his characteristic scratch through the H (North Carolina Civil Action Papers, Bertie 1737-1749, p 920):



The court recorder would have had the inventory in front of him when he wrote the 9 Aug 1749 minutes, so probably “Jno. Harrell Jr” had signed the inventory that way. John of Wiccacon,
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a Bertie resident in 1749, consistently signed himself “Jno. Harrell” during the 1750’s (he was never “Esq” until well after the 1759 creation of Hertford County, where most of his land ended up); I have yet to find his signature during the 1740’s, but as I will demonstrate below, he was almost certainly a son of Richard (-1738). In 1749, besides John Esq, none of the John Harrells in Bertie who were old enough to prove an inventory potentially had a father named John - except, of course, John Esq’s son John Jr, called Jr in Bertie throughout his life: he was “Jno. Harrell Jr" in October 1755, two months before his death, dividing the estate of Nicholas Skinner. In theory John Jr, son of John Esq, could have ridden to court with his father and exhibited his grandfather’s inventory. But if so, John Esq should have recused himself from ordering his own father’s estate divided, and there is no indication that he did. However, recusal would not have been called for if the deceased John Harrell was John Jr’s namesake son. Indeed, John Jr’s 1755 will mentioned a son George (his eldest, named for his wife’s father George Williams) and minor children Benjamin, Elisha, Mary, and Jesse: oddly no son John, and the gap in age between George and Benjamin proves to have been three or four years. I imagine a grieving John Jr rode to Cashy Bridge on Wednesday 9 Aug 1749 with his father John Esq, and John Esq mercifully motioned him forward at the start of the court session. As a non-legatee, John Esq would have had no conflict of interest in the decision to divide his teen grandson’s property. Whether John [JH] Harrell Sr of Nansemond, Perquimans, and Sarum instilled wanderlust in his sons, or whether they simply depleted his Nansemond land, none of them remained in Nansemond after his death, unlike three of Thomas II’s sons. It appears that all of John’s sons lived out their lives in northeastern NC, with at least one sister, Susannah. Surprisingly they add up to seven brothers, which fits a persistent legend that the first Harrells in NC were seven brothers. Not all of them were on the Roanoke or even in Bertie, however, and some Harrells in Bertie were almost certainly cousins of theirs, not brothers. 3-1 THOMAS HARRELL III of Cross Sw BBQ>
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west of Christopher Guin, “beginning at a pine a line tree of Christopher Gwin’s standing by a branch side called the Briery Branch, running thence SW 56 degrees 68 pole to a pine…” Adam Harrell’s 1714 patent began at the same corner: “at a pine a corner tree of Edmond Beamond and a line tree of Christopher Gewin’s land standing near a branch, and runs thence crossing a branch on the said Gewin (ie along Guin’s line) NE 21 degrees 148 pole to a pine...” Moses Harrell’s 1799 had a pine in Briery Branch, depicted as an east-flowing (N 79 deg E) tributary of the southeast-flowing Long Branch of the main run of Dragon Swamp, with Long Branch meeting the main run just west of Dragon Road. So Thomas Harrell with an eldest son John chose to buy land beside Adam, who was solidly in the realm of Thomas II. Very likely our Briery Branch Thomas, father of John and Moses (and Thomas, evidently – see below), was the one listed beside Christopher Guin Jr in 1704, with 100 acres that probably came from Thomas II’s 1686 patent. John Harrell (Sr)’s 1704 patent at the south edge of Guin’s 1704 did not adjoin Guin’s original tract. John Harrell’s 1717 adjoined the south ends of Guin’s original tract and Beamon’s 1700; Adam’s 1714 adjoined the north end of Beamon’s 1700 at Briery Branch, and part of the west side of Guin’s original tract. In 1731, John’s new Bull Pocosin patent (which included the SW ~quarter of Beamon’s 1700) adjoined his own 1717 to the south, Francis’ 1718 to the west, Adam’s 1714 to the north, and what was left of Beamon’s to the east. It completed a Harrell “C” around Edmond Beamon that ran clockwise from John’s 1717 to John’s 1731 beside Francis, to Adam’s 1714 beside Richard, to Thomas III’s Guin tract. Richard’s 1718 snuggled between Samuel Smith’s 1698, Thomas II’s Peters tract, Francis’ land around the corner (beside if not overlapping Thomas II’s Peters tract), and Adam’s 1714.
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On the 1918 USGS map, Long Branch of Dragon Swamp is the arm south of Harrell Siding; stubby little Briery Branch of Long Branch points toward “ATLANTIC”:



Harrell land in southern Nansemond is difficult to track through procession records, because the north peak of District 22, wedged between Smiths Road and Dragon Road, contained only part of Thomas II’s plantation. I should note that Nansemond added a district in 1751, bumping the major Harrell districts down the numerical list but keeping their boundaries the same, where they remained until 1776 or later. Districts 20, 21, 22, and 24 on the 1751 map were 19, 20, 21, and 23 in 1747 and 1748. For the sake of my sanity I call them by their map numbers regardless of the date. The map below shows the density of early Harrell land in district 22, the district of future Harrell Siding.
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By 1747/8, the first surviving procession record (apparently missing up to five names), the only Harrell landowners in District 22 were Moses, one John, and probably Adam’s son Job. (Job was present for the procession, and he owned land here in later processions, in the exact location of Adam’s 1714 patent.) Richard had died near the Wiccacon in Bertie/Hertford in 1738. Adam was still around, both at Chinkapin in Bertie and on his 1717 patent in District 21, just across Smiths Road from District 20. Francis was on the Roanoke in Bertie. John of the 1717 and 1731 patents was elsewhere or dead. Thomas III had recently died. Thomas II was long dead. Probably Moses had already taken possession of the Guin tract his brother officially gave him the following year. (If not, then Moses had other land in District 22.) Significantly, neither Moses nor John was present for the procession: Job stood in for whichever John owned land here, and Richard Newsom, soon to join the Harrells on the Roanoke, stood in for his (Newsom’s) likely nephew Moses. Unless both of them were sick or injured, brothers John and Moses must have been somewhere else in 1748, too remote to attend the boundary marking in Nansemond. Where might John and Moses have been? Probably not in District 20 of SE Nansemond, eg John Harrell Jr’s 1731 patent on Pine Swamp, hardly an hour’s walk from Thomas III’s Guin tract. Not in Bertie NC either, it turns out. On 15 Oct 1744 in Chowan, Thomas Harrell of Nansemond VA purchased two tracts of land from Matthew Gumbs of Chowan NC. Gumbs was a son-in-law of Richard Skinner of Punch Bowl (now Center Hill) in the middle of Bear Swamp, near the unresolved Chowan-Perquimans line. Both tracts were said to be in Perquimans, but Center Hill (red box below) is now in Chowan, and the deeds were recorded back to back in Chowan Deed Book A, p 283-285.
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The map above shows Center Hill (N36.21516° W76.61078°) in relation to the ChowanPerquimans border (the straight, nearly vertical line east of Center Hill); Hertford (the town, in red) in Perquimans on the Perquimans River; the Chowan River to the west; and at the top left of the map squiggly Catherine-Warwick Creek, the border between present-day Chowan and Gates counties. Center Hill is seven or eight miles from Hertford town. In 1744 Thomas Harrell paid Matthew Gumbs eleven pounds for 100 acres “in a place called Bear Swamp…” (this deed mentions no neighbors). He paid ten pounds for 200 acres “beginning at Nathan Newby’s line a corner tree made, then running to Richard Skinner’s to a corner tree at the Punch Bowl, then running along Charles Jordan’s line to John Simson’s…” John Parker and Thomas [T] Munds witnessed both transactions. Gumbs himself acknowledged the deeds in court that same month, presumably with Thomas Harrell exhibiting the documents. In 1744, Thomas Harrell Sr and Jr of NW Chowan (future SW Gates) had been residents of Sarum for at least six years – probably closer to 14 years, on land John Harrell Sr of Nansemond had purchased in 1730. From 1740 through 1748 they paid poll taxes there annually as the only Chowan householders named Thomas Harrell. Over in Perquimans, Richard Harrell headed the only Harrell household on the 1740 tax list; he and Richard Jr were the only Harrells listed in 1745; Richard Sr was by himself again in 1750, after Richard Jr moved to Bertie. So apparently Thomas Harrell of Nansemond VA, now a landowner at central Bear Swamp NC, kept his primary residence in Nansemond. Of course Thomas hadn’t randomly branched out to the Chowan-Perquimans border; undoubtedly he knew people there. In 1722, Matthew and Elizabeth Gumbs had received a wedding gift of 100 acres in Perquimans from her wealthy father Richard Skinner of Perquimans, adjoining James Thigpen and Joseph Newby. On 19 Oct 1739 in Chowan (Chowan Deed Book C-2, NCGHR Vol 3 p 132), Matthew Gumbs (Gums) and wife Elizabeth had sold 100 acres adjoining James Thigpen and Joseph Newby to Charles McDowell, whose land would adjoin John Harrell’s here in 1750. On 19 Oct 1747, Thomas Newby Sr of Nansemond VA sold 320 acres in Perquimans beside Thomas and Mary Newby and Zachariah Nixon to John Pearson of Perquimans, witnessed by John Smith, Joseph Smith, and Caleb Elliott (Perquimans Deed Book E #112). In 1784 Thomas Newby’s Thigpen tract beside Evan Skinner, son of Richard (-1752), would be considered “part in Perquimans, part in Chowan” (Perquimans Deed Book I #435). Newby, Pearson, Nixon, and Elliott were prominent Quaker families. Perhaps it was the Quaker network that drew Thomas Harrell III to central Bear Swamp. James Thigpen had patented 640 acres in Chowan on 16 Aug 1716, adjoining Nathan Newby, Richard Skinner, and Thomas Elliott. On 29 Dec 1718 Richard Skinner had patented 400 acres in Chowan adjoining Nathan Newby, “called the Punch Bowl, near Bear Swamp,” to which Hathaway (NCGHR Vol 1, p 12) added “(now Centre Hill in Chowan County).” On 8 Nov 1728 James Thigpen (Jr) had patented 542 acres in Perquimans at Bear Swamp adjoining Richard Skinner, Gabriel Newby, and Joseph Newby. James Thigpen Jr had sold this patent off on 17 Jan 1731/2, to Richard Skinner, Gabriel and Joseph Newby, and Thomas Newby of VA, except for the 100 acres in Bear Swamp he had already sold to Matthew Gumbs (Perquimans Deed Book C, #’s 70 and 71). Having sold off his father’s land as well, James Thigpen (Jr) and wife Penny Hill had migrated, by way of northern Bertie (future Hertford), to their final resting place at the PittEdgecombe border. On 23 Apr 1735 (Bertie Deed Book D p 250-252), James Thigpen (Jr) had sold 100 acres at the mouth of Horse Swamp in Bertie/Hertford to Adam Harrell, who adjoined Thomas Harrell III in Nansemond’s District 22. On 27 Feb 1749/50, half a year after John Harrell gave his brother Moses the 100 acres their deceased father Thomas Harrell had purchased from Christopher Guin Jr, John Harrell of Nansemond VA sold to Jacob Ellis of Chowan NC “a certain messuage or part of a tract of land in contents by estimation one hundred acres the same more or less, lying and being in Chowan County North Carolina Butted & bounded as follows: Beginning at Zachariah Nixon & John Pearson’s (Person’s) corner tree, thence Nixon’s line westerly course to John Brown’s line, so along Brown’s line south course to the said John Harrell’s line and along the said Harrell’s line a south east course to Richard Skinner’s line, a due east course to Charles McDowell’s line, so along the said Charles
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McDowell’s line North East course to the said Person’s line, so along Person’s line to the first station.” Whether the clerk was drunk, exhausted, or distracted, he mixed up the names of John Harrell and Jacob Ellis in the concluding boilerplate, calling Harrell “John Ellis.” Then, maddeningly, he failed to record the seller’s signature. Witnesses were Thomas [T] Muns Jr and Caleb [x] Elliott. Muns proved the deed at April court, in Chowan (Chowan Deed Book F p 222-224). So in 1750 John Harrell of Nansemond, evidently the heir of Thomas, sold part of the Bear Swamp land Thomas had purchased in 1744. (There is no record of any Harrell except Thomas independently acquiring land in central Bear Swamp.) Though he retained most of his father’s land there, John never paid poll tax in Chowan or Perquimans, a sign that he continued to reside in Nansemond. Obviously he was not the John Harrell who died in Bertie in 1749. Unless there were two Thomas Harrells about the same age, both residents of Nansemond, both dying around the same time (a convoluted albeit not impossible explanation of the existing evidence, which is entirely consistent with a single third-generation Thomas residing in Nansemond and another residing at Sarum in Chowan), then Thomas III, father of John and Moses, owned land in central Bear Swamp at the time of his death, and he died between 1744 and 1747. Punch Bowl/Center Hill was potentially two days on horseback from future Harrell Siding, depending on the horse, the weather, the load, and the feed. (Grazing was cheap, but slow.) If John and Moses were working their father’s Bear Swamp acreage in 1747/8, no wonder they missed the procession in Nansemond, knowing someone in the family would stand in for them. What happened to the rest of the land John Harrell inherited from Thomas Harrell III in central Bear Swamp? He sold only 100 acres of it in 1750. If no records are missing, he still owned 200 acres here adjoining Newby, Skinner, and Simpson (Simson). On 13 Mar 1770 in Perquimans (Perquimans Deed Book H #125), James Harrell of Nansemond VA sold to Samuel Skinner of Perquimans NC (son of Richard) 100 acres in Bear Swamp called Gray’s Old Field, adjoining Thomas Newby. Witnesses were Evan Skinner (son of Richard) and William Simpson. Since there is no record in Chowan or Perquimans of any prior purchase or patent by a James Harrell, probably James inherited this tract from John. Did John, son of Thomas III, have a son named James? On 22 Oct 1768 at Western Branch Monthly Meeting (serving Quakers of Nansemond and Isle of Wight VA), James Harrell, son of John, was dismissed for marrying contrary to discipline; the County Lieutenant of Nansemond was to be notified that James Harrell was no longer a Quaker. On 28 Jan 1769, “the clerk was ordered to comply with the above order, not having done so previously.” (Encyclopedia of American Quaker Genealogy Vol. VI, under Harrell.) So John’s son James was until recently a Quaker. This would fit with him being a grandson of Thomas III, given Thomas III’s neighborliness with well-known Perquimans Quakers. If excommunicated Quaker James Harrell was in fact a grandson of Thomas III, then his father John must have died by 1770, for James to be selling land that John had inherited from Thomas (absent a deed from John to James, which doesn’t exist in the records of Chowan or Perquimans). Did John, son of Thomas III and eldest brother of Moses Sr, die by 1770? Where was John, the presumably Quaker father of James, in 1768? We may find other descendants of Thomas III if we can locate John and James. The Vestry of St. Paul’s in the town of Suffolk processioned land in Nansemond Upper Parish every four years, freshening boundary markers or creating new ones where marked trees had fallen or decayed. (It may sound weird that a church would oversee property lines, but church and state were notoriously unseparated in England.) In 1752 a John Harrell still owned land in District 22, and again he missed the procession. Moses Harrell, now the legal owner of his father’s Guin tract, was present this time. He and James Raby had been ordered to procession District 20, but their report has been lost. (The Vestry commonly appointed processioners from adjacent districts.) District 22’s twenty landowners were John Smith, James Long, William Henry, Constantine Harmons, MOSES HARRELL, JOHN HARRELL, JOB HARRELL, John Baker, Arthur Gorley, Ephraim Peal, William Peal, Kader Raby, Alexander Averi, Robert Peal, Jesse Peal, William Pearce, Jonathan Taylor, Edward Baker, Samuel Baker, and Richard Taylor. Moses Harrell stood in for John Long. Job Harrell again stood in for John Harrell, as did John Baker.
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After 1752 (see above under John Harrell Sr), no John Harrell had land processioned in District 22, for which we have quadrennial returns through 1772. Unfortunately all the procession returns of District 20, the district of Cypress Chapel, have been lost, except for 1760 and 1772. A few land deeds survive, and it is clear that we are missing dozens if not hundreds, some of which involved Harrells. On 20 Dec 1755 Humphrey Griffin, who also owned land in Perquimans, sold to Thomas Harrell a tract of 276 acres bordering John Harrell, less 25 acres that Griffin had previously sold to John Harrell. (An earlier Humphrey Griffin was the original patentee of Thomas Harrell II’s Peters tract on the south side of Cross Swamp BBQ, like Dragon Swamp a branch of the south side of Cypress. Barbecue referred to the extension of Cypress farthest from the Great Dismal.) The sale to Thomas was witnessed by Willis Riddick, Eli Brinkley, Joshua Spivy, and James Powell, and recorded in Nansemond Court 12 Jan 1756. (Kay Stone’s transcriptions of Nansemond Upper Parish deeds, originally contributed by Fillmore Norfleet.) As stated in the above deed, Griffin had purchased this 276-acre tract from Abraham Riddick. In 1703, Abraham Riddick adjoined Joseph Cooper’s 276-acre patent on both sides of Plum Tree Branch, where Thomas Harrell and wife Martha of Cypress would sell 93 acres of Joseph Cooper’s (Cowper’s) patent in 1802. In 1715, Abraham Riddick adjoined Humphrey Griffin on the south side of Cypress, near Great Dismal Swamp. In 1718, the west end of Joseph Griffin’s 366acre patent south of Dragon Swamp adjoined both Adam Raby’s 1701 and the east side of John Harrell’s 1704; Griffin’s east end adjoined Cooper, with metes and bounds that match Joseph Cooper’s 1703 patent. Evidently Abraham Riddick purchased Joseph Cooper’s farm after 1718, then sold it to Humphrey Griffin, who sold 25 acres of it to John Harrell at some point, then sold the remaining 251 acres to Thomas Harrell in 1755. So the farm Thomas Harrell purchased from Griffin in Dec 1755 beside John Harrell, formerly Abraham Riddick’s land, was on the south side of Cypress in District 20, not far from the Great Dismal. John Harrell (Sr)’s 1704 patent was separated from Joseph Cooper’s 1703 by the length of Joseph Griffin’s 1718, about 1.2 miles. From John’s 1704 to Cooper’s 1703, toward Cypress Swamp and the Great Dismal, was about the same distance as from John’s 1704 across Guin land to Thomas II’s plantation at Cross Swamp BBQ. Along today’s Cypress Chapel Road linking old Harrell Siding and historic Cypress Chapel, Thomas II’s Griffin>Peters farm was only a country mile from the Cooper>Riddick>Griffin>Harrell farm on Plum Tree Branch of Cypress. Thomas III’s Guin tract that would descend to his grandson Moses was if anything closer to Plum Tree. Significantly for us, the Vestry met at St. Paul’s in Suffolk on 29 Nov 1758 and ordered, among other business, that an acre be purchased from Thomas Harrell for the purpose of building a chapel. Willis Riddick was among the men named to negotiate with Thomas Harrell on behalf of the parish. But by the next time the Vestry met, on 1 Jan 1759, it had been determined that “the Land of the Said Harrel is Entaild and Cannot make a Good Title to the Same.” (Cypress Chapel was instead built on John Norfleet’s land, on the south side of Cypress about a mile from Great Dismal Swamp.) Most likely Thomas Harrell had died, and his land was tied up in probate. Yes! In 1748, after the death of Thomas III (if he were alive, he would have been listed as a landowner in District 22), there was a Thomas Harrell in District 24 (of the 1751 map), the White Marsh district, just north of - across Cypress Swamp from - District 20. In 1748 he adjoined Robert Booth and Joseph Perry amid Newby, Denby, Lassiter, Spivey, and Wateridge - notably John Denby (with other land at Sarum adjoining Harrell) and Thomas Newby (with other land in Bear Swamp adjoining Harrell). The 1752 and 1756 processions of District 24 have been lost. In 1760 a widow Harrell was here in the exact same neighborhood, occupying Thomas Harrell’s spot beside Robert Booth as the only Harrell landowner in the district; she also adjoined William Roundtree. Evidently Thomas Harrell of the north side of Cypress (District 24) purchased land on the south side (District 20) beside John Harrell in 1755, then died intestate in December 1758, owning land on both sides of Cypress near Great Dismal Swamp. How he obtained his land in District 24 remains a mystery. There were no Harrell patents here. Original colonists at White Marsh included familiar names such as William Wright (the one who adjoined Thomas HarwoodHarrow-Harrell at Parkers Creek), John and Elias Stallings, Robert Riddick, Joseph Booth, John Ellis,
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and Robert Lassiter, so Thomas, the only Harrell landowner in the district, was not in strange company for a Harrell. Perhaps he bought land beside his wife’s family, or inherited land through his wife upon the death of her father. By 1768, the next available procession of District 24 after 1760, the widow Harrell, between Robert Booth and William Roundtree, had been replaced by a John Harrell, between Moses Booth and William Roundtree. Presumably this John Harrell was a son of the widow’s husband Thomas, whose land north of Cypress John now possessed. John was still here in District 24 in 1772, amid Booth, Lassiter, Riddick, and Roundtree. In 1776, still the only Harrell landowner in the district, he adjoined William Roundtree, Moses Booth, and Jethro Booth. So we have John on the north side of Cypress in District 24, son of Thomas (-1758). Was Thomas (-1758) the namesake son of Thomas III, whose eldest was named John? If the John Harrell on Griffin land beside Thomas (-1758)’s 1755 purchase on the south side of Cypress was the heir of Thomas III, then apparently he died by 1770, and we should find his son James in District 20, on the south side of Cypress. In 1760, the first procession record we have for District 20, the sixteen landowners were Samuel Sumner, William Sumner, John Knight (Night), John Raby, Nicholas Raby, Demsey Wiggins, Micajah Ellis, Henry Griffin, Lemuel Raby, Thomas Brumton, THOMAS HARRELL, Joseph Griffin, JOHN HARRELL, Joseph Peele, William Lamb, and George Bains (Banns). For 1768 Moses Harrell and James Raby were again ordered to procession District 20, and again their report has been lost. There is, however, a Vestry record from 26 Nov 1770 noting that poverty-stricken Sarah Harrell had received alms. In 1772 the landowners of District 20 were John Knight, Luke Sumner, John Brinkley, Charity Raiby, James Knight, John Knight son, James Brinkley, John Riddick, Edward Arnell, THOMAS HARRELL, Dempsey Jones, Henry Raiby, Norman Johnson, Collins Johnson, George Banes, Isaac Lam, James Raiby, Frue Raiby, John Baker, JAMES HARRELL, SARAH HARRELL, Hezekiah Norfleet, Henry Griffin, Elisha Sumner, Cajar Brinkley, John Powell, and John Knight. Note the disappearance of John Harrell. Thomas Harrell shared boundaries with Sarah Harrell, Dempsey Jones, Henry Raiby, Norman Johnson, Hezekiah Norfleet, and Henry Griffin. James Harrell shared boundaries with Sarah Harrell and Norman Johnson. Sarah Harrell shared boundaries with Thomas Harrell, James Harrell, Norman Johnson, and James Raiby. So Thomas owned considerably more land here than Sarah or James. His comparatively large farm suggests that Thomas had inherited Thomas (-1758)’s 251acre Griffin purchase. (Indeed, Thomas Harrell of Cypress owned 376 acres, equal to 251 plus 125, on subsequent property lists.) Since his land adjoined Sarah’s, presumably it had adjoined her husband’s. Therefore Sarah’s husband must have been the John Harrell whose land here – possibly only the 25 acres he purchased from Griffin - adjoined Thomas Harrell’s Griffin purchase of 1755. James, son of John (-1769) and poor Sarah of District 20, south of Cypress, nicely fits both the James Harrell of Nansemond who in 1770 sold 100 acres in Bear Swamp that Thomas III had purchased in 1744 amid prominent Quakers, and the James Harrell, son of John, who was excommunicated by the Quakers in 1768 for marrying a non-Quaker. So the John Harrell and Thomas Harrell who owned adjacent land on the south side of Cypress in 1760 must have been John (-1769), son of Thomas III (-1746), and Thomas V, son of John’s presumed brother Thomas IV (-1758). John’s nephew Thomas V had married Isabel Lassiter, daughter of John Lassiter (-1759) of Nansemond and Chowan, around 1749. Their first three sons, as recorded in their Bible, were John, Thomas, and Moses, in that order. How could an heir like John Harrell, able to give 100 acres to his brother Moses in 1749, leave his widow in poverty twenty years later? Perhaps his Quaker faith cost him dearly, or he developed a debilitating illness such as tuberculosis – a frequent cause of death in his era. Thanks to James Harrell’s 1770 land sale and his marriage outside the Quaker circle, our subject Thomas III emerges as the progenitor of the Harrells of Cypress. They are the ones with an unbroken chain of Thomas Harrells, going back to the immigrant Thomas. 3-2 [?]DAUGHTER m EDMOND BEAMON of Parkers Cr>
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3-6 ADAM HARRELL SR of Briery Branch>


Adam’s second patent, the 1717, has been difficult to locate as precisely as his first. It was west or southwest of Thomas Harrell II’s 1698 patent but not touching it, in future District
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21, west of Smiths Road and south of Cross Swamp BBQ. James Harrell had previously acquired land in this spot, not through any surviving grant. Adam selected land at James’ east boundary, and throughout their remaining lives the two would adjoin each other here beside the Bird family (not the famous Col. Byrd). Some of their descendants were still here during the Civil War, as shown on Capt. A. H. Campbell’s map in the US Military Academy’s digital collection:



Above, “New” Somerton Road past Great Fork Church is the former Smith’s Road separating District 21 from District 22. Where Dragon Road meets it at the edge of unlabeled Cross Swamp BBQ, we find a Harrell on Thomas II’s Peters tract. To the west and slightly south, on opposite sides of a road not shown in 1751, we find Bird and “Harrel” together in the middle of District 21. On the 1918 USGS map, the above plateau labeled “Davy’s Poquosin” extends past Harrell Siding, curving around the “watery branch” of Thomas II’s 1698 patent. [A pocosin (Algonquin word) is basically an upland bog; pocosins of the southeastern US have been greatly



reduced in size by draining them for farming and harvesting peat for fuel.] “Watery branch” is not shown above, and there was no pocosin called Davy’s here during the colonial era; apparently the western portion of old Bull Pocosin became Davy’s. Probably Adam Harrell’s 1717 patent lay due east of the Civil War-era “Harrel” facing Bird across present-day Freeman Mill Road (route 668). By 1723, Richard and Francis Harrell had migrated from their corner of Thomas II’s Peters tract to Jonathan Kittrell’s neighborhood at White Pot near Middle Swamp in Chowan/Gates, which was not far from Sarum. By 1735 they had moved on to Bertie. Francis was down on the Roanoke, but Richard was closer to Nansemond, on the north side of the Wiccacon. There is no evidence that Adam Harrell Sr ever owned land in Chowan. On 23 Apr 1735 (Bertie Deed Book D, p 252) he bought 100 acres beside the Sowell family at the mouth of Horse Swamp in northern Bertie, slightly northeast of present-day Ahoskie in Hertford County. (Horse Swamp is a tributary, via a run I will call Bear Swamp #2, of Ahoskie Creek/Swamp near its mouth. Ahoskie Creek/Swamp is a south tributary of the head of Wiccacon Creek/River.) Adam paid James Thigpen (Jr), recently from the Newby-Skinner-Gumbs area of Bear Swamp in Chowan/Perquimans, 70 pounds for this tract. Thigpen had purchased it from Charles Sowell for 60 pounds on 4 Feb 1722/3 (Bertie Deed Book D, p 250). Charles Sowell, son of Richard, had migrated from the Jordan-White-Early-Fleming-Halsey area of Chowan, near Stopping Creek and Edenton. Adam Harrell’s Horse Swamp-Ahoskie land beside Richard Sowell (Jr) fell solidly within future Hertford, as did Richard Harrell’s nearby plantation north of the Wiccacon, beside William Baker and John Wynns. Unfortunately, Richard Harrell died only a few years after his arrival in
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Bertie. Several items - his gun, his mare and colt, two chisels, a bell, an old drawing knife, and a cutlass – listed in the 8 Aug 1738 inventory his administrator Robert Evans (“Rt Evans admr”) cobbled together were located “at his brother Adam Harrell’s”:



Bingo! Proof that Richard and Adam were brothers. Presumably this was the Richard Harrell whose 1718 Nansemond patent filled the space between Adam’s 1714 patent and Thomas II’s 1685 Peters purchase. (By the way, that “e” in Harrell is a great example of the variation of “e” that often gets mistaken for “o” – which it clearly isn’t, if you look at “Brother,” “Mare & colt,” “Chisels,” and “old.”) In 1738 Adam was residing not on his own land but on a plantation belonging to his dying neighbor Charles Sowell, which was probably where Robert Evans found Richard Harrell’s gun. Charles Sowell in his Nov 1738 will, witnessed by Eliza Harrell and John Wynns, devised to his son Thomas Sowell “the plantation where Adam Harrell now dwells.” This was at the mouth of Bear Swamp #2 on Ahoskie Creek. So Adam had a dwelling place in Bertie, though apparently not on his own land. Very likely he was the person transcribed “Abra Harrell” on the Bertie and Edgecombe list of eligible jurymen added 25 Feb 1739/40, below John Wynn and John Vanpelt of Bertie/Hertford. Elsewhere on the list there was an “Abr Harrell” beside Edward Harrell. I know of only one Abraham Harrell in Bertie, and his plantation on the north side of the Roanoke was one farm from Edward’s. Rather than two Abrahams and no Adam, I imagine the original list showed one Abraham and one Adam, as handwritten Adam can be very tricky to distinguish from abbreviations of Abraham. (Chowan assemblyman Mr. Abraham Blackhall appears as both “Abra” and “Abr” in the transcribed NC Assembly minutes near the jury list.) [Some with Harrellsville in mind have interpreted “Abr Harrell” on this jury list as Abner. But there was no Abner anything yet in the entire state. Wealthy Abner Harrell (1789-1865) who named Harrellsville for himself was born in Gates NC, according to both the 1860 census and an 1880 newspaper profile of a living grandson; the memoirs of his nephew Dr. William Bernard Harrell (1823-1906) bear this out. Abner moved to Hertford (formerly Bertie) in about 1823. His father, Samuel of Sunbury, a grandson of 1740 Chowan juryman “Sam’l Harrold,” died testate in Gates in 1811. Abner’s father wasn’t 1740 Bertie juryman Samuel Harrell (-1772). His father wasn’t “Major Samuel,” either: Major Samuel Harrell of Hertford (1756-1790) died suddenly at 34, so deep in unrealized mercantile investments, his widow Mary was forced to sell their home. Mary later migrated with Samuel’s son John, daughter Elizabeth, and son-in-law Thomas Gill to Bean Station,
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Grainger TN, where her second husband William Copeland died in 1810. The move to TN is confirmed in Bertie probate records of her brother Joshua Freeman.] Adam Harrell’s 1735 Thigpen tract and his Sowell residence, below, bracketed Sowell land.



Charles Sowell had migrated across the Chowan River from the Jordan-White-Evans-SowellEarly-Ballard-Fleming-Halsey area of Chowan – the area where John “Harrod” witnessed and proved two land deeds in 1704 and 1705 involving John Jordan, John White Sr and wife Sarah, Francis Cambridge of Nansemond, and James Fleming (wife Mary Stevens). In 1703, Fleming had acquired 290 acres from Richard Sowell and wife Margaret (Williams), via intermediary William Stevens; Robert Evans’ grandfather William Early (wife Elinor Stevens) had witnessed both deeds. On 18 Jul 1712 in Chowan, Richard Sowell had given his son Charles 400 newly patented acres on Old Indian Town Creek beside John Ballard, witnessed by John Jordan (Sowell’s adjoining neighbor) and John White Jr (Jordan’s adjoining neighbor). This was near Ballard’s Bridge in Chowan, where presentday Highway 32 crosses Indian Creek, between Sunbury and Edenton. The 1716 Chowan/Hertford will of Lewis Williams, witnessed by William Crawford, named Charles Sowell as a grandson. Lewis Williams and wife Mary had arrived in Chowan by 1691 and in future Hertford by 1703. William Crawford was a frequent witness on the west side of the Chowan River: from 17161718 he witnessed the wills of Lewis Williams, William Bush (father-in-law of John Early and George Wynns), William Hooker (father-in-law of Robert Evans), and Anthony Williams, son of Lewis. Crawford also had land in Chowan/Gates very near Jonathan Kittrell and Richard and Francis Harrell, but by 1736 he had sold out to Jacob Hinton, Richard Minshew, and George Williams. On 17 Mar 1742/3 (Bertie Deed Book F, p 367) Adam Harrell purchased 400 acres of William Crawford’s 13 Mar 1721/2 patent from Lewis Bryan(t) of Craven NC, for 150 pounds, witnessed by John White and John Beasley (both illiterate). This was on the west side of Chinkapin Creek (a tributary of the south side of the Wiccacon about eight miles east of Ahoskie) adjoining Henry Van Pelt and Alexander Steel, far enough south to end up in present-day Bertie near the county line. Hendrick/Henry Van Pelt, originally from New York, had purchased 200 acres on Chinkapin Swamp in 1717, from John White. In 1747 and 1748, John Freeman and Adam [A] Harrell served as executors of his estate:
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On 28 Mar 1750, Adam Harrell, John Freeman, and Paul Bunch witnessed the will of John Sowell (proved Feb 1755 in Bertie). On 6 Aug 1752, Adam Harrell, Thomas Harrell, John Freeman, and Jacob Lassiter (husband of Robert Evans’ niece Ann Hooker) witnessed the will of Freeman’s son-in-law John Davison (proved Oct 1756 in Bertie). (Adam Jr’s daughter Sarah married Amos Davison Jr.) Recall that Adam’s 1717 patent in Nansemond lay near today’s Freeman Mill Road. John Freeman and Paul Bunch also owned land and had family in eastern Chowan near the Perquimans border, allied with Copeland, Walton, Hofler, et al. This was near the Thigpen patent Thomas Harrell III purchased from Matthew Gumbs (son-in-law of Richard Skinner) in 1744, where Thomas III’s son John sold land to Jacob Ellis in 1750, and where John’s son James would sell land to Samuel Skinner of Perquimans (son of Richard) in 1770 – Thomas III, John, and James all as residents of Nansemond. On 21 Jan 1769, Paul Bunch, Jane [J] Harrell, and Cela [O] Copeland would witness the Chowan will of Hance Hoffler, a St. Paul’s vestryman originally from Nansemond, who married the widow Sarah (Hunter) Docton in Perquimans in 1765. On 18 Aug 1757 (Bertie Deed Book H, p 462 and 464), Adam [A] Harrell Sr of Bertie, yeoman, divided his Chinkapin tract between his yeoman sons Thomas [T] and Adam [A] Jr of same (relationship inferred), at a giveaway price of 20 pounds apiece. Basically this was a fatherly gift of 200 acres to each Chinkapin son, perhaps because Adam was about to move back to Nansemond. Most of it was far enough south to remain in Bertie after 1759, near the BertieHertford line. Adam Jr’s half adjoined Pettiford, Campbell et al. William Harrell, Adam Jr’s eldest son, witnessed both deeds with William Colthred (close neighbor of William Freeman; Colthred administered the estate of James Sparkman in 1748). On 21 Feb 1779 (Bertie Deed Book M, p 409) William Harrell conveyed 200 acres on the west side of Chinkapin Swamp adjoining Pettiford and Campbell to his younger brother Isaac, for a token five pounds, noting the deaths of their parents Adam Jr and Sarah (mother of all of Adam Jr’s children). I doubt that the Adam Harrell who bought 320 acres of former Lewis Bryan/Bryant land on 24 Jan 1757 (Bertie Deed Book H, p 378), on the east side of Chinkapin Swamp, was the Adam Sr of this section. In 1757, Adam Jr (bef 1719 – 1779), soon to become Sr, was a man in need of land, with sons approaching adulthood. On 22 Mar 1768 (Bertie Deed Book L, p 107), Adam [x]
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Harrell of Bertie sold 160 acres adjoining William Harrell on the east side of Chinkapin Swamp apparently half of the 320-acre Bryan tract – to Samuel Harrell of Bertie, witnessed by Solomon Freeman and Elisha Freeman. On 24 Apr 1773 (Bertie Deed Book M, p 121), Adam Jr’s son Adam [x] III (identified as Jr in this deed) sold 80 acres “part in Hartford County and part in Bertie County” on the new main road – apparently a quarter of the 1757 Bryan tract - to Meda White, witnessed by Luke [x] White and Walter McFarlane. On 5 Mar 1777 (Bertie Deed Book M, p 332), Adam Jr (II)’s son Samuel, now residing in Martin NC, sold 160 acres on the east side of Chinkapin Swamp to his (Samuel’s) brother William, witnessed by Adam [x] Harrell and Elisha Freeman. The above deeds seem to indicate that if Adam Sr was the buyer in 1757, he didn’t divide his new 320-acre tract between his sons like he divided his other land; at least three quarters of it went to Adam Jr. Particularly without any record of Adam Sr conveying the 1757 Bryan tract, it makes more sense that Adam Jr was the purchaser. Adam Sr apparently had another son, Absalom, who was taxed in future Hertford from 1755 through 1757 but migrated by 1761 to the head of Chinkapin in Bertie. There he would remain through 1772, beside Adam Sr’s sons and grandsons. My guess is that Adam gave him the Thigpen tract at the mouth of Horse Swamp in Bertie/Hertford, and we have no record of this because the deed was registered too late to be preserved in Bertie’s arson-free archives. Delinquent on his taxes repeatedly, Absalom struggled to make ends meet. In 1774 he purchased 204 acres on the north side of Cashy swamp, but he and wife Elizabeth (both illiterate) sold this in 1777 to Hertford resident John Barrett. Witnesses were John Campbell of Lazy Hill, Martha Campbell, and King Freeman. (Adam Jr’s daughter Rachel married James Campbell.) From there Absalom moved across the Chowan River to Chowan County, where his landless will, probated in 1789, named sons Adam (five shillings) and William (mare, colt, gun, saddle, clothes, “crop of corn now growing”), apparently his two eldest. (His son Absalom Jr predeceased him.) From 1755 through 1757 (earlier Bertie tax records have been lost), Adam Harrell Sr (various spellings) owed poll tax in William Rice’s district of Bertie, near Jacob Lassiter and John Freeman. Each year Adam - sometimes Sr, sometimes not - was listed beside Adam Harrell Jr and Thomas Harrell. He was delinquent on his taxes in 1755. Owing poll tax in Bertie is proof that Adam’s primary residence was in Bertie. But unlike Francis and Richard, Adam evidently hadn’t sold out in Nansemond. Though the Harrells in general seem not to have done so, it was fairly common for Nansemond landowners to journey back and forth between old land in Nansemond and new land in Bertie, even from as far south as the Roanoke. It was also common for men dying in NC to bequeath land in VA to their sons. Possibly Adam made the trip from northern Bertie every few weeks, like some lawyers and merchants of his era; with the ferry across the Chowan River at Cotton’s landing, it could be done in less than a day (one direction). Before the Vestry undertook a procession, they were required to give landowners several weeks’ notice. Adam was present in Nansemond for the 1748 procession of his 1717 patent, in District 21 (of the 1751 map - District 20 in 1748); James was present also. The 22 landowners of this district, in order of procession, were Joseph Baker, James Webb, William Henry, James & Samuel Baker, John Smith, John Porter, Thomas Webb, William Hare, John Webb, William Bird, Aaron Byrd, JAMES HARRELL, ADAM HARRELL, Edward Byrd, William Rawls Jr, Francis Duke, Philip Draper, James Webb, John Byrd, Jacob Byrd, John Byrd son of John Byrd, and James Baker. The 1752 and 1756 processions of District 21 have been lost, but Adam, or possibly Adam Jr, was in Nansemond both years. In 1752 he was present with Robert Parker in District 28 (south of District 21, and west of the south third of District 22) for the line between Robert Parker and James Long, while Moses Harrell covered James Long’s lines in District 22. In 1756 Adam stood in for the widow Parker in District 9 (across Sumerton Road from District 21). For 1760, Job Harrell Jr was appointed to procession District 21, and we have the report he submitted with Joseph Smith. He and Adam Harrell, his likely grandfather, were present for their own land. John Harrell (newly listed here, probably a son of James) was absent, and represented by Samuel Baker. James Harrell was present for his own land, and also for Edward Baker’s, William Bird’s, and Luke Harrell’s. The 31 landowners, in the order processioned, were ADAM HARRELL,
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John Hare, William Rawls, JAMES HARRELL, Edmund Bird, LUKE HARRELL, William Bird, Charity Bird, John Bird son of William, Jacob Bird, Richard Parker, Aaron Bird, Samuel Horton, Jonathan Taylor, Richard Taylor, Edward Baker, JOHN HARRELL, Joseph Smith, John Smith, James Baker, Samuel Baker, JOB HARRELL JR, Ann Webb, Soloman Rawls, William Sumner, John Porter, Joseph Baker, Francis Duke, Philip Draper, Thomas Duke, and Thomas Guin (Guen). In 1764 there was no Adam Harrell in District 21, nor anywhere else in Nansemond. The Harrell landowners in District 21 were JOB HARRELL JR, JOB HARRELL (not a landowner here in 1760), JAMES HARRELL, LUKE HARRELL, and JOHN HARRELL. John was present this time. So by 1764, Job had replaced Adam on Adam’s 1717 patent. The fact that it descended from Adam to Job is confirmed by Amos Rawl’s patent dated 1 Aug 1772: “Whereas by one Patent under the seal of this our Colony & Dominion of Virginia bearing date 15 July 1717 there was granted unto Adam Harrell one certain Tract or Parcel of Land containing 178 acres lying and being in the County of Nansemond, Which said Tract or Parcel of Land was granted on condition of paying our Quitrents as in the said Patent is expressed, And whereas Job Harrell in whom the Right and Title of the said Land is since become invested hath failed to pay such Quitrents...” Rawls’ patent, incorporating verbatim the land description in Adam’s 1717, goes on to explain that Amos Rawls (Ralls) had successfully sued the late lieutenant governor for the right to take over the land. (The boilerplate about Quit Rent in the 1717 patent is easy to miss: “To have hold etc To be held etc Yielding and paying etc provided etc.”) In 1764 Job Harrell also had land in District 22, the location of Adam’s 1714 patent. The sixteen landowners in that district were Dempsey Sumner, Nicholas Harmon, John Smith, MOSES HARRELL, JOB HARRELL, John Baker, Edward Baker, Jacob Sumner, Ephraim Peal, Thomas Frasier, Robert Peal, William Pearce, Samuel Smith, Richard Taylor (Tayloe), William Savage, and Samuel Baker. Job Harrell stood in for Dempsey Sumner. On 15 Aug 1764, John Smith the younger patented 90 acres on the south side of Cross Swamp, “beginning at a white oak corner of said Smith and Nicholas Harman, thence binding on the said Harman’s S 68.5 deg E 60 pole to a red oak corner of Job Harrell, thence bounding on said Harrell S 37 deg W 107 pole to a pine (same length as the NW border of Adam’s 1714, and within 4 degrees directionally), then S 40 deg E 16 pole to a black oak stump, then S 24.5 deg W 80 pole to a pine in the Bull Pocosin, thence through the said pocosin N 30 deg W 37 pole to Edward Baker’s corner pine, thence along said Baker’s line N 80 deg W 95 pole to a pine a corner of Baker and John Smith the elder, thence bounding on said Smith N 45 deg E 205 pole to the first station.” Nicholas Harmon was on Richard Harrell’s 1718 patent, so Job’s line here can only be the NW line “SW 41 degrees 107 pole to a pine” of Adam’s 1714 patent on the E side of Bull Pocosin. (Directional precision was a bit spotty in pre-1720’s Nansemond metes and bounds.) Adam may have returned to Nansemond permanently in 1757, shortly after he transferred his Chinkapin land to Adam Jr and Thomas. Though owing poll tax in Bertie in 1757 beside his sons Adam Jr and Thomas, he was not on the 1757 Bertie list of taxes received. His son Adam paid for two polls - himself and William – under the name Adam Jr, and his son Thomas paid for one. Perhaps Adam Sr had petitioned for an exemption due to his age, but we have no evidence of this, other than his disappearance from the tax list. Also, we have no evidence whatsoever of his death in Bertie, which isn’t burned out like Nansemond and Hertford. In 1759 Adam was absent from the Bertie tax list altogether. His son Adam, for the first time ever not called Jr in a public record, paid poll taxes for himself, William, and Samuel, while Thomas again paid for only himself. I doubt that Adam Jr would have dropped the Jr merely because his father happened to be a resident of Hertford now (ie if the new county line was drawn between Adam Sr and his sons, putting Sr on Hertford’s tax list, destined to be lost). Since several young men exaggerated their age for the 1761 Bertie list of free white males 21 or older, it is impossible to be certain which Adam Sr and Adam Jr turned up there beside Thomas, William, and Samuel - I and II, or II and III. Probably it was II and III, because III was nearly 20 in 1761. In any event, the original Adam vanished from Bertie and Nansemond after 1761. 3-4 [?]DAUGHTER m RICHARD BAKER of Bull Pocosin>White Pot
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3-5 RICHARD HARRELL of Cross Swamp BBQ>White Pot>Wiccacon (bef 1697-1738) NT (son of THOMAS II, son of THOMAS I) Richard entered the Nansemond record on 24 Jan 1717/8, when he patented 100 acres beside Adam Harrell and Samuel Smith, “beginning at Samuel Smith’s corner pine thence S 14 degrees W 107 pole bounding on his line to his corner white oak (along Smith’s 1698 line from his white oak corner tree to Thomas Harrell II’s Peters tract, but walked in the opposite direction), thence S 66 degrees E 70 pole to a forked red oak, thence S 35 degrees E 10 pole to Adam Harrell’s corner pine, thence bounding thereon S 84 degrees E 125 pole to a pine (the “N 85 degrees W 106 pole to a pine” of Adam’s 1714), thence N 40 pole to a pine, thence N 32 degrees W 32 pole to a black oak, thence NW 66 pole to a black oak, thence N 69 degrees W 106 pole to the first station.” (I drew Richard’s patent, and Samuel Smith’s 1698, poorly on my hand-made map. Smith’s line bordering Thomas II’s Peters tract should be shorter, and Richard’s parallel line adjoining Samuel Smith should be about the same length. See blue revision below.)



Richard’s patent was not a headright grant. By 1718 there were only about 100 indentured servants in all of Virginia - a major decline from 1671, when there were about 6,000 out of a total population of approximately 45,000 (Ancestry Newsletter vol 6, #4, Jul-Aug 1988, page 11, note 4). Virginia colony, increasingly desperate to attract immigrant workers, had transitioned to offering vacant land at a rate of 5 shillings per 50 acres, plus the cost of the survey. A man didn’t need to be a recent immigrant to take advantage of this, and he might be able to flip it at a huge profit. If both brothers patented land at the earliest opportunity, Richard was probably at least eight or ten years younger than Adam, who had traded far more expensive headrights for his 1714 and 1717 patents totalling 290 acres. Richard paid “ten shillings of good and lawful money” for 100 acres surrounded by Samuel Smith’s 1698 patent, Thomas II’s 1685 Peters tract, Adam’s 1714 patent, and Francis’ non-patent land beside Thomas II’s purchase. Richard’s patent, like most, is silent on why this 100-acre tract was up for grabs. Probably it had reverted to the Crown when its former owner failed to pay Quit Rent, died without heirs, or committed a crime.
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Before 1729, both VA and NC claimed the northern reaches of the Chowan River watershed. On 26 Mar 1723 in Chowan/Gates NC (NC grant book 3, p 130, #965), Richard Harrell (Harrard) and Samuel Smith Jr “of our said county” jointly patented 90 acres on the east side of White Pot Pocosin, “beginning at a sweet gum in the pocosin, running thence (NE) to a maple, then (NW) to the center of two maples and a poplar, then (NW) to a pine Jonathan Kittrell’s (Kitterlin’s) corner, then along his line (W) to a water oak his corner, then a continuous course to a pine in the pocosin, then (SE) to the first station.” Typically such a partnership suggests that the grantees, or their wives, were closely related, eg perhaps Richard’s wife at the time was Samuel Smith Jr’s sister. Because this patent was issued in Chowan, one or both recipients, or their designated attorney, had to travel to Edenton to secure it. Later Richard somehow acquired Smith’s portion, as he solely sold all 90 acres in 1735, to Christopher Boyce. Thomas and Jethro Harrell of nearby Sarum (Cole) Creek-Scratch Hall would witness the will of Christopher Boyce in 1758. (In 1709 Christopher Boyce had witnessed the sale of 100 acres of John Stallings’ patent by Epaphroditus Boyce, son of Epaphroditus Boyce. In 1704 John Stallings had patented 404 acres on both sides of Middle Swamp of Bennetts Creek. In 1684 John Boyce had patented 200 acres in Nansemond beside Epaphroditus Benton of Cross Swamp BBQ, an adjoining neighbor of Thomas Harrell II.) Besides Kittrell, Smith, and Boyce, other landowners near White Pot during Richard Harrell’s tenure included John Stallings, George Hughes, William Lewis, Aaron Odom, Richard Parker, Joseph Vann, and Capt. John Allston (NC grant book 3, p 168, #578). Allston’s land also touched Knotty Pine Swamp (now Buckland Mill Branch), the main east fork of Sarum (Cole) Creek. The name White Pot has vanished from today’s maps. Early Gates NC land grants locate it west of the Northwest Branch (of Middle Swamp) of Bennetts Creek: On 18 Aug 1783 (NC grant book 45, p 240, #7), William Matthews patented 35 acres “in Gates County by the name of White Pot pocosin, the head of said pocosin. Beginning at a gum Samuel Smith’s corner tree in the pocosin near Mathews path, then (N>NE>NW) to a white oak Edwin Sumner’s and Samuel Baker’s corner tree, then along Sumner’s line (SW) to a pine in Demsey Parker’s line, along his line (SE>SW>SE) to a post oak Samuel Smith’s corner tree in said Parker’s line, then along said Smith’s line (NE>N) to the first station.” On 27 Oct 1784 (entered 16 Dec 1779; NC grant book 56, p 306, #41), Samuel Smith patented 442 acres “in Gates County by the name of White Pot pocosin. Beginning at a maple Boice’s corner (misread “Bone’s corner” by NC archivist), then along his line (SW) to a gum, then (NW>SW>NW) to a pine Samuel Baker’s folly, thence (NW>SW) to the head of the White Pot Pocosin near Mathews path, then (S>SW) to a post oak in Demsey Parker’s line, along his line (SE) to a white oak said Parker’s and Thomas Smith’s corner, along Smith’s line (SE>E>SE) to a white oak said Smith’s and Jonathan Williams’ corner, along Williams’ line (NE>SE) to a poplar and two sweet gums nigh the head of the Cypress pond in or near Francis Pugh’s patent line, along Pugh’s line to the first station.” On 24 Oct 1786 (NC grant book 64, p 58, grant # 64), William Boyce patented 85 acres in Gates County “on the northwest side of the White Pot Pocosin. Beginning at a sweet gum said Boyce’s corner, thence along said Boyce’s old patent line (NW) to a pine another corner of said patent, thence (E) to a pine in said patent line, thence (NW>SW) to a pine Samuel Smith’s patent corner near Baker’s folly on the side of the White Pot Pocosin, thence along Samuel Smith’s patent line binding on the pocosin to the first station.” Also on 24 Oct 1786 (NC grant book 64, p 58, grant # 63), Moses Kittrell patented 930 acres in Gates County “on the west side of the north west branch, Beginning at a water oak on the side of said branch, then (W) to a white oak William Mathews’ corner tree, along his line (SW>SE) to three saplings William Powell’s corner, then along his former line and bounded thereon… to a pine said Powell’s and William Boyce’s corner tree, then along said Boyce’s new patent line and bounded thereon to a pine on the White Pot Pocosin near Baker’s folly said Boyce’s and Samuel Smith’s patent corner, then along the side of the pocosin binding on said Smith’s patent line… to a persimmon tree William Matthews’ corner tree, along his line… to a white oak Edwin Sumner’s corner tree on the Pocosin, then along his line (NW) to a gum by the watering hole branch, then
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(SW) to Moses Kittrell’s patent line, along his line (NE) to a pine on Merry Hill Pocosin, then (SE>NE>SE) to a maple in the fork of a small branch and the north west branch, then down the northwest branch to the first station.” So White Pot Pocosin and Merry Hill Pocosin were very close to each other. Both lay between Bennetts Creek and Sarum (Cole) Creek, north of present-day Merchants Millpond. Samuel Smith’s descendants were still there in 1786. On 13 Oct 1722 (Chowan Deed Book C-1, page 332), George [x] Hews of Nansemond Upper Parish sold to Thomas Jernigan of same 100 acres of Hews’ 7 Aug 1718 patent, “beginning at a pine in the Knotty Pine Swamp (today’s Buckland Mill Branch) Richard Odom’s corner tree, then by a row of marked trees to a pine in Merry Hill Pocosin, then by the patent line running on the south side of the Middle Swamp” etc. So Merry Hill was also very near Buckland Mill Branch. Reportedly White Pot was also called Honey Pot, or was near Honey Pot. Without actually labeling it on the map, topoquest.com locates Honey Pot east of Bennetts Creek, southeast of Gatesville, and south of Lebanon Grove Church. However, early Nansemond patents clearly place Honey Pot west of Bennetts Creek, south of Middle Swamp of Bennetts Creek, and east of Buckland - very near Sarum (Cole) Creek: On 6 Jun 1699, a landed gentleman named Henry Baker, unrelated to lowly Sylvester Baker, patented 522 acres in Nansemond Upper Parish “on the W side of a Swamp called the Honey Pott Swamp neare a place called Buckland, beginning at a white oak standing by the aforesaid Swamp side near the mouth (of) a small branch running thence NW…” and eventually rejoining the SW side of the swamp, then “running up the said swamp the several courses thereof & bounding thereon to the first station…” So Honey Pot Swamp could be followed up- or downstream along a winding course. (Today we would call it a creek. During the colonial era, shallow streams in dense growth were often called swamps.) On 15 Dec 1714, Joseph Daniel patented 205 acres “lying and being on the westward side of the Honey Pot Swamp in the Upper Parish of Nansemond County… beginning at a red oak a Corner tree of Colo. Baker’s Land & runs thence bounding on the said Baker’s Land SW 21 degrees 54 pole, thence” NW>SW>SE>NE “thence SE 36 degrees 240 pole (three quarters of a mile) to a Gum standing by the side of Bennetts Creek, thence up the creek & bounding thereon to the mouth of the said Honey Pot Swamp, thence up the said Swamp the Several Courses thereof and bounding thereon to the first mentioned station...” So Honey Pot was a tributary of the west side of Bennetts Creek. Daniel’s patent beside Baker bordered Bennetts Creek downstream from the mouth of Honey Pot, on the west side of Honey Pot and the west side of Bennetts Creek. On 7 Aug 1716 (NC grant book 8, page 274), Ward Maynard (Mainer) patented 363 acres in Chowan “lying on the head of the honey pot pocosin…” [David O’Sheal (NC grant book 3, p 91) had patented 363 acres at the head of Honey Pot, but must have failed to seat it.] Waid [M] Mainor of Nansemond Upper Parish sold this tract to George Hews of Chowan in 1721 (Chowan Deed Book F, page 166). On 18 Sep 1724 (Chowan Deed Book C-1, page 424) George [x] Hughes Sr of Chowan sold it to his son George Jr of same: 363 acres in Chowan patented 7 Aug 1716 by Wade Manier of Nansemond VA, “beginning at a marked oak standing at the head of the honey pot pocosin” etc (no neighbors or other landmarks named). So Honey Pot had a pocosin. On 15 Jul 1717, Simon Knight patented 171 acres “lying and being in the upper parish of Nansemond County on the head of the Honey Pot Swamp near a place called Buckland… beginning at a white oak the beginning tree of Colo. Baker’s Land & running thence bounding on his line NW 40 degrees 131 pole to a white oak, thence bounding on the said Baker due W 200 pole to a white oak, thence” N>E>SE>NW to William Wright’s corner pine “standing on the side of the said Swamp, thence running down the same and bounding thereon to the beginning…” So Baker’s plantation and Knight’s adjacent patent near Buckland lay at the head of Honey Pot Swamp. Col. Henry Baker, in his will proved 28 Jul 1712 in Isle of Wight VA, devised to his son Henry a 2,500-acre plantation called Buckland. Covering about four square miles, Buckland would have averaged about two miles wide and long. The topoquest.com map below (arrows, rectangle, and upper-case labels mine) shows Buckland where Moseley showed “H Baker” in 1733. To give some idea of scale, today’s reduced Buckland with its decaying mansion sits 2.35 miles SW of New Pine Grove Church. The yellow rectangle approximates the size of historic Buckland Plantation:
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Robert Peale Sr and Jr had claimed Thomas Kittrell (Cotorell)’s headright for 50 acres of a patent at the head of Bennetts Creek, in future District 22 of Nansemond, on 30 Apr 1679. Nansemond’s 1704 Quit Rent list shows Jonathan Kittrell (Kitterell) with 300 acres beside Adam Raby (Rabey) with 586 acres, so Kittrell’s land was probably in the south part of District 20 or 22, near Peale. In 1713, Jonathan Kittrell patented land a bit farther south, on Middle Swamp of Bennetts Creek in Chowan. He and his wife Ann sold two parcels here on 11 Feb 1718/9, to James Farlee and George Williams (Guilliams). On 6 Apr 1721 Francis Harrell of Nansemond Upper Parish, for 22 barrels of “very good clean merchantable tar,” purchased 100 acres in Chowan/Gates from James Farlee (Fayle), part of Jonathan Kittrell’s 1713 patent on the NE side of the NW branch of Middle Swamp. Witnesses were Samuel Smith, Richard Taylor, and Richard [RB] Baker. The deed was registered in July 1721 in Chowan, after James Farlee (Fayle) of Nansemond, witnessed by Daniel Oquin and Jonathan Kittrell (both illiterate), gave power of attorney to Samuel Williams of Chowan to confirm the sale. On 23 Mar 1723/4, a year after Richard Harrell and Samuel Smith patented 90 acres nearby, Jonathan Kittrell sold 50 acres at White Pot Pocosin beside John Stallings, part of Kittrell’s 4 Jul 1723 patent, to Richard Parker of Nansemond Upper Parish. Witnesses were George and James Spivy (NCGHR Vol 2 p 283). On 19 Oct 1731 (NCGHR Vol 2 p 450) Francis Harrell of Nansemond sold 50 acres beside Richard Parker to Richard Baker Jr, “whereon the said Baker is now seated,” on the east side of the NW branch of Middle Swamp, where Francis had purchased 100 acres of Kittrell’s 1713 patent in 1721. Depending on the exact location of Richard Harrell’s land on White Pot Pocosin, he could have been less than a mile from Francis. In fact Richard Baker, Richard Parker, and Epaphroditus Boyce adjoined each other here in 1756: “Processioned the line between Richard Baker and Richard Parker, both parties present likewise Daniel Pugh and Thomas Wiggins. Processioned the line between Epaphroditus Boyce and Richard Baker, both parties present likewise Daniel Pugh and
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Thomas Wiggins. Processioned the line between Richard Parker and Epaphroditus Boyce, both parties present likewise Daniel Pugh and Thomas Wiggins. Processioned the line between Daniel Pugh and Epaphroditus Boyce, both parties present likewise Richard Baker and Thomas Wiggons.” (Chowan processioners’ record 1756; item three; frame 219 at LDS online.) The topoquest map below shows Middle Swamp in the upper right and what I deduce to be Honey Pot Swamp at the bottom, left of center. I have labeled Francis and Richard about two miles apart, though Richard’s 90 acres probably lay between the two labels:



On 20 May 1734 (Chowan Deed Book W, page 243) Francis [F] Harrell, now “of Bertie,” sold his last 50 acres on Middle Swamp to Thomas Baker, witnessed by Richard Taylor Sr and Jr and James Ellis. So Francis, a next-door neighbor of Richard Baker at Bull Pocosin and of Richard Harrell at Cross Swamp BBQ in Nansemond, and evidently their neighbor in Chowan as well, had moved to Bertie, near the Roanoke, by May of 1734. He owed Quit Rent on 240 acres in Bertie in 1732. Richard Harrell also migrated across the Chowan River, but not as far south as Francis, and apparently not before 1732. On 23 Sep 1735 (Chowan Deed Book W, page 272; original in Deeds 1733-1756, frame 63-65 at LDS online), Richard [RH] Harrell of Bertie sold 90 acres on White Pot Pocosin adjoining Jonathan Kittrell to Christopher Boyce (Boyss) of Virginia. The deed, witnessed by William [WB] Boyce, Titus (short for Epaphroditus) [T] Boyce, Thomas Johnson, and Nicholas Fairless, copied verbatim the metes and bounds of Richard’s 1723 patent with Samuel Smith. Johnson and Fairless, it turns out, were Richard’s new neighbors in Bertie. By 1734 Nicholas Fairless (-1740) of Petty Shore, on the south bank of the Chowan River in Bertie/Hertford, had married Mary Evans, eldest daughter of Robert Evans (-1745) of Petty Shore. Robert was a son of Peter [PE] Evans (-1717), and probably a nephew or cousin of John Evans (1739) of Indian Creek in Chowan, north of Rockyhock, who neighbored John Jordan, John White, John Ballard of Ballard’s Bridge, James Fleming, et al (see John [JH] Harrell). John Evans’ father-inlaw, John Jordan, had witnessed Peter Evans’ 1706 purchase of land at Petty Shore from William and Elinor Early, who owned land at Rockyhock in 1700.
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John Evans, likely a grandson of Quaker Peter Evans (~1630-after 1681) of Isle of Wight VA and Barbados, hailed from Evans Creek near the Nansemond-Isle of Wight border. He or his father had patented 460 acres there on 30 Oct 1686, beside John Barefield et al on the Southern Branch in Nansemond Upper Parish. On 16 Apr 1715 in Chowan, Richard [RB] Barefield “of Virginia” took part in several transactions on the south bank of the Chowan River with Peter [PE] Evans, including Barefield’s purchase of 280 acres there from Peter [PE] Evans and Charles [x] and Eleanor [M] Merritt. (Barefield sold this in 1724/5 as Richard [RB] Barefield of Bertie, planter.) When Richard [RH] Harrell arrived on today’s Wiccacon River in Bertie, Robert [R] Evans of Petty Shore was serving as executor of Godfrey [H] Hooker. Nicholas Fairless had witnessed Hooker’s 2 Apr 1729 will with a Robert [R] Evans who proved the will on 25 Apr 1730. Ordinarily a named executor wouldn’t also witness a will, and Robert’s namesake son was only about four years old in 1729. However, two Robert Evanses owed Quit Rent in Bertie at this time: one with 600 acres (Petty Shore), the other with 100. Perhaps the William [W] Evans seen with Peter [PE] and Robert [R] Evans at Petty Shore in 1715, apparently older than Robert, also had a son named Robert. Or perhaps the witness was a son of Robert [R] Evans (-1727). This may be as good a time as any to separate the two illiterate yeomen named Robert Evans in early Bertie, both with wives/widows named Ann. There is a lot of misinformation about them on the internet. They are of interest here because Robert Evans (-1745) of Petty Shore was closely connected to the Harrells who lived across the Chowan from each other between Sarum (Cole) and Wiccacon creeks. In fact, he administered Richard Harrell (-1738)’s estate. Some maintain that the wife of Robert Evans (-1745) was Ann Lane, but this is at minimum a misreading of the German surname Zehn (Zain, Zaine, Zane, Sane). I suspect it also misinterprets Christopher and Christaina Zehn’s 1733 gift of their personal possessions to Robert Evans, “henceforth forever, without any claim, challenge or demand whatsoever,” in a deed witnessed by Robert’s eldest son Peter and son-in-law Nicholas Fairless (Bertie Deed Book D, p 37). A married daughter could, and typically would, receive gifts or bequests such as the “utensils, household stuff, and implements” of the above deed in her own name, or jointly with her husband. (Land was another story.) But the Zehn quit claim deed, while noting the couple’s affection for Robert, does not mention his wife, nor does it indicate their relationship to him. Without more to go on, the Zehns might have been Robert’s childless aunt and uncle, or his older sister and brother-in-law, implicitly exchanging their worldy goods for shelter in their old age. They could have been related to Robert through his previous wife, if he had one - particularly if she was their only child and the mother of some of his children. (His wife was Ann in March 1719/20.) It is hard to know what to make of Robert (-1745)’s intestate probate, which separately inventoried the property “claimed by Christopher Zain,” then deferred its division while dividing the rest of Robert’s personal property among his widow and children. Regardless, the will of William Hooker Sr (-1718) of Wiccacon, which named among other offspring a daughter Ann Evans and a son Godfrey Hooker, should be considered in light of the birthdates of Robert Evans (-1745)’s children (at least two of whom were born before 1720), and in light of the fact that Robert Evans (-1745) of Petty Shore was executor of the will of his adjoining neighbor Godfrey Hooker. Some have concluded that Robert (-1745) of Petty Shore was probably a son of Robert (1727). But Robert (-1745) named his eldest son Peter, and we have a splendid 1715 deed of gift from Peter [PE] Evans to his beloved son Robert, of 235 acres on the south side of Petty Shore (Chowan Deed Book B-1, p 93). (Peter also sold three tracts of land on the same date, including one to William Evans, relationship not stated but probably an older son. William [W] Evans was with Peter that day as a witness to another deed, and with Robert [R] Evans the day before, cowitnessing a power of attorney to Peter Evans from neighbor Elizabeth [E] Maynard.) Peter Evans, a skilled carpenter, had purchased the 235 acres from William and Elinor Early in 1706. Moseley’s tax list of 1717 shows two heads of household named Robert Evans, not Jr or Sr, in yet-to-be-divided Chowan: “Rt Evans Petty Shore” with 200 acres and 1 poll (therefore no sons over 16), and “Rt Evans” with 100 acres and 2 polls beside Samuel Woodward with no land and 1 poll. (Woodward had purchased Robert Evans’ 1712 patent, 275 acres on a branch of Chinkapin Swamp on the west side of the Chowan River, but he had sold it in 1715.) Christopher Zehn with
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no land and 1 poll is found midway between the two Evanses, beside “John Smith of Chinkapin” and Richard Church. (Church had purchased 290 acres from John Smith in 1714.) Perhaps Zehn’s wife Christian/Christaina, who witnessed a deed as Christian [x] Sane in 1724, was the daughter Christian Smith reportedly named in the 1720 will of Richard Church (which I have not found. In 1721, a female Christian Church bought 50 acres on Wiccacon Creek from Richard Church’s daughter and son-in-law Sarah and James Holly.) Alternatively, John Maynard (Minner) claimed a Christian Maynard among the six headrights for his 1714 patent near Petty Shore: himself, Eliza (his wife Elizabeth), Christian, William, Henry, and Mary Maynard. John and Elizabeth Maynard were with Peter Evans in 1715, and with Robert Evans in his house at Petty Shore in 1722/3, shortly before Robert repatented Maynard’s 1714 patent. (See below. This patent was the tract Robert and Ann Evans would sell to John Harrell in 1742.) My current theory is that Christopher Zehn’s wife was Maynard’s daughter Christian, and that Robert Evans (-1745) married her sister Mary, probably in 1715, before he married Ann Hooker. Painstaking analysis of pertinent deeds and grants indicates that Robert (-1727) resided at Beech Island (not “Bush” Island) on the west bank of the Chowan, probably today’s Cow Island, directly across the river from the mouth of Indian Creek. He also owned land at Loosing Swamp, south of Ahoskie. His neighbors included Lawrence Mague, Thomas Bray, Henry Barnes, Lewis and Edward Bryan, Henry Bradley, William Bush, John Hill, and John Purcell. All of his land remained in Bertie after Hertford’s creation, near the county line. Robert (-1745) lived up around the bend, on the south bank of the Chowan at Petty Shore, opposite the wetlands between Fort Island and the mouth of Sarum (Cole) Creek in present-day Gates County. Additionally he owned land farther up the Chowan watershed on Cattawaskie Swamp, between today’s Ahoskie and Murfreesboro, as did his father Peter Evans and the widow Elinor Early. None of his land remained in Bertie after Hertford’s creation. Robert (-1727), whose yeoman-level estate inventory by his widow Ann included a pair of millstones (Bertie Deed Book B, p 242), may have been an uncle of Robert (-1745), who owned a canoe but no millstones at the time of his death. They had several allies in common. Indeed, Robert (-1727)’s close neighbor Henry Bradley, previously of Nansemond like most Evans allies in Chowan/Bertie/Hertford, had claimed the immigration headrights (presumably for bringing them from VA to NC) of John Early and his wife Mary (Bush), as well as those of Charles Merritt and his wife Eleanor – the Charles and Eleanor Merritt who co-owned land on the south bank of the Chowan, near present-day Winton, with Peter Evans. Also, in 1713 Robert (-1727) bought James Curlee’s 1 Jul 1713 patent of 516 acres from John [JE] Early and wife Mary, which John Early had purchased that same day from James [J] Curlee, son-in-law of William and Elinor Early. In 1732 Nicholas Fairless and Robert [R] Evans witnessed the will of their neighbor Elinor Early (-1734), long the widow of William Early. William and Elinor [E] Early had given land on the west bank of the Chowan to their son-in-law Henry Sutton in 1704, so presumably they married before 1690. They were at Indian Creek in Chowan in 1697 and at Rockyhock with the Hookers in 1700, shortly before they migrated across the river. John and William Early traveled to Perquimans in 1700 to prove the will of Michael King Sr of Nansemond (Perquimans General Court 29 Oct 1700), which obviously they must have witnessed. By 1710 Elinor [E] Early was a widow living on the north side of Wiccacon Creek, about two miles upstream from its mouth on the Chowan. A 1712 lawsuit against her as William Early’s administratrix supports the unproven consensus that her maiden name was Stevens/Stephens and one of her sisters was the wife of James Fleming of Chowan. In 1705 in Chowan, John Harrell (Harrod) and James Fleming witnessed a land purchase on Stopping Creek by Francis Cambridge of Nansemond, from John White Sr and wife Sarah, who adjoined John Jordan and John Evans at Indian Creek in Chowan (see John [JH] Harrell). Conceivably Richard Harrell knew William and Elinor Early and/or Peter and Robert Evans back in Nansemond. Somehow, he ended up on William Early’s Wiccacon plantation around the time of Elinor’s death. (For proof, see below.) The plantation would have reverted to William Early’s heir in 1734 when the widow died, whereupon the heir - believed to be cooper John [JE] Early (-1740) – could have turned around and sold it. Yet despite the wealth of Bertie land records from the 1730’s, we have no purchase deed for Richard Harrell, and no record of any conveyance of William
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Early’s Wiccacon plantation. It would be lovely if Richard inherited it through his wife, but the odds are he purchased it (or part of it) and the deed has been lost to posterity. On 4 Aug 1702 William Early bought 164 acres from Richard Buck and wife Mary,“on the west side of Wickacon Creek, beginning at a marked cypress at the lower side of the old field, and running along the pocosin side to a red oak, and thence turning to the main creek again as the creek directs to the first station, as is more amply expressed in the draft of the survey bearing date 6 Apr 1701” (Chowan Deed Book W, p 31). No other surviving purchase or patent by William Early matches his plantation on the east side of William [WB] Baker’s 1712 patent (below). Nicholas Fairless became a Justice of the Peace in Bertie in 1734. In 1735 he bought Robert [R] Evans’ recent patent of 640 acres at Killam (Killum, Killem) Swamp (an east tributary of Chinkapin Creek, south of the Wiccacon), witnessed by John [J] Braswell and Christopher Zehn. (Zehn, who could read and write, had petitioned successfully for a poll tax exemption in 1731, probably due to his age. Very likely he resided with the Evans family when he witnessed this EvansFairless deed, as he and his wife had already given all their wordly goods to Robert Evans.) Nicholas Fairless kept his 200-acre manor plantation at Petty Shore, though he was forced to mortgage it. His wife Mary lost it after his death, but she and their son William Fairless regained it in 1750 with the help of Benjamin Wynns, whose sister Sarah was the wife of Mary’s brother Peter Evans. When Mary remarried for the second time, in 1745, John Harrell and Peter Evans were appointed financial guardians of her Fairless children. On 5 Nov 1736 (Bertie Deed Book E, p 312), Richard Harrell’s neighbor Elizabeth Matthews sold 200 acres on the north side of Wiccacon Creek to John Wynns, witnessed by Joseph Wynns, Benjamin Wynns, and William Wynns: “Beginning at a red oak on the creek bank, then running on Richard Harrell’s land and Thomas Johnson’s land and William Baker’s land as reputed and known bounds to the creek, then down the creek to the first station… and Joseph Mayner and Mary Mayner, my guardians and mother and father-in-law (ie stepfather), doth hereby give and freely surrender… except twenty feet square, including my father’s and three brothers and sisters graves, being first enter lands.” So Richard’s land was downstream from William Baker’s, on the north side of Wiccacon Creek. Thomas Johnson had purchased his adjoining parcel from James Fairchild on 10 Nov 1729 (Bertie Deed Book F, p 44), 150 acres “on the Haw Branch Godphrey Hooker’s corner tree, so running along Robert Evans’ line to his corner tree, then along Mr. Pollock’s line to a pine, from thence along William Baker’s line back to the Haw Branch, so down the said Haw Branch along a line of marked trees between the said Fairchild and the said Johnson to the first station…part of 200 acres which the said Fairchild bought of John Mainer Sr.” (More on this below.) William [WB] Baker and wife Elizabeth [E] had sold 200 acres to John and Ralph Matthews on 3 Jul 1717 (Chowan Deed Book B-1, p 584), witnessed by Tredle Keefe and Isaac Lewis (whose wife Margaret Hooker was a sister of Robert Evans’ wife Ann): “Beginning at a hickory the widow Early’s corner tree at her lower landing, then with her line to a large branch to a gum, then down the said branch to a gum, then by a straight line to the high land at the Tar Bay, then up the main pocosin to a pine, then by a line of marked trees to a poplar by the creek pocosin, then down the said pocosin to the Creek, then down the main Wiccacon Creek to the first station.” Evidently the Baker-Matthews-Wynns tract that adjoined Richard Harrell was part of William Baker’s 9 Dec 1712 patent, 900 acres between John Early and William Early on the north side of Wiccacon Creek (NC patent book 8, p 305): “Beginning at John Early’s lower corner tree, running up his side line N 10 deg W 320 pole to a pine, N 75 deg E 250 pole to an oak, S 55 deg E 74 pole to a shrubby oak, S 50 deg E 146 pole to a red oak William Early’s corner tree, down his line S 3 deg E 400 pole to a white oak, S 30 deg E 220 pole to a hickory by ye creek pocosin, then up ye creek to ye first station.” So either John or Ralph Matthews (probably from the Isle of Wight VA Ralph Matthews line) had a wife named Mary, who married her neighbor Joseph Maynard after the death of Matthews. My guess is that Mary was a daughter of William [WB] Baker Sr (-1745), and her only surviving child, a daughter Elizabeth, had been named for Mary’s mother Elizabeth, long the wife of William Baker. This would explain why young Elizabeth Matthews would refer to the Matthews
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family graveyard as their “first enter lands,” if it was part of an original grant to her mother’s family for transporting themselves to North Carolina. Where exactly was Richard Harrell’s Wiccacon plantation? It lay on the north and west sides of winding Wiccacon Creek, southwest of the Haw Branch, and it adjoined the east side of William Baker’s 1712 patent. Only one site on the entire north side of today’s Wiccacon, west of Brooks Creek near the mouth of Chinkapin Creek, matches the metes and bounds of William Baker’s 1712 patent. But this has proved misleading, because land grants and transfers in Baker’s vicinity during his lifetime clearly place both him and William Early east of Brooks Creek. East of Brooks Creek also fits the location a team of surveyors identified for Early’s plantation in 1710: After finding it impossible to stabilize surveying instruments in the marsh surrounding lower Wiccacon Creek, the men charged with surveying the VA-NC boundary moved upstream to the widow Early’s relatively solid ground. “The day being clear this operation was taken at the widow Early’s about two miles up Wicacon Creek.” She was also “at the mouth of Wicocons Creek.” Evidently the meandering Wiccacon in its wide, marshy bed has altered its course during the intervening three centuries, as such streams are prone to do. The mouth of Brooks Creek, at the left edge of the map below, is about four miles up Wiccacon Creek as the crow flies, and more than six winding miles by water. Each box on the map represents one square kilometer, or a little over a third of a square mile. (Two linear kilometers equal about one and a quarter linear miles.)
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William Baker’s 1712 patent, later known as Tarbay, was over a mile wide. To the west, between his land and the east bank of Brooks Creek, lay 490 acres that John Early would soon sell to William Daws. Thus William Early’s land east of Tarbay could easily have extended to within two miles of the mouth of the Wiccacon. Baker’s “island of Tarbay,” which John Wynns Esq and William [WB] Baker Sr divided into a west tract of 160 acres and an east tract of 100 acres in 1743, when they sold it to Baker’s widowed daughter and her two sons (Bertie Deed Book F, p 431), fits today’s Cotton Island, due north of Harrellsville.



I want to point out that William [WB] Baker (-1745) of Tarbay, whose yeoman son William Jr (-1756) could apparently read and write, was not the educated gentleman William Baker of Nansemond seen in Bertie in 1730, who was related to Henry Baker (-1739) of Buckland. William [WB] Baker’s illiterate son John [JB] Baker was not the educated gentleman John Baker Esq of Little Town in Bertie/Hertford, son of Henry Baker (-1739) of Buckland. John Harrell of Wiccacon, Sheriff of Hertford at the outbreak of the Revolutionary War, was often seen with the yeoman Bakers as a young man, and later with both the yeomen and the gentlemen Bakers as he gained stature in the county.
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John Harrell of Wiccacon may have been a son of Thomas Sr of Sarum, who lived on the 239-acre Horn tract that John Sr of Nansemond bought in 1730, easily visited from both White Pot and Petty Shore. In 1738 and possibly later, Thomas Sr (-1771) or Jr (-1782) worked as a receiving agent and clerk at Sarum Creek Landing, writing sales receipts for rum, knives, pans, buttons, fabric etc on behalf of a London merchant with land in Nansemond and Edenton. This would have put Thomas in frequent contact with neighbors on both sides of the Chowan. Thomas Sr’s likely son Elijah, seen with John at Petty Shore in 1745, settled near Petty Shore during the 1750’s; he disappeared from Sarum (Cole) Creek-Scratch Hall shortly after he purchased land across the river, witnessed by Joseph Harrell. (See below.) More likely in my opinion, John of Wiccacon may have been a son of Richard (-1738), and thus perhaps a grandson of Samuel Smith. One clue is that Sheriff John Esq’s four sons to reach adulthood were Nathan (~1752-1802), Samuel (1756-1790, proven son), Benjamin (~1760-after 1791), and William (~1763-after 1779). Nathan, Benjamin, and William were local Hooker names; Benjamin and William were also favorite Wynns names; but neither the Hooker nor the Wynns family had a Samuel. The only daughter I can link to Sheriff John Esq was Ann (~1753-1793), whose sons with her husband John Sessums included William Harrell Sessums (1771-1844), Nathan Sessums (1779-1836), and Samuel H. Sessums (-1837). Robert Evans’ second-eldest daughter Rebecca – Rebecca Harrell in his 1745 probate record - was still single in 1739 when she registered her livestock mark, shortly after Robert and her brother Peter. (Livestock including milk cows roamed free. Even young girls could register livestock marks.) Bertie’s damaged list of livestock marks ends in 1741 with “John Harrell of Wiccacon.” So John was already living near the Wiccacon in 1741, not necessarily on his own land. The name of John of Wiccacon’s wife is unknown. The provenance of the first plantation he bought is interesting, as only William Baker’s patent separated it from Richard Harrell’s plantation: Recall that the Baker-Matthews-Wynns tract that adjoined Richard (-1738) was part of William Baker’s 900-acre 9 Dec 1712 patent on the north side of Wiccacon Creek (NC patent book 8, p 305): “Beginning at John Early’s lower corner tree, running up his side line N 10 deg W 320 pole to a pine, N 75 deg E 250 pole to an oak, S 55 deg E 74 pole to a shrubby oak, S 50 deg E 146 pole to a red oak William Early’s corner tree, down his line S 3 deg E 400 pole to a white oak, S 30 deg E 220 pole to a hickory by ye creek pocosin, then up ye creek to ye first station.” On 20 Jan 1713/4 (Chowan Deed Book W, p 133), John [JE] Early sold the east 490 acres of his 640-acre 1 July 1713 patent (he patented several tracts on that date) to William Daws (formerly of the “main Blackwater” at the Nansemond-Isle of Wight border), on the north side of Wiccacon Creek and the east side of Brooks Creek. On the same date, John Early sold the west 150 acres of this patent, on the west side of Brooks Creek, plus his two other nearby 1 Jul 1713 patents, to George Smith. (Patents and deeds commonly omitted mention of roads or creeks that did not demarcate a boundary of the land being described.) William Daws replaced John Early along the west side of William Baker’s 1712 patent, such that only Daws separated Baker from the east bank of Brooks Creek. The Daws/Baker boundary angled N 10 degrees W for a distance of one mile, starting at Wiccacon Creek. In Apr 1714 (NC grant book 8, p 226, #903), John Maynard (Minner) patented 264 acres on Brooks Creek between Thomas Wiggins and William Daws, “beginning at a gum on the run side, then up the said run 60 pole to a white oak in Thomas Wiggins line, so along his line N 25 deg E 160 pole to the center of three pines, then S 75 deg E 128 pole to a white oak, then S 30 deg E 148 pole to the center of a red oak, a black oak, and a pine by William Daws (Davis) corner tree, then W along his line to the first station.” So Maynard’s patent cornered into the north side of Daws and the east side of Brooks Creek. Only Daws lay between Maynard and the mouth of Brooks Creek on the north bank of the Wiccacon. William Daws petitioned successfully on 20 Apr 1716 to operate a ferry over Wiccacon Creek from his own landing (NCGHR Vol 1, p 146). On 17 Jan 1714/5, William Daws sold 180 acres adjoining John Early near Wiccacon Creek to Isaac Lewis, witnessed by John Brown and Jacob Lewis. (Jacob and Isaac Lewis were sons of Bridget Brown by her previous husband.) Isaac Lewis then sold this tract to John Council. On 18 Apr 1715, Margaret [M] (Hooker) Lewis gave power of attorney to John Maynard (Mayner) to
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acknowledge her waiver of dower rights in Daws-Lewis-Council, witnessed by William Keele and Jacob [L] Lewis. (Chowan deeds 1715-1719, frame 42 at LDS online.) On 19 Feb 1714/5 (Chowan Deed Book B-1 p 81-83, also Chowan Deeds 1715-1719, frame 23-25 at LDS online) John [J] Maynard (Minor, Manor) and wife Elizabeth [x] of Chowan sold 100 acres on the east side of Brooks Creek adjoining Isaac Lewis to Michael Dorman of Nansemond VA, “being part of a survey & surveyed for John Minor 264 acres of land on the north side of Wiccacon creek.” On 18 Apr 1715 Elizabeth [x] Maynard (Manor) gave power of attorney to Peter Evans to acknowledge her waiver of dower rights in this sale, witnessed by William [W] Evans and Robert [R] Evans. On 21 Jul 1719 (North Carolina wills 1663-1789, v 7-9, frame 310-311 at LDS online), William [W] Daws made his will, proved Oct 1719. He left 268 acres to his sons William and Elijah, mentioned his daughters without naming them, and directed William Baker and John Brown Sr to assist his children as needed. Witnesses were John Brown, John Maynard (Manear), and Elizabeth [E] Baker. On 1 Mar 1719/20 (NC grant book 8, p 187, #809) John Maynard (Manners) patented 445 acres on the west side of Chowan River: “beginning at a red oak William Early’s (Airley’s) corner tree, and running along his line N 20 degrees W 348 pole to a red oak another of Early’s (Airley’s) corner trees, then S 25 degrees W 192 pole along Col. Pollock’s line to a pine his corner tree, then along another of Col. Pollock’s N 65 deg W 160 pole to another of Col. Pollock’s corner trees, then N 65 degrees W 130 pole along John Brown’s line to a pine in John Brown’s line and James Curlee’s corner tree, then along Curlee’s line N 70 degrees W 208 pole to a shrubbed oak in James Curlee’s line, then along Thomas Wiggins’ line S 20 degrees W 88 pole to the center of 3 pines John Maynard’s (Manner’s) corner, then along his old line S 75 degrees E 128 pole to a white oak, then S 30 degrees E 418 (should read 148) pole to the center of a red oak, a black oak, and a pine, then N 75 degrees E 288 pole along William Baker’s line to a pine William Baker’s corner tree, then to the first station.” So John Maynard had annexed a larger tract to the north and east sides of his 1714 patent. His land now adjoined the full length (and then some) of the northwest boundary of William Baker’s patent. On 16 Oct 1722 (Bertie Deed Book A, p 41) planter John Maynard (Mainard) (Sr) sold to planter James Fairchild a tract of 200 acres adjoining William Early, Col. Pollock, and William Baker, part of 540 (sic) acres surveyed by the said John Maynard. “Beginning at a red oak William Early’s (Airle’s) corner tree, N 20 degrees W 348 pole to a another red oak William Early’s (Airle’s) corner tree, S 25 degrees W 192 pole along Col. Pollock’s line to his corner tree, from thence a cross line to a white oak in William Baker’s line, from thence to the first station.” Witnesses were John Maynard (Manear), William Barence, and Treadle Keefe. On 10 Nov 1729 (Bertie Deed Book C, p 160, also copied verbatim into Bertie Deed Book F, p 44, above the 11 Feb 1739/40 resale to Samuel Green of Perquimans), planter James [~] Fairchild of Bertie sold to planter Thomas Johnson of same, witnessed by Samuel and Elizabeth Williams, 150 acres “beginning at an ash on the Haw Branch Godphrey Hooker’s corner tree, so running along Robert Evans’ line to his corner tree, then along Mr. Pollock’s line to a pine, thence along William Baker’s line back to the Haw Branch, so down the said Haw Branch along a line of marked trees between the said Fairchild and the said Johnson to the first station… Being part of 200 acres of land which the said Fairchild bought of John Maynard (Mainer) Sr.” Note that between 1722 and 1729, Robert Evans had replaced William Early east of Maynard-Fairchild-Johnson. Possibly Richard Harrell bought his Early plantation from Robert Evans. On 4 Aug 1723 (NC grant book 3, p 158, #1022) Robert Evans patented 264 acres on the east side of Brooks Creek, “beginning at a gum on the river (should read “run”) side, then up the said run to a white oak Thomas Bryan’s line, so along his line N 15 deg E 160 pole to the center of three pines, then S 75 deg E 128 pole to a white oak, then S 30 deg E 148 pole to the center of a red, a black oak, and a pine, thence along Williams (Daws omitted) line to the first station.” This is beyond any doubt the 264 acres that John Maynard had patented in 1714, part of which Maynard was still said to own in 1720. How Robert Evans came into it, including the 100 acres Maynard sold to Michael Dorming (Dorman) in 1715, remains a mystery.
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On 5 Jun 1742 (Bertie Deed Book F, p 357), Robert [R] Evans of Bertie, planter, and wife Anne [x] Evans sold “two hundred and sixty five acres be it more or less” to John Harrell of Bertie for 12 pounds Virginia money, witnessed by Benjamin and William Wynns: “beginning at a gum on the east side of Brookses Creek, then up the said creek 60 pole to a white oak in John Hutson’s line, so along his line N 15 deg E 160 pole to the center of three pines, then S 75 deg E 128 pole to a white oak, then S 30 deg E 148 pole to a red oak and a black oak and a pine, then along Elijah Daws’s line to the first station.” Robert’s wife Anne surrendered her dower rights. So John Harrell now owned John Maynard’s 1714 patent on the east side of Brooks Creek, very near Wiccacon Creek. Clockwise his property abutted the east bank of Brooks Creek, John Hutson’s plantation, the remainder of Maynard’s 1720 patent north of Baker’s 1712 patent (west of Maynard-Fairchild-Johnson), Baker’s northwest corner, and the Daws plantation. He could beeline to Richard Harrell’s plantation across Baker and Baker-Matthews-Wynns. On 11 Jun 1742 (Bertie Deed Book F, p 384), Robert [R] Evans sold to his carpenter son Peter “my certain plantation and two parcels of land” on Petty Shore totaling 235 acres, “bounded to the NW by a large branch Nicholas Fairless’ former bounds, to the SW by the head lines of the two patents that includes the said plantation, to the SE by a large branch Godfrey Hooker’s former bounds, and to the NE by the Chowan River & river pocosin; the NW part of this land being 100 acres more or less, part of a purchase patent granted to the Honorable Thomas Pollock Esquire 28 Jan 1705 at 6 pence per 100 acres fee rent, and the other 135 acres, being the SE part of the said plantation, is part of a patent granted to the said Robert Evans 3 Aug 1723 at the fee rent of one shilling for every 50 acres.” Again Benjamin and William Wynns served as witnesses. (There may be some confusion about the origin of the above southeast parcel. Bear in mind that Robert was illiterate. His patent of 4 Aug 1723 doesn’t fit the above description, and if he obtained a patent the day before, we have no record of it: the grant book jumps from April 1st to August 4th in the middle of a page, with numerous grants on each date. I would guess that this 235 acres was the 235 acres adjoining Col. Pollock that Robert’s father gave him in 1715, which his father had purchased in 1706 from William and Elinor Early. But I could be wrong.) Notably, Ann Evans did not relinquish her “power of thirds” this time, though she had done so six days earlier. I don’t know how much can be read into the fact Evans-Harrell was a tighter, more precise and less contestible deed than Evans-Evans, but it may say something about the two purchasers, or about John Harrell’s wife. Richard Harrell had died in 1738. Why the administration of his estate fell to Robert Evans is not clear. Evans had help with the inventory from Bertie JP Roland Williams:
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It was an odd little inventory, this snippet covered front and back, with “Lord give me wisdom to direct my ways” inscribed in one corner. R. Williams wrote Margaret Harrell’s list for her, and I am now of the opinion that she probably rattled it off from memory during a court session. If so, then Robert Evans may have escorted her to the courthouse, as he was present to recall a few additional items that belonged on his list. The snippet may have been folded once, cross-wise, before Margaret’s inventory was added, but it appears not to have been double-folded until after her side was inked. I imagine Robert Evans gave his snippet with its unsigned list of Richard Harrell’s stuff to Roland Williams, and Williams turned it over and listed the items Margaret said she had taken from Richard’s cabin. (Clearly she had already moved elsewhere.) Williams then flipped it over again and added a few items to Evans’ list, indicating that the source was “Rt Evans admr.” Before handing it to court clerk John Wynns, he noted that he, R Williams, had accepted this as a valid document (“proved before me”) on 8 Aug 1738. I had long assumed that Robert Evans wrote the first list without help, as he owned several Bibles and religious tracts, but now that LDS has Chowan and Bertie deeds available free online, it is clear that he always signed with a mark. So it wasn’t Robert’s literacy that led the Bertie court to appoint him administrator of Richard Harrell’s estate. Maybe Adam [A] Harrell couldn’t post bond in 1738, or John of Wiccacon hadn’t yet turned 16 (the minimum age to administer a deceased’s estate), or Richard’s widow Margaret preferred someone from her own family. Unfortunately if Robert Evans had any sisters, their names are unknown. In 1738, his wife’s sister Margaret Hooker had been married to Isaac Lewis (-1742) for over twenty years; his daughter Margaret Evans was just a child, still single in 1745. If only Roland Williams had noted where Margaret Harrell had taken Richard’s stuff! (My guess is that her next husband was William Baker Jr, whose wife was named Margaret in a 1756 deed witnessed by John Harrell.) Also, people had long trusted Robert Evans with their financial affairs. For example on 25 Jan 1722/3, John Smithson, mariner of the sloop James and Mary of New England, “for as much as my lawful business requires my return home from Petty Shore in North Carolina where now said sloop lies at anchor in ye river upon ye said shore” gave power of attorney to Robert Evans of Petty Shore, planter, to collect his debts in VA and NC (Bertie Deed Book A, p 143). As noted in this document, Smithson signed his POA at Robert Evans’ house “upon Petti Shoar,” witnessed by John and Elizabeth Maynard (Manear, Meanor). Returning to the inventory of Richard’s moveable estate, we learn that he had a “plantation” but no slaves. He was almost certainly illiterate like most people of his era, as he owned no books or writing material, not even a bible. His gun and horses were over at his brother Adam’s; his broad axe (for hewing logs) and round shaver (for shaping wood) were at his neighbor William Baker’s. Evidently he died intestate, as Robert Evans was his administrator, not his executor. His presumed widow Margaret had cleared out their home. The scant property of Richard’s estate - one bed, two cups, no chair or stool or bench, no lantern or candles, no money, no wearing apparel, no stash of corn or tobacco - would easily fit inside a one-room cabin. His tools – basic hand implements for farming, hunting, and construction – do not suggest barrel making, pine tar extraction, fishing, milling, or shoemaking. The implied lifestyle fits Byrd’s 1729 description of rugged, wild North Carolina, where even in Edenton few homes had chimneys. Perhaps no children remained at home, or Richard and Margaret had no surviving children, or only a baby. Maybe all the children drank from the same cup, and everyone slept in the same bed. Maybe the older boys (if any) slept on hay, or owned their own beds. It appears that Richard and his family had a place to hang a pot over a fire, but they were living hand to mouth, unlike Robert Evans with his canoe, wheeled cart, chairs, mirrors, books, candles, saddles and bridles, Negro man, large and small brass kettles, supply of split firewood, bushels of corn, barrels of tar, cooper’s tools, several hundred barrel staves, and three changes of clothing. On the other hand, maybe Richard’s fatal event was a house fire (they were far too common), and the inventory reflects only what his family managed to salvage. If the inventory is
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accurate he died debt-free, unlike Robert Evans. Under intestate probate, his land would go to his eldest son, if he had one, with a lifetime set-aside of a third of it for his widow. All moveable property would be divided among his widow and children, including daughters or their husbands: a third to the widow and the remaining two thirds equally among the children (as the Bertie court spelled out in 1757, ordering John Askew’s estate divided “according to law”). Often the only way to achieve this was to auction everything off and divide the cash proceeds. But without any debts to pay off, Richard’s estate could potentially be settled without an auction. Probably Margaret knew this when she took nearly all of his furnishings and most of his tools, leaving mainly the weapons and the few cows and pigs, plus a mare and colt at Adam’s place with no saddle: her haul appears to have been worth roughly a third the value of the moveable estate, given the demand for horses. Very likely she had no choice but to leave, and she believed herself entitled to take what she took, hopefully to the home of a relative well supplied with knives and guns and food. If so, this would suggest that Richard, who came of age before 1718, had an heir old enough in 1738 to step into his shoes, who may not have been Margaret’s son. Some have speculated that Margaret here was the wife of Richard Harrell (-1762) of Nansemond and Perquimans, whose will mentioned his wife Margaret. Based on a leap of faith that Richard of Perquimans must have been a son of Richard of Wiccacon, they picture Margaret retrieving the meager furnishings of her deceased father-in-law in Bertie, then carting and ferrying them forty miles to the opposite side of Bear Swamp in Perquimans. But Margaret and Richard were extremely common names. Regardless who fathered Richard Harrell of Perquimans, a daughter-in-law had no authority to clear out a deceased’s home unless her husband was the only surviving relative, in which case an inventory would serve no purpose. During the 1730’s it was a rare woman who would set out on an overnight journey in North Carolina without male protection - the more so if she was pregnant or nursing (like Margaret of Perquimans in 1738). If Richard of Perquimans or one of his sons escorted Margaret to the Wiccacon and loaded up a cart or a raft, we would see his name, not hers, on that portion of the inventory - not that Roland Williams would have traveled to Perquimans to obtain it. So I believe we can dismiss the idea that the Margaret Harrell in Aug 1738 Bertie court with Robert Evans and Roland Williams JP was the wife of Richard of Perquimans. The fate of Richard’s Wiccacon plantation bears looking into. I doubt that it went to a daughter in the absence of a male heir, because Margaret took all the tableware and left all the weapons. There is no record of any Harrell selling it before 1759, when it entered the jurisdiction of Hertford County, destined to lose so many records. In 1734, North Carolina reinstated its restrictive standard for freeholder status, which had been liberalized in 1723 and inconsistently applied. Henceforth only free white male British subjects over 21 who inhabited a particular district, were current on their taxes, owned at least fifty acres of land there for at least three months, and had resided there for at least six months, could legally vote in that district or serve on its juries. So if an otherwise landless man occupied his father’s Bertie plantation while his father lived in another county, neither of them would be eligible for jury duty in Bertie. On 25 Feb 1739/40 there were three John Harrells on Bertie’s list of eligible jurors: John Sr (Esq JP of Flag Run) beside his fellow JP and probable brother-in-law Needham Bryan (whose then wife Susanna is believed to have been a Harrell); John Jr (Sr’s son, with hundreds of acres in future Northampton inherited via his wife); and plain John (Richard of Perquimans’ son, a two-year resident of Bertie with at least 224 acres at Cashy). Apparently John of Wiccacon wasn’t eligible yet. Also on the list were two Joseph Harrells, not Sr or Jr: a “Joses” (“ph” misread as archaic S) grouped with Edward, Abraham, and James, and a Joseph never known to buy land in Bertie. The former had to have been Joseph (-1753), who in 1729 sold half of his 200-acre Flag Run plantation to Abraham, one farm from Edward’s. His heir Joseph Jr, probably only 15 in 1739 though possibly in his early 20’s, is not known to have owned land independently before 1753. So perhaps the second Joseph on the list had inherited Richard’s plantation in 1738.
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Indeed, a Joseph Harrell was active near the Wiccacon from 1745 through 1757, amid Richard (-1738)’s closest neighbors. Often he accompanied John Harrell of Wiccacon. As noted previously, Robert and Ann Evans of Petty Shore, long-established residents of the south bank of the Chowan, sold 265 acres on the east side of Brooks Creek in 1742 (Bertie Deed Book F, p 357). The buyer John Harrell - almost certainly “John Harrell of Wiccacon” who registered his livestock mark in Bertie in 1741 - proves to have been a literate young cooper, generous with his time and money, who would quickly gain the respect of the county. Here he is in 1756 as co-executor of his close neighbor John [JB] Baker, whose only creditor was Peter Evans:



snip
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In 1779, John Harrell Esq of Hertford would list a 265-acre tract among his holdings. Of course, he could have inherited the Evans tract from the John Harrell who bought it. Nothing says he didn’t, and he may have been too young in 1742 to buy land, given that he served as Sheriff from 1774-1777 and his eldest son was born around 1752. Recently though, after concluding that the John Harrell who died in Bertie in 1749 was probably the namesake son of John Jr (-1755), son of John Esq (-1759) of Flag Run (see John [JH] Harrell Sr above), I revisited the possibility that the future Sheriff John Esq bought 265 acres from Robert and Ann Evans in 1742. In the process, I learned that there was no minimum legal age to buy land, or to own inherited land without a guardian. Rather, a seller who sold to a minor would have no recourse if the buyer failed to honor his end of the deal, because a minor couldn’t (still can’t) enter into a valid contract. Likewise a seller under 21 couldn’t be held responsible if he failed to uphold the contract in the future. But if people who admired a young man’s character and grit were willing to take the risk, they could sell him a plantation before he turned 18. Sheriff John Esq, if he was anything like his son Samuel (a Major in the Hertford Militia at 24, and a noted preacher), probably seemed a worthy risk in his teens. On 16 Jul 1755, John Harrell patented 340 acres on Chowan River and Hodges Creek, north of the mouth of Hodges Creek, adjoining Peter Evans. He had obtained the warrant in 1753. John Harrell Esq of Hertford would still own this tract in 1779. The topoquest map below shows the head of Brooks Creek at bottom left, near Petty (Pettys) Shore; Pilands Crossroads east of Brooks Creek; Eure Landing east of Petty Shore; Hodges Creek east of Eure Landing; the mouth of the squiggly Wiccacon at the bottom right corner. Petty Shore is about a mile and a half from Pilands Crossroads as the crow flies.
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The Piland and Eure families were well established across the Chowan in future Gates County. Note the proximity of Sarum (Cole) Creek and the tip of Landing Ridge in present-day Gates, north of the Chowan, to the mouth of Hodges Creek in Hertford, south of the Chowan. Also, recall that Thomas and Jethro Harrell of Sarum (Cole) Creek-Scratch Hall witnessed the will of Christopher Boyce of White Pot, who bought Richard [RH] Harrell’s nearby farm in 1735. Harrells of Sarum (Cole) Creek, who intermarried with the canoe-making Eures and Pilands of that area, could visit Eure Landing and the Harrells of Hodges Creek without staying overnight. They could wave at each other across the river from their canoes, and probably shout and be heard. In 1737 Richard Harrell’s Wiccacon neighbor Thomas Johnson bought an additional 20 acres on the north side of Wiccacon Creek from John Wynns, “except twenty feet square where the burying place is” (Bertie Deed Book E, p 133), so probably part of the 200 acres Wynns had recently purchased from Elizabeth Matthews adjoining Richard Harrell, Thomas Johnson, and William Baker. Johnson still adjoined William Baker Sr (-1745) in 1743 and William Baker Jr (-1756) in 1748. On 11 Jun 1748, when he gave all his household goods to his minor son Josiah, his witnesses were Peter Evans and Joseph Harrell (Bertie Deed Book G, p 267). Johnson’s Wynns tract descended to Joseph Witherington by 1750. (The Witheringtons had migrated from Surry/Isle of Wight VA by 1741.) In 1753 (Bertie Deed Book H, p 41), William Witherington bought 200 acres from yeoman John Baker, adjoining Robert Evans (Jr) and William Baker. In 1748 Joseph Witherington became the guardian of Jacob Sharp’s son Starkey (17431791), while Peter Evans administered Jacob Sharp’s estate. Sheriff John Esq’s grandson Starkey Sharp Harrell (1786-1850), son of Nathan (-1802), would be named after Starkey Sharp. In 1755 John and Joseph Harrell, both literate, witnessed several Wiccacon deeds together, always with John signing first: John Baker to Joseph Witherington, 100 acres on the north side of Wiccacon Creek beside Robert Evans (Jr), William Witherington, and John Baker (Bertie Deed Book H, p 205); William Witherington to John Baker, 50 acres on Wiccacon Creek and Goose Creek beside William Sharp (Bertie Deed Book H, p 207); William Baker to Joseph Witherington, 100 acres on Wiccacon Creek beside Robert Evans, William Witherington, and John Baker (Bertie Deed Book H, page 223). Joseph Harrell proved all three at October Court, 1755. As noted above, William Baker (-1756), son of William [WB] Baker Sr (-1745) whose 1712 patent adjoined Richard Harrell’s Early plantation, had a “loving wife Margaret” who conceivably could have been Richard Harrell’s widow. John Harrell witnessed and proved the deed that mentioned her: Baker’s Jan 1756 deed of gift to his son Jesse that was, in effect, his will (Bertie Deed Book H, p 261). Margaret outlived William Baker Jr. In 1757 she may have married a Baker cousin, cooper Benjamin [BN] Norville of Tarbay Island, as Norville’s wife was Margaret [x] by then, and on 10 Oct 1757 John and Joseph Harrell witnessed his sale to John Vanpelt of 150 acres on Wiccacon Creek beside Joseph Witherington and the late John Baker (Bertie Deed Book H, p 461). On the Bertie tax list submitted 23 Oct 1756 by Nicholas (Askew, probably), we find Benjamin Wynns, John Baker (John [JB], will proved that month, executors his wife Mary and John Harrell), Joseph Harrell, William Witherington (Witherenton), Robert Evans (Jr), Margaret Baker (recent widow of William Baker Jr), and John Harrell – not beside one another, but in that order. In 1757 Elijah Harrell, formerly of Sarum (Cole) Creek, was in Brickell’s tax district in Bertie while John, Joseph, and Absalom Harrell (Adam’s son) were in William Wynns’ district, widely separated from each other. “John Harrell (Wicacon)” paid his tax for one poll, as did Joseph. In 1768 - the next available record of their neighborhood, permanently in Hertford by this time - John and Elijah each owed tax for one poll, meaning they had no sons born before 1752. Absalom had moved south to what is now northern Bertie, near Adam Jr and Thomas. Joseph had vanished. Across the river at Sarum (Cole) Creek, temporarily part of Hertford, Thomas (-1808) was on his own with one poll at age 34, while Thomas Jr (-1782) and Thomas Sr (-1771) each owed tax for three polls. (At least two of Sr’s polls were slaves, based on earlier records.) The following sequence appears in Bertie court minutes of 14 May 1745 (NCGHR vol 2 p 626), as abstracted by Hathaway, the same day William Baker’s will was proved (executors Elizabeth and John Baker; Benjamin Wynns and Peter Evans ordered to divide the estate):
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Caleb Spivey proves 10 white rights and 3 black. Ann Evans administered on the Est. of her husband Robt. Evans. Mary Clapton (Clayton) admx. Est. Nicholas Fairless. This in no way indicates that Caleb Spivey had accompanied Ann Evans to court, or even knew her. However, two years earlier Caleb [x] Spivy had sold 300 acres at Village Swamp near the Roanoke to a Thomas Harrell of Bertie (~1719-1763) with wife Rebecca. Thomas immediately sold half of this plantation to a Samuel [x] Harrell (~1713-1772) whose wife Elizabeth was the widow of Francis Harrell’s son Thomas (-1741); each would still own his half at his death. Caleb Spivy and his father George Spivy of Nansemond were at White Pot Pocosin as recently as 1740; Samuel [x] Harrell, son of John Jr of Virginia, had sold out at nearby Merry Hill in 1739. Shortly after his death in Edgecombe NC, Thomas (-1763)’s widow Rebecca would marry John Skinner, former adjoining neighbor of Thomas Harrell Sr and Richard Green of Sarum (Cole) Creek. In Edgecombe, John and Rebecca Skinner would show themselves to be allies of the family of Samuel Sizemore and Elizabeth Hooker, sister of Robert Evans’ wife Ann Hooker. I wish this added up to proof that Rebecca Evans married Thomas Harrell (-1763), my husband’s 5-great-grandfather. Circumstantially it fits, but other evidence suggests that Rebecca Evans Harrell, daughter of Robert Evans (-1745) of Petty Shore, lived at Sarum (Cole) CreekScratch Hall, just across the river from Petty Shore. Regarding the 14 May 1745 court record in Bertie, Robert Evans’ eldest daughter Mary had lost her second husband so close to the death of her father, one wonders if the two men were in an accident together. (Robert Evans strikes me as a man who would have made a will if he had some warning.) At court that day, Ann Evans submitted her inventory of Robert’s estate and received permission to sell some of the perishables. Mary submitted her inventory of Thomas Clapton’s estate and received permission to sell the remaining perishables of Nicholas Fairless’ estate, which she had inventoried in Nov 1740:



In 1740, Thomas Harrell owed the estate of Nicholas Fairless two pounds. Mary, who lived on the mortgaged Fairless plantation that adjoined Robert Evans’ plantation at Petty Shore, had listed Thomas Harrell’s debt first - the largest of her deceased husband’s receivables. Elijah Daws (looks like Dacos), listed second, adjoined the 265 acres Robert and Ann Evans would sell to John Harrell in 1742. In 1745 the estate of Robert Evans owed fifteen people for services or loans, including nearly 10 pounds to John Harrell. To raise cash to pay them, a partial estate sale was held at the Evans home on 7 Jun 1745. Sales were reported by purchaser, not item by item. After the widow Ann Evans took first pick, the first buyer was Thomas Harrell, the only Harrell listed. He spent nearly 12 pounds for household items including three iron kettles, second only to the 40 pounds Henry Shrobury paid for the Negro man.
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Apparently Thomas Harrell, not John, had married Rebecca Evans. Across the Chowan in 1752, directly across Cypress Swamp from John Harrell Sr’s Horn tract, Ann Evans and Thomas Harrell would co-witness the will of Thomas Harrell Sr’s young neighbor Jacob Green, son of Richard Green (-1742). Four Harrells – Thomas, John, Elijah, and Joseph – purchased from the combined estate sales of Mary Evans Fairless Clapton’s first two husbands. On 8 Jun 1745 Thomas, who was at Ann Evans’ sale the day before, bought a hoe for 1 pound 6 shillings. On 6 Aug 1745 John and Elijah each bought one of the two Fairless horses Mary sold, for over 16 pounds apiece, while Joseph bought a pair of old Clapton stockings for 3 shillings. (One pound = 20 shillings.) Mary would soon remarry again, to John Verlin, as the court noted in Nov 1745, appointing John Harrell and Peter Evans guardians of the property of her Fairless children. When Robert Evan’s estate was divided on 17 Dec 1745, his children, in the order listed after the widow’s one-third share, were Mary Verlin, Peter Evans, Rebecca Harrell, Anne Evans, Sarah Evans, Elizabeth Evans, Margaret (Margrett) Evans, and Robert Evans. On 4 Jun 1751 in Bertie, Joseph Harrell attended the estate sale for John Askew, deceased, held by Askew’s administrator William Wynns. He bought two Delft (blue and white china) bowls for a total of 1 shilling 9 pence – the smallest purchase on the list other than Nicholas Askew’s 10penny padlock and James Wilson’s 4-penny hammer. (One shilling = 12 pence.) Benjamin Wynns’ purchases added up to 34 pounds and change. More typical was the 2 pounds 11 shillings John Perry spent for four basins, five plates, three dishes, fifteen spoons, and a dozen pewter plates. John Harrell didn’t attend. It appears that Joseph Harrell of Wiccacon, who could read and write, was either frugal or poor, or perhaps challenged in some way, as I have yet to find a record with Joseph of Wiccacon appointed administrator, executor, auditor, divider, or guardian, while John was constantly in demand for such assignments. In 1757 none of Joseph’s sons, if any, had reached the age of sixteen. His location, his age, and his apparent presence on the 1739/40 jury list all point to him being Richard’s heir. As for John Harrell of Wiccacon, the esteemed Sheriff John Esq of Hertford, I can’t rule him out as a son of Thomas Sr of Sarum (Cole) Creek. Thomas Sr owed tax on three polls in 1740, four in 1741, three in 1742, and three in 1746. (At that time in NC, poll tax was levied on free white males >16, and on non-whites of both genders >12.) Though John was already residing at Wiccacon in 1741 when he registered his livestock mark, he could have moved there shortly after Chowan’s list of taxpayers was drawn up for that year. Thomas Sr’s three polls of 1746 would prove to be himself, Elijah, and Aaron. In 1746 he specifically owed no tax for any slave, though he owed for two slaves in 1756. Thomas Jr, heading his own household not far from Sr, owed poll tax only on himself from 1740 until 1751, when his son Thomas the Younger turned 16. With a son that age, Jr was probably older than Joseph of Wiccacon. If so, this would rule Jr out as a son of intestate Richard (-1738). Tax lists often neglected to name adult sons residing on their father’s land, but some tax collectors went beyond a head count to name every white male >16, or every white male >21. The taxable Harrells clustered around Thomas Sr and his two slaves in 1756, after Elijah moved across the river, were Aaron, Jethro, Peter, David, and Jesse. Note the absence of any John Harrell near the land John Harrell Sr of Nansemond purchased in 1730. Maybe his namesake grandson at Sarum (Cole) Creek had preceded Elijah across the river, without signing a single document in Chowan. But if John Harrell of Wiccacon was not a son-in-law of Robert Evans, as apparently he was not, his first purchase in future Hertford makes more sense if he was a son of Richard. Richard’s younger son would very likely be living at Wiccacon near his mother in 1741, not yet eligible to vote, and he would very likely buy his first plantation from Richard’s administrator Robert Evans, just across the old Baker patent from Richard’s plantation. So I am currently of the opinion that the most illustrious Harrells in Hertford NC before Abner (1789-1865) of Harrellsville, son of Samuel (-1811) of Sunbury, son of William (-1762), son of Samuel (-1761), son of Thomas II, were descendants of Richard Harrell (-1738), son of Thomas II. Perhaps the sparkplug in both lines was Samuel Smith.
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3-6 [?]DAUGHTER m SAMUEL SMITH JR of Cross Sw BBQ>Roanoke (~1692-1763) LWT (son of Thomas II, son of Thomas I) We meet Francis Harrell on 12 Jul 1718, when he patented 250 acres in Nansemond Upper Parish, “beginning at a pine in Daniel Horton’s line, and runs thence N 15 degrees E 73 pole to a red oak, thence N 77 degrees E 95 pole to a pine, thence S 84 degrees E 128 pole to a pine, thence S 34.5 degrees E 112 pole to a pine (Francis Harrell’s corner pine by the Bull pocosin in John Harrell’s 1731 grant), thence S 6 degrees W 168 pole to a lightwood tree (the line where John’s 1731 grant would adjoin Francis – see below), thence N 80 degrees W 92 pole to a pine in Paul Brewer’s line, thence bounding thereon N 43 degrees E 86 pole to a big corner pine, thence bounding thereon N 46 degrees W 152 pole to his corner pine, thence S 44 degrees W 102 pole bounding thereon to Daniel Horton’s corner white oak, thence bounding thereon N 48 degrees W 100 pole to the first station.” On the same date, Richard Baker patented 83 acres “beginning at Francis Harrell’s corner pine, thence S 43 degrees W 16 pole to a pine, thence S 27 degrees W 11 pole to Paul Brewer’s corner pine, thence bounding thereon SW 92 (pole) to John Smith’s corner pine, thence bounding thereon S 46.5 degrees E 53 pole to his corner pine, thence bounding thereon S 18.5 degrees W 38 pole to a pine, then S 78 degrees E 52 pole to a pine, thence N 25.5 degrees E 172 pole to a stake in Francis Harrell’s line, thence bounding thereon N 80 degrees W 86 pole to the first station.” So the SW side of Francis Harrell’s tract (a SW-facing head of an open-end wrench, with Paul Brewer the nut) adjoined the lands of Daniel Horton, Paul Brewer, and Richard Baker, from west to east. Richard Baker inserted himself east of Brewer, between Francis Harrell and John Smith. Since neither grant names a watercourse, they would be impossible to map if we didn’t also have John Harrell’s 1731 patent adjoining Francis Harrell from “Francis Harrel’s corner pine by the side of the Bull pocosin, thence on his land (along Francis’ line) S 6 degrees W 168 pole to a lightwood tree,” coupled with John Smith Jr’s 1764 patent on the south side of Cross Swamp adjoining himself (on Samuel Smith’s 1698 patent), Nicholas Harmon (on Richard Harrell’s 1718), Job Harrell (on Adam Harrell’s 1714), and Bull Pocosin. As I wrote under Thomas II, about Francis Harrell’s other land in Nansemond, “the Samuel Smith who adjoined Thomas Harrell II at Cross Swamp BBQ died by 1730. On 6 Jun 1731, his son Samuel patented 147 acres in Nansemond, ‘beginning at a maple in Wm Speight’s line in a branch called Oxley’s branch, running S 69 degrees W (WSW) 59 pole in the said branch bounding on the land of Thomas Gewin to a sassafras, thence S 54 degrees W 298 (WSW) pole bounding on the said Gewin to a pine a corner tree of Francis Harrel’s land, thence N 17 degrees W 56 pole bounding on the said Harrel’s land to a pine a corner tree of John Duke’s land, thence bounding on Duke and Gewin N 47 degrees E 290 pole to a hickory in Wm Speight’s line, thence bounding on Speight’s line S 61 degrees E (ESE) 118 pole to the first station.’ “So Speight’s land extended ESE about a third of a mile beyond the Griffin>Peters patent. The distance from John Duke’s corner to Speight’s line was 290 pole, leaving 408-290=118 pole (0.37 miles) of dry side Griffin>Peters line at the Harrell end. The distance from Francis Harrell’s corner to Speight’s maple in Oxley’s branch was 298+59=357 pole (1.12 miles), in a generally ENE direction. Francis had Samuel Smith Sr’s 1698 patent to his SW (with Richard Harrell’s 1718 between them) and Samuel Smith Jr’s 1731 patent to his NE. His NE boundary angled N and slightly W, toward the swamp. It was not said to stop at Duke’s corner. “If his boundary continued past John Duke’s corner, part of Francis Harrell’s land overlapped Thomas II’s Peters tract. Even if Francis’ boundary stopped at the old line, he might have inherited his property from Thomas II, as we don’t know what land, if any, Thomas II annexed to his Peters tract after 1704. Regardless, this was not Francis’ 1718 patent on Bull Pocosin (his
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only Nansemond patent), which had no line within 15 degrees of running N 17 degrees W or S 17 degrees E; no segment of 56 pole; no mention of Guin or Duke. Nor was it connected to John Harrell’s 1704 patent south of Dragon Swamp. So Francis was almost certainly a son of Thomas II.” Like many migrants of his era, Francis accomplished his move to the Roanoke in stages. As we have seen, he still owned two tracts of land in Nansemond in 1731, one of them adjoining if not overlapping Thomas II’s Peters tract. On 6 Apr 1721, Francis Harrell of Nansemond Upper Parish traded 22 barrels of “very good clean merchantable tar” (probably produced by Francis) for 100 acres on the NE side of the NW branch of Middle Swamp in Chowan/Gates NC. Witnesses were his Nansemond neighbors Samuel Smith, Richard Taylor, and Richard Baker. The seller was wealthy James Farlee (Fayle) of Nansemond, who gave power of attorney to Samuel Williams (Guilliams) of Chowan to prove the sale at Edenton, witnessed by Daniel Oquin and Jonathan Kittrell (both illiterate). I imagine Farlee executed the POA in Nansemond. Jonathan Kittrell and wife Ann had sold this 100 acres, part of Kittrell’s 1713 patent, to James Farlee on 11 Feb 1718/9, the same date they sold the south 50 acres of the same patent to Samuel Williams (Guilliams). Samuel Williams (sic) would sell this 50 acres to Jonathan Kittrell’s son John in 1739, after Jonathan migrated to Bertie. So in 1721, Francis Harrell bought 100 acres on the NW branch of Middle Swamp beside Samuel Williams of Chowan. On 26 Mar 1723, Richard Harrell (Harrard) and Samuel Smith Jr jointly patented 90 acres at White Pot Pocosin in Chowan/Gates adjoining Jonathan Kittrell, a mile or two from Francis Harrell’s Middle Swamp purchase. (See map under Richard Harrell, above.) On 4 Jul 1723, Jonathan Kittrell patented additional land adjoining his 1713 patent. On 23 Mar 1723/4 he sold 50 acres at White Pot Pocosin, part of his 1723 patent, to Richard Parker of Nansemond Upper Parish, witnessed by George and James Spivy (NCGHR Vol 2 p 283). On 19 Oct 1731 (NCGHR Vol 2 p 450) Francis Harrell of Nansemond sold 50 acres beside Richard Parker to Richard Baker Jr, “whereon the said Baker is now seated,” on the east side of the NW branch of Middle Swamp, witnessed by Thomas Rountree, John Arline, and James Parker. Francis Harrell owed Quit Rent on 240 acres in Bertie before 1732. On 12 Feb 1733/4, he was appointed to a Bertie jury to lay out a road from Hodges Ferry to Harrells Hill, and from there through Sheppards Swamp to Cashy Road. This 15-man panel included Samuel Smith and four other Harrells besides Francis: Joseph, Abraham, Edward, and Isaac (plus a John Henard I have ruled out as a Harrell). On 20 May 1734 (NCGHR Vol 3 p 125) Francis Harrell “of Bertie” sold his remaining 50 acres in Chowan/Gates to Thomas Baker, witnessed by Richard Taylor Sr and Jr and James Ellis. So by 1734, Francis had completed his migration from Cross Swamp BBQ and Bull Pocosin in Nansemond to the Roanoke in southern Bertie. There he would live out the remaining three decades of his life. He divested himself of all his land in Nansemond before 1748. On 2 Aug 1736, Richard Taylor (Tayloe) patented 125 acres at the head of Bennetts Creek in Nansemond adjoining Samuel Smith, John Pierce, and Joseph Horton. Richard Taylor and Samuel Smith would procession District 22 in 1748. In 1735 and 1736, when Francis [F], Adam [A], and Richard Harrell (-1738) had already moved to Bertie, a John [J] Harrell was at Middle Swamp in Chowan/Gates with Richard Taylor Jr and Sr, witnessing two land sales by John [x] Lassiter (future father-in-law of Thomas III’s grandson Thomas V). The first of these sales was to Samuel Harrell. John [J] Harrell and Richard Taylor Jr proved Samuel Harrell’s 1735 purchase together at Chowan court, the same date Richard Taylor Jr proved Francis Harrell’s 1734 sale, back to back. So we can safely assume that John [J] Harrell traveled to Edenton with Richard Taylor Jr of Nansemond. On 10 Nov 1739 (Chowan Deed Book H, page 64) Samuel [x] Harrell, “son of Jno Harrel Junr of Virginia,” sold to Peter Parker of Chowan 100 acres on Merry Hill Pocosin in Chowan “at a place called the gum branch or the Bull’s Skull.” The deed states that Samuel bought this tract from Lassiter, and it was part of Richard Berryman’s 19 Jan 1716 patent. Witnesses were Richard Taylor, Daniel [DP] Parker, and Robert [RP] Parker. Peter, Daniel, and Robert were sons of Richard Parker (-1752) of Nansemond and Chowan/Gates. (In Chowan/Gates, formerly Nansemond, “of Virginia” generally meant Nansemond in my experience.)
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Based on two 1722 Thomas Jernigan deeds in this area, Merry Hill Pocosin was between Knotty Pine Swamp (present-day Buckland Mill Branch) and the south side of Middle Swamp of Bennetts Creek. Additional evidence for the location of Samuel Harrell’s Lassiter tract is found in John [x] Lassiter of Chowan’s 1741 sale to Adam Raby of Nansemond, 140 acres on Gum Branch of Middle Swamp of Bennetts Creek, patented by Richard Berryman. So the 100-acre tract John Jr’s son Samuel owned from 1735 to 1739 was situated between the similarly modest tracts Francis and Richard had recently sold (see map under Richard Harrell) - a hop and a skip from the Harrells of Sarum (Cole) Creek, who were still farming the 239-acre Horn tract John Sr had purchased in 1730. By 1739, John Jr’s son Samuel had followed Francis to the Roanoke. He was listed as a juryman there in 1739/40, beside Thomas Harrell. Francis Harrell’s will was executed in Bertie on 25 Mar 1759, and proved in December, 1763. Besides his wife Mary (to whom he gave his “two riding horses Smoker and Blazer”) and five sons Jacob, John, Francis, William, and Shadrack, he named four daughters: Mary Averit, Sarah Saulsbury, Elizabeth Carril, and Martha Harrell. (I pulled the original. It’s Elizabeth Carril, not Harril.) Only his three youngest children received bequests above 5 shillings, usually an indication that the testator had already provided for the others, with dowries or substantial wedding gifts in the case of daughters. The will mentions no grandchildren. Surely Francis had some, though perhaps none whose father had died and left them without an inheritance. On 12 Feb 1734/5 (Bertie Deed Book D, page 190), Henry Averitt (Everard here, many spellings elsewhere), witnessed by Thomas Harrell and John Becton, purchased 640 acres on the north side of the Roanoke adjoining John Blount, Thomas Busby, and Richard Melton; Thomas Harrell proved the deed (jurat) at May court in 1735. On 21 Mar 1735/6 in Bertie, Thomas Harrell, George House, and Henry Avery witnessed John Moore’s sale to Titus Moore, of land sold by Theophilus Williams to George Ballard on 3 Mar 1727/8. On 12 May 1735 (Bertie Deed Book D, page 191), Henry Averey and wife Mary sold the 640 acres Henry Averitt had bought three months earlier, to Joseph Thomas, witnessed by John Harrell, Joseph Harrell, and Edward Harrell. Almost certainly Henry’s wife Mary was the daughter Mary Averit named in Francis Harrell’s will. In November 1736 in Bertie, Thomas Harrell and Pettigrew Salsbury witnessed a transaction for John Moore, which Pettigrew Salsbury proved (jurat). On 8 Dec 1736 (Bertie Deed Book E, page 467), Pettigrew (Peddigrew) Salsbury bought land from William Eason at Falling (Fallen) Run, adjoining “Snowfields” (the plantation of Needham Bryan and Susanna Harrell), William Gray, and William Eason. Witnesses were John Gray, Francis Harrell, and Thomas Harrell; Thomas Harrell proved the deed (jurat) at May court in 1739. On 8 May 1739 (Bertie Deed Book E, page 457), Pettigrew (Pedigrew) Salsbury and wife Sarah sold 40 acres at the head of “Snowfield” to Titus Moore, adjoining William Turner, William Eason, and Henry Averitt; witnesses were Charles Horne and Thomas Harrell; Thomas proved it in May 1739 with the 1736 Salsbury purchase. On 11 Aug 1739, Pettigrew Salsbury sold 140 acres on the north side of the Roanoke to Isaac Harrell, witnessed by Jacob Jernigan, John Moore, and William Bryan(t). On 19 Apr 1740 (Bertie Deed Book F, page 99), Pettigrew (Pedigrew) Salsbury and wife Sarah of Society Parish in Bertie sold 200 acres on the north side of the Roanoke to Adam Raby (Rabey), adjoining Needham Bryan(t), Matthew Turner, Isaac Harrell, Caleb Spivy, and Theophilus Williams. Almost certainly Pettigrew’s wife Sarah was the daughter Sarah Salsbury named in Francis Harrell’s will. Note the frequent appearance of Thomas Harrell with sons-in-law of Francis, and once with Francis himself. This Thomas, invariably in the company of Francis Harrell’s family, was busy witnessing and proving deeds in Bertie until May of 1739, but then he disappeared from Bertie transaction records. No Thomas ever replaced him as a frequent witness in Bertie. On 7 Jun 1739, Thomas Harrell (Harrel) received a grant of 390 acres on the north side of the Neuse River in Craven/Johnston NC (grant book 8, page 92, and grant book 9, page 387), where several descendants of Francis Harrell ended up. By location, allies, and DNA this Thomas was certainly not the German Thomas Harrold who received a grant on the Trent River in 1746, married Elizabeth Franck, and remained in the part of Craven that stayed Craven. All 390 acres of Thomas Harrell’s Neuse River grant would descend to his daughter Esther, who would sell it with
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her husband Thomas Harrell (son of Edward) on 20 May 1777, as residents of Martin NC (Martin Deed Book H-1, page 342). The Bertie jury list of Feb 1739/40 includes a Thomas Harrell, between Titus Moore and Samuel Harrell. On 21 Mar 1739/40, Thomas registered his cattle mark in Craven/Johnston. Apparently he intended to move there, but his life was cut short. On 11 Aug 1741 in Bertie, Elizabeth [E] Harrell inventoried the estate of her deceased husband Thomas Harrell: 24 head of cattle, 21 hogs, four horses, a Negro man, etc, but no books, no table or chairs, and only one bed. By 11 May 1742, Elizabeth had remarried, to Samuel Harrell. Samuel was appointed on behalf of his wife Elizabeth, administratrix of her late husband Thomas Harrell, to divide the deceased’s estate between Elizabeth and her child Esther (Ester) – proof that Thomas had no other children. The court appointed John Harrell to assist the illiterate Samuel. One or the other must have thought the better of it, however (normally only disinterested parties were appointed to divide estates), because on 22 Jul 1742, Theophilus Williams and William Turner divided Thomas Harrell’s moveable estate equally between Elizabeth and Esther. They allotted each legatee half of the considerable value of the Negro slave, but evidently assumed he would remain in the same household, as he wasn’t sold or traded to finalize the division. (This slave, by the way, had probably qualified Thomas Harrell to serve on juries before he acquired any land.) The evidence overwhelmingly indicates that Thomas Harrell (-1741) died a young man, leaving an infant daughter and a young wife. The only children sharing Elizabeth’s estate in 1777 were her daughter Esther and her son and daughters by Samuel Harrell. Since Thomas predeceased Francis Harrell by 22 years and Esther was well provided for, Francis would not have mentioned either of them in his will. But circumstantially Francis, son of Thomas II, had a son Thomas, probably his eldest, who accompanied him to the Roanoke by 1734 and died in 1741, planning to migrate to the Neuse River in Craven/Johnston. On 20 Mar 1748/9 in Bertie, Needham Bryan (wife Susanna Harrell), John Harrell (Esq JP’s signature), and Francis [F] Harrell divided the residual estate of deceased neighbor Henry Jernigan (-1736), whose will mentioned land at Sumerton Creek in Nansemond. (In 1736 the court had ordered them and Theophilus Williams, or any three of them, to divide the estate.) Some of Jernigan’s family ended up on the Neuse River in Johnston NC with his in-laws the Blackmans. His father Thomas Jernigan had patented land near Middle Swamp in Chowan/Gates in 1718; Francis Harrell had purchased land nearby in 1721; both had moved to Bertie by 1735. Francis Harrell and Henry Jernigan (-1736) each had a son Jacob, about the same age, with no prior history of the name Jacob among Harrells or Jernigans of this region. In 1770, Jacob Jernigan would witness the will of Samuel [x] Harrell, stepfather of Thomas Harrell’s daughter Esther. The 1748/9 Jernigan estate division shows Francis [F] Harrell’s original mark. Picture him at someone’s table with cousin John Harrell and cousin Susanna Harrell’s husband Needham Bryan – both of them Bertie JP’s at the time, with considerably more property and clout than Francis. John wrote the text of the document. Bryan signed first. John signed second, then wrote Francis’ name below, leaving space in the center for Francis to add his boxed-in F:
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Perhaps Francis Harrell’s first wife (Mary, if she was his only wife) was a sister of Henry Jernigan’s first wife. (Jernigan’s widow Phoebe Blackman, who next married John Hayes, was probably the mother of only his two youngest sons, Jesse and Demsey.) I know of no evidence that Mary was a Benton as some have claimed, though Thomas II’s land did adjoin Epaphroditus Benton’s land from 1698 on, in Nansemond District 21, and they were neighbors from 1685. I get the impression that Francis and Mary must have been a fun and devoted couple. It was a rare husband in 1760 who willed his best riding horses to his wife! Francis owned no slaves, possibly by choice, but with four feather beds, a looking glass, a brass candlestick, five chairs, and a gilt trunk, he wasn’t averse to a few luxuries. Perhaps the best clue to his personality is an entry in the travel journal of Baptist minister Oliver Hart, who ventured into South Carolina back country in 1775 at the behest of the Council of Safety at Charleston (Charles Town). Francis Harrell’s daughter Sarah had migrated to Richland SC with her husband Pettigrew Salsbury, via Johnston NC. Oliver Hart’s diary for 4 Aug 1775 reads as follows (annotated for modern readers in southerncampaign.org’s newsletter Volume 2, Number 4, April 2005, page 26): “About __ o'clock, was overtaken with hard rain, rode an Hour in it; reached Col. Thompson's about 12; dined there, the Col. not at Home, set off ½ after two, crossed McCord's Ferry after 3. I intended to go as far as Mr. Simon Hiron's, but finding it would be late and the way bad, put up at Mr. Pettigrew Salsbury's where I had the pleasure of sleeping on a good Bed. This is an aged Couple, the Man 73, the Woman 60, they have been married ___ years, have had 12 Children; but, what is a little extraordinary, they declare that they never have had the least Quarrel, Contention or Bickerings between them. An uncommon Instance _____ of conjugal Felicity, and proved that there is a possibility of Happiness in the Married State. This good Woman says all may be thus happy, if they will.”
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3-9 [?]ELIZABETH m RICHARD NEWSOM (-1753) of Cross Sw BBQ>Roanoke 3-10 JAMES HARRELL of Sumerton Road (bef 1696-aft 1761) UNC 3-11 SAMUEL HARRELL of Oyster Tong-Sunbury (bef 1696-1761) LWT --------------------------------------3-12 THOMAS THOS HARRELL SR of Sarum-Coles Creek (bef 1690-1771) LWT 3-13 RICHARD [RH] HARRELL of Dragon Sw>Perq Rd>Flag Run-Roanoke (bef 1693-1759) LWT 3-15 EDWARD [X] HARRELL of Dragon Swamp>Flag Run/Cashy-Roanoke (bef 1698-1754) LWT 3-16 JOSEPH [X] HARRELL of Dragon Swamp>Flag Run-Roanoke (bef 1704-1753) NT 3-17 ABRAHAM [X] HARRELL of Flag Run/Rooneroy-Roanoke (bef 1706-1755) LWT 3-18 SUSANNAH HARRELL of Snowfields-Roanoke (~1710-1752) NT 3-19 ISAAC [IH] HARRELL of Village Swamp-Roanoke (bef 1713-aft 1761) UNC    
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